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Preface 

 

We are not at the end, but at the beginning of an epoch; an epoch 
which will be guided by a new spirit, which will be driven by new 
forces, new technological, sociological and economic forces, and 
which will have new tools and new materials. For this reason we will 
have a new architecture (Mies van der Rohe 1960) 

 

This dissertation is the result of a personal journey that started in “classic” architec-
tural design although digital means and their fascinating opportunities have played 
an important part from the beginning. The chance to deepen my knowledge of com-
puters in architecture opened up my mind to what is possible with such powerful 
means at hand. The involvement with questions of energy and climate change made 
it clear for me how to use this power - to work towards an understanding of build-
ings as complex systems including climate, site, construction, form, technical sys-
tems and inhabitants, and even further, to employ this understanding in architectural 
design. While the primary objective is clear – to design and operate buildings that 
are free of CO2 emissions – the ways to achieve such buildings are manifold.  

The introduction to a new technological paradigm for the efficient supply of build-
ings – distributed service systems, as researched at the Buildings Systems Group at 
ETH Zürich – provided another substantial piece for this dissertation. Distributed 
service systems potentially facilitate buildings that are more sensitive and respon-
sive to changing conditions of the interior as well as to the exterior environment, 
supplying just the right amount of energy and matter for the well-being of the in-
habitants. For the first time, the metaphor of a building as an organism, subject to 
architectural design concepts and theory for decades, may no longer be just an 
image but actually a functional and behavioural principle.  

Research on such a principle has to address aspects of architecture, information 
technology, engineering and physics. For an integrated approach one has to combine 
those fields rather than to go in depth in just one of them. This is what I aim for in 
my work, aware that specialists of one of the mentioned disciplines may regard it as 
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not sufficiently in-depth. I see my contribution to research in architecture and build-
ing science in combining and compiling otherwise separate parts to develop a new 
and thorough understanding of buildings - and therefore to open up the opportunity 
for better and more sustainable designs. 
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Abstract 

The operation of buildings accounts for up to 25% of the global CO2, emissions. 
Main contributors to these emissions are the systems of building infrastructure – 
systems that deliver energy and matter to maintain comfortable interior conditions in 
order to be able to inhabit and use the building. An emerging generation of technical 
infrastructure – distributed building service systems – provides a new conceptual 
paradigm for building supply. In analogy to distributed systems in information and 
communication technology, they consist of individual entities that cooperatively 
supply the building space. Their employment in buildings requires the consideration 
of parameters of climate, location, geometry, construction, and system components 
already from early design stages on. When integrated into the architectural process, 
distributed building service systems support the design and realization of buildings 
that are environmentally, economically and socially sustainable. The aim of this 
work is to facilitate such an integration in two steps, first, by assessing the demand 
of energy and matter of a specific building design and second, to design and layout 
the supply by selecting, defining and placing appropriate distributed systems and 
components. A system model for distributed building service systems is established, 
characterizing the relevant entities, their properties and dependencies. Methods of 
knowledge representation are used to capture the necessary types of knowledge. A 
two-fold, integrated design process is described, utilizing a knowledge base and 
computer-based methods for simulation and problem solving. During the design 
process, the concrete system model objects are instantiated and stored using a Build-
ing Information Model as a database. Qualitative and quantitative performance as-
sessment is employed to evaluate design solutions. A prototypical design tool, the 
Design Performance Viewer (DPV) is described, representing a partial implementa-
tion of the described methods. Applying the design tool in a joint industry-university 
case study, the integrated design process is exemplified, establishing a seamless 
digital design process from early stage performance assessment to the digital fabri-
cation of integrated building components. The work concludes with an outlook on 
technologies and techniques for the adaptive and efficient operation of the systems 
in a dynamic environment.  
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Kurzfassung 

Der Betrieb von Gebäuden verursacht bis zu 25% der weltweiten, anthropogenen 
CO2-Emissionen. Den technischen Systemen für die Versorgung von Gebäuden mit 
Energie und Stoffen kommt dabei eine große Bedeutung zu. Eine neue Generation 
dezentraler, verteilter Systeme technischer Infrastruktur ermöglicht neue Konzepte 
einer effizienteren und flexibleren Versorgung von Gebäuden. Die Eigenschaften 
verteilter Systeme und deren vielfältige Abhängigkeiten macht die Gesamtbetrach-
tung eines Gebäudes inklusive seines Klimas, seines Ortes, seiner Form und Kon-
struktion sowie seiner Systeme bereits in den frühen Phasen einer Planung notwen-
dig. Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es, die Betrachtung von Energie- und Stoffflüssen in Ge-
bäuden und deren effiziente Versorgung durch verteilte Systeme in den architektoni-
schen Prozeß zu integrieren. Eine solche Vorgehensweise birgt große Potentiale für 
nachhaltige Gebäude in Hinblick auf ökologische, ökonomische und sozialen Krite-
rien. Um das notwendige Systemwissen und die vielfältigen Abhängigkeiten der 
Systemkomponenten in den architektonischen Prozeß einzubinden, wird mittels Me-
thoden der Wissensrepräsentation ein objektorientiertes Systemmodell formuliert. 
Das digitales Gebäudemodell (Building Information Model, BIM) dient als Daten-
bank der gemäß des Systemmodells erstellten Objekte. In einem zweistufigen, inte-
grierten Entwurfsprozeß werden die Objekte mit Methoden der Simulation und 
computerunterstützten Problemlösung kombiniert. In der ersten Stufe wird der Be-
darf eines spezifischen Gebäudeentwurfes an Energie und Stoffen ermittelt. In der 
zweiten Stufe werden die für eine optimale Versorgung notwendigen, verteilten Sy-
steme und Komponenten definiert und plaziert. Die entstehenden Lösungen können 
nach qualitativen und quantitativen Kriterien bewertet werden. Eine Teilimplemen-
tierung von Systemmodell, Datenbank und Methoden in einem prototypischen 
Werkzeug, dem Design Performance Viewer (DPV), ermöglicht eine Anwendung 
im integrierten Entwurfsprozeß. Methodik und Werkzeug werden anhand eines 
Fallbeispiels demonstriert, welches einen nahtlosen, digitalen architektonischen Pro-
zeß vom performance-orientierten Entwurf bis zur Fertigung mittels digitaler Fabri-
kation zu Ziel hat. Die Arbeit schließt mit einem Ausblick auf Ansätze für den effi-
zienten Betrieb verteilter Systeme im Gebäude. Ziel ist das adaptive und damit effi-
ziente Verhalten der Systems in einer dynamischen Innen- und Außenumwelt. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background and Motivation 

The following introduction provides the background and motivation for this work. It 
is the result of an increasing awareness of climate change as one of the biggest chal-
lenges to humankind, the consequences on architecture and coinciding develop-
ments in building and information technologies that allow us to think differently 
about the way we design, build and operate future buildings. 

1.1.1 Climate Change and the Contribution of Buildings 

Residential and commercial buildings are responsible for 7.9% of the direct global 
anthropogenic green house gas emissions. 56.6 % of the green house gas emissions 
consist of CO2 from fossil fuels, therefore making it the largest contributor to global 
warming (Rogner et al. 2007). As Figure 1.1 shows, approximately 11% of the total 
CO2 emissions are caused by direct emissions of the residential and service sectors. 
Adding up the emissions from direct combustion of fossil fuels and from electricity 
use, buildings even account for almost 25% of the global CO2 emissions (Levine et 
al. 2007). 

 

Fig. 1.1: Sources of global CO2 emissions, 1970–2004  
(only direct emissions by sector (Rogner et al. 2007)  
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Enforced by legislative measures, the awareness of the environmental impact of 
buildings concerning their emissions, their energy, resource and space consumption 
has dramatically raised the challenges on building design, construction and oper-
ation. Building regulations and programs such as the European Buildings Directive 
in Europe (European Comission 2002), Minergie in Switzerland (Minergie e.V. 
2008), or LEED (U.S. GBC 2007) in the United States have been well established 
over the last years. Architects and planners are increasingly required to consider 
energy consumption and the environmental impact of their building designs. Regula-
tions however mostly aim at “saving energy”, focusing on the performance of the 
building envelope. In cold climate zones such as Western Europe this means in-
creasing the insulation, which often results in limited design flexibility, especially 
when retrofitting buildings. The primary goal as claimed by organisations such as 
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) however is not necessarily 
to save energy but to reduce CO2 emissions. This stresses the importance of building 
service systems as producers of all direct and indirect carbon emissions in buildings. 
By facilitating the utilization of renewable energy sources however, the right choice 
of building service systems can actively contribute to minimize carbon emissions. 
Building service systems deliver energy, matter and information for humans to be 
able to inhabit and use the building according to its purpose. Their integration into 
design requires an understanding of buildings as holistic systems including aspects 
of climate, location, construction, form and technical infrastructure.  

It has been widely acclaimed that the most important design decisions concerning 
the sustainability of buildings are made in the early design stages, at the responsi-
bility of the architect. Although highly influencing all aspects of a sustainable build-
ing design, the flows of energy and matter and the systems that create and guide 
these flows are most often not considered during this stage. This missing integration 
causes extensive modifications afterwards to meet sustainability criteria, resulting in 
higher costs and often enough in buildings of mediocre quality. One possible reason 
for this shortcoming is the conventional architectural design process. Achten (2008) 
claims, that in common architectural design, processes following a specified method 
are often not considered. In the traditional architectural workflow, the behaviour of a 
building in operation, its flows of energy and matter is often not a design issue. No 
process or methodology is applied to facilitate the understanding of the complex 
dependencies arising when considering its flows and the related building service 
systems.  
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1.1.2 Advanced Building Technologies  

An upcoming generation of advanced building technologies induces a change in 
paradigms for the supply of buildings with energy, matter and information. Distri-
buted building service systems can be characterized by the aspects of decentraliza-
tion, miniaturization, integration and communication. The distribution of a multitude 
of system components within the building fabric results in a decentralization of the 
creation, handling and emission of flows of energy and matter that are required to 
achieve effects such as heating, cooling or ventilation. For the supply of different 
spatial hierarchies, individual system components can be grouped, resulting in ag-
gregates of different size that pursue a common goal. Due to the small area supplied 
by the individual component they can be miniaturized. Miniaturization facilitates the 
integration into the building fabric such as ceilings, floors, façade elements and 
walls. In order to coordinate their behaviour and thus the supply of the building 
space, the system components have to communicate using networks. The ability to 
communicate and cooperate allows the employment of adaptive operational strat-
egies, aiming at both, comfortable and efficient supply. 

The use of distributed building service systems influences design, spatial layout, 
construction and resulting performance of a building. In order to capture the inherent 
complexity of dependencies, new strategies to integrate these systems within the 
architectural design process are necessary. Such strategies aim at the creation of 
efficient buildings that are capable of reacting sensibly to changing events of the 
interior and exterior environment.  

The advancement of distributed building service systems is accompanied and accel-
erated by the increasing use of networking technologies for building automation, 
wireless networking and mobile devices. The coalescence of different networking 
technologies allows the permanent access to information technologies on different 
scales. In many fields, the use of computer networks has becomes omnipresent; 
networking capabilities are embedded into an increasing amount of products and 
surrounding infrastructures. Future building technologies extend this ubiquitous 
computing and networking into the building realm.  

1.1.3 Information Technology in Architectural Design 

For the last three decades, information technology has dramatically changed the way 
buildings are designed and built. As the most visible influence in architectural de-
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sign, digital design and manufacturing tools have expanded the means how and 
which forms and structures can be realized. Powerful modelling software adapted 
from the entertainment industry allows the fast and easy creation of complex archi-
tectural geometries. To use such software and create elaborate forms, a deeper 
understanding of the mathematical backgrounds is no longer required. For the reali-
zation of such forms, digital fabrication processes have been developed, employing 
computer controlled machinery such as laser cutters, multi-dimensional milling 
equipment or industrial robots. Digital fabrication has been widely established 
among researchers as well as for an increasing number of architectural practices 
(Kolarevic 2008).  

After three decades of two-dimensional, computer aided design (CAD) drawings as 
the predominant form of building representation, the concept of building informa-
tion modelling (BIM) has been rapidly adopted by the building industry (Bédard 
2006; McGraw-Hill 2007). Originating in mechanical engineering and subject to 
extensive research for over two decades, the capability of digital models to store 
different types of information offers opportunities for new processes and software 
applications in design. For the integration of flows of energy and matter, their poten-
tial lies in their capability to create, store and access the relevant information re-
quired for performance assessment as well as providing symbolic, geometric and 
mathematical representations of technical system components and infrastructures.  

The perception and discourse of architecture has traditionally been dominated by its 
form:  

No matter how profound the changes wrought on architecture by the 
electric lamp or the suspended ceiling (to cite two fundamental inno-
vations), the fact that such changes were not visible on the outside de-
nied them a place in the history of architecture (Banham 1969, 12).  

The profound changes that Banham describes are the results of flows of energy 
(lighting) and matter (air, to be distributed in a suspended ceiling). Due to the rea-
sons described above, they have become an increasingly important part of architec-
tural design. However, approaches to consider the invisible aspects during design 
are not widespread. Since the last four decades, software for simulating building 
performance has been extensively researched. Powerful packages are commercially 
available. Many researchers and practitioners agree, however, that such tools are 
only scarcely used in the design process. Most simulation software aims at the ex-
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pert and requires expert knowledge to input the information needed, run the simula-
tions and interpret the results. In the early design stages, such an amount of informa-
tion is often not available. In addition, architects are mostly non-experts in terms of 
energy and building technologies. As generalists, they do not have to know about 
precisely every parameter necessary to run expert software. But they know about the 
design intention manifested in form, materials and preferred attributes of technical 
systems. Based on the increasing employment of building information modelling in 
architectural design, a new generation of computer-based strategies, techniques and 
tools has to be developed to allow the consideration of flows of energy and matter 
and the related building technologies already at the design stage. Such tools must be 
able to capture and visualize the complexity of interdependencies, display design 
potentials and thus provide design and decision-making support. 

1.2 Research Questions 

The need to consider the sustainability of a building design already during the early 
stages of an architectural design, the advent of advanced building service systems 
and the increased use of digital techniques in architectural practice defines the back-
ground for the following research questions of this work: 

• How can the necessary flows of energy and matter to maintain comfortable inte-
rior conditions be integrated during the early stages of architectural design? How 
can distributed building service systems to create, distribute, store and emit these 
flows be considered in a specific design context? 

This key question can be decomposed into five parts: 

• How can distributed building service systems be characterized and generalized in 
terms of their flows, attributes, dependencies and behaviour? 

• How can the different types of information and knowledge necessary for the ev-
aluation of flows of energy and matter and for the integrated design of systems 
and components be represented, stored and visualized?  

• Which computational methods of processing this information and knowledge are 
necessary for the integrated design, to capture the manifold dependencies of 
flows and systems? 
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• How can an integrated and iterative design process be structured, which steps 
require which information, knowledge and computational methods to support the 
designer?  

• In which way can such a design process be implemented using existing digital 
design environments? 

1.3 Aim and Contribution 

The research questions stated above require a multidisciplinary approach. Potential 
answers have to address aspects of engineering, information technology and archi-
tecture. As each of the three fields is of great extent this work has to horizontally 
bridge and fuse them rather than going into depth in just one these aspects. The main 
contribution to research is the identification and development of methods of infor-
mation technology to foster sustainable architectural design, integrating on flows of 
energy and matter their management by advanced building service systems. 

In order to identify the information and knowledge necessary for such an integrated 
design process, a general model of distributed building service systems has to be 
established, identifying their key characteristics, properties and attributes. By utiliz-
ing a knowledge representation formalism to establish a knowledge base, the design 
knowledge of distributed building service systems is made explicit, allowing a 
common understanding of the domain and its utilization by computational methods. 
A Building Information Model is employed as the database to store and assess the 
objects and their information created according to the knowledge base. Methods 
from the fields of simulation and Artificial Intelligence are identified for the purpose 
of performance calculations and problem-solving techniques. An integrated design 
process is defined, linking the chosen methods to different steps in design. A proto-
typical digital design support tool is outlined and developed to demonstrate their 
applicability. To foster the application in design, the prototypical design support tool 
is embedded into an existing building information modelling software environment 
that is used by professional architects. The practical applicability of models, meth-
ods and tools is explored in a case study.  
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1.4 Organization of the Thesis 

After a general introduction, the research context of this works is described in Chap-
ter 2, including a short historical overview on environmental systems in architecture. 
This thesis is based on the distributed building service systems in research at the 
Building Systems Group, Institute of Technology in Architecture, ETH Zürich. They 
are described, characterized and generalized in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 addresses the 
modelling of distributed building service systems, especially focused on modelling 
of the information and knowledge necessary and their representation and storage 
using different techniques and formalisms. A system model is established, consist-
ing of the description of a knowledge base, design rules and constraints, a case base 
of successful design solutions and the Building Information Model as database for 
the created objects. The Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) are used as a generic 
building information modelling scheme to establish the object database. In Chapter 
5, methods and techniques of computational design support and problem-solving are 
identified. All methods and techniques are based on the system model, utilizing the 
knowledge base, the case base and the Building Information Model to address com-
plex design problems. In Chapter 6, the system model and the identified computa-
tional methods are combined to establish an integrated design process structured in 
the demand and supply design. In Chapter 7, the realization of a prototypical design 
support tool, the Design Performance Viewer (DPV) demonstrates a prototypical 
implementation of selected methods and techniques in a BIM environment. Chapter 
8 describes the application of the process using the Design Performance Viewer in a 
case study of a joint industry-university research project. In the conclusion of the 
thesis, a brief outlook on the adaptive operation of distributed building service sys-
tems using advanced operational strategies is provided. 
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2 Research Context: Environmental Systems 

This chapter outlines the architectural context of this work. Starting with a short 
historical overview, the employment of technical systems for environmental man-
agement in buildings is briefly described, highlighting their impact on architecture 
and society. Following, comfort as the driver for environmental management in 
building is defined, including the necessary flows of energy and matter to reach and 
maintain comfortable interior conditions.  

2.1 Short History on Environmental Systems in Architecture 

From the beginning of the creation of human dwellings devices were used to control 
the interior environment. Reyner Banham, as one of the few architectural historians 
to address the questions of environmental management in architecture, distinguishes 
between two fundamental and archetypical approaches. The first method uses the 
available material, for example timber, to build shelter from the forces of nature, 
which he calls the “structural solution”, the second uses the material to build a fire, 
the “power operated solution”1 (Banham 1969, 19). The structural solution has di-
rect consequences on form and construction of the shelter. It has historically domi-
nated the perception and discourse of architecture, neglecting that the power oper-
ated solution, the systems of environmental management, also have greatly influ-
enced the design, construction and operation of buildings. 

The modern notion of technical systems for environmental management has been 
created in the middle of the 19th century. Doctors, not architects, started to get in-
volved in improving the horrendous interior conditions of growing settlements and 
workplaces of a rising industrialization. Willis Carrier, one of the pioneers of air-
conditioning, realized one of his first industrial applications to fight tobacco dust in 

                                                             
1 “Two basic methods of exploiting the environmental potential of that timber exist: either it may be used 

to construct a wind-break or rain-shed – the structural solution – or it may be used to build a fire – the 
power operated solution” (Banham 1969, 19). 
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a factory where interior conditions would otherwise endanger the productivity and 
health of the workers (ibid., 30). During industrialization, new means of transporta-
tion such as cars, ships and airplanes have served not only as iconic images but also 
as technological foundation for the development of new building technologies. 
Using the inventions from other industries, buildings were increasingly equipped 
with mechanical systems for heating, ventilation and lighting. Devices such as the 
fan, originally invented to propel ships, were combined with the now available elec-
trical power to establish systems for building supply with air and water.  

As described by Banham, the first systems of environmental management used large 
ducts built out of bricks to utilize the natural distribution of heated air through a 
building. This had great influence on the layout and geometry of buildings, as large 
additional volumes were necessary (Figure 2.1). The employment of fans allowed 
pressurizing the air to be distributed using a duct network. The first mechanical 
ventilation systems manifested the functional principle of centralized supply: A 
powerful, centrally placed machine distributes a medium using a hierarchical supply 
network. Increasingly powerful fans and pumps compensated high pressure losses 
caused by the branching network and its large ductwork.  

 

Fig. 2.1: Plans of the Octagon, Liverpool, by Dr. John Hayward, 1867 (Banham 1969)  
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At this stage already, the development and implementation of mechanical systems 
for environmental management also influences the architectural design: Power oper-
ated air supply networks allow workplaces that are located far away form the façade, 
leading to new building typologies. Natural lighting and ventilation are no longer 
necessary. The increasing amount of infrastructure, the ductwork, piping and cabling 
is considered to be distracting from the pure architectural expression. Interior fa-
cades such as raised floors, lowered ceilings and double walls have to hide them. 
Only small visual artefacts such as air or power outlets remain as reminiscent of the 
hidden infrastructure. From the beginning of the 20th century, a number of architects 
start to integrate environmental systems and their functional principles into their 
design concepts. In Europe, the Swiss architect Le Corbusier admires the functional 
design principles that guide engineers in developing products of new technologies 
such as cars and airplanes (Le Corbusier 1923). In the United States, Frank Lloyd 
Wright makes extensive use of mechanical systems to be able to express his archi-
tecture without sacrificing indoor comfort (Banham 1969). In the 1970s, the Swiss 
architect Fritz Haller develops his buildings as integrated systems, which are struc-
tured in a rigid grid (Figure 2.2). The infrastructure for the supply with energy and 
matter is integrated into the logical and geometrical organization of the building 
(Haller 1989).  

 

Fig. 2.2: Fritz Haller, technical installations, SBB Ausbildungszentrum Murten 
 (Hovestadt, Haller and Gauchel 1989) 
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Another iconic example of the flows of energy, matter and people as an aesthetic 
and organizational principle is the Centre Pompidou, designed in 1974 by Renzo 
Piano and Richard Rogers.  

In the middle of the 20th century, the mechanization of the buildings has reached its 
peak. The International Style culminates in buildings entirely enclosed by airtight 
glass facades. Their interior environment is completely managed by mechanical sys-
tems such as air conditioning. The air conditioning now fulfils multiple purposes 
such as heating, cooling and humidification, resulting in the total detachment of the 
interior environment from the exterior. A totally controlled inside environment de-
couples buildings from the burdens of their macro- and microclimatic context. Espe-
cially in the United States, cheap energy leads to the increasing employment of 
large-scale, inefficient technical installations instead of using more efficient but also 
more expensive insulated building envelopes. Mechanical systems for envi-
ronmental management require an increasing amount of energy and space. The en-
ergy crisis starting in the 1970s and the alarming report of the Club of Rome about 
the limits to growth (Meadows 1972) made the rethinking of energy use buildings 
necessary. In addition, the term of the sick-building syndrome manifests the indispo-
sition of inhabitants in fully air-conditioned buildings.  

Again, the progression in other industries provides the foundations for the next evo-
lutionary step of mechanical systems. The Integrated Circuit (IC), developed in 1958 
by Jack Kilby, allow the drastic miniaturization of circuitry and result in powerful 
electronic components, which revolutionize nearly every field of human life. For the 
environmental management of buildings, electronic components and upcoming in-
formation technologies are used to improve service systems and their control. In the 
1980s, electronic components are combined with multifunctional materials to foster 
the first ideas of intelligent building systems, reactive and sensible to changing inte-
rior and exterior conditions (Figure 2.3). 
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Fig. 2.3: Mike Davies, polyvalent wall (Banham 1969)  

The rise of computers and their networking by adds a new dimension of information 
exchange and communication. Mitchell describes the digitalization of the city, its 
buildings and inhabitants as a revolution. He observes a new context for architecture 
and urbanism - “that of the digital telecommunications revolution, the ongoing 
miniaturization of electronics, the commodification of bits and the growing domi-
nance of software over materialized form” (Mitchell 1995, 5). As a consequence, the 
systems of environmental management become increasingly networked, promoting 
the idea of smart or even intelligent buildings.  

2.2 Human Comfort 

As a general principle, the objective of environmental systems is to create and main-
tain interior conditions that are perceived comfortable by human inhabitants. This 
includes thermal comfort, indoor air quality and humidity, acoustic impact and 
visual conditions. In most countries, the rather individual notion of comfort is ex-
pressed in norms, regulations and standards such as formulated by SIA in Switzer-
land (SIA e.V. 2008), EBPD in Europe (European Comission 2002) or ASHRAE 
(ASHRAE 2010) in the United States. The judgment of comfort, however, is a cog-
nitive process, involving many influences by physical, physiological and psy-
chological processes (ASHRAE 2005). Comfort can be distinguished into different 
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subgroups concerning the relation of the body to its climatic surroundings (Figure 
2.4). For this thesis, comfort is regarded mainly in relation to thermal comfort, in-
door air quality and visual comfort.  

 

Fig. 2.4: Relation of human body to climatic elements (Olgyay 1962) 
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As one of the most important objectives, satisfaction with the thermal environment 
has to be achieved. Thermal comfort is met within a narrow range of body tempera-
tures and low skin moisture (ASHRAE 2005). Resulting, indoor conditions are per-
ceived as thermally comfortable when there is only small effort necessary for the 
metabolism to regulate the physiological conditions. Indoor effects such as air tem-
perature, humidity, air movement and heat radiation symmetry influence this effort. 
Besides the temperature, the quality of the indoor air is an important factor. Con-
tamination of indoor air with CO2, volatile organic compounds (VOC), dusts or 
smokes results in serious impairments and health hazards. As an example, the level 
of CO2 in the indoor environment must be kept below 5000 ppm to avoid health 
damage (Daniels 1999). However, as studies show, already above 1000 ppm, the 
work productivity is decreasing significantly (Clements-Croome 2004). Visual com-
fort is achieved when the visual perception is not obstructed. Effects such as low or 
high lighting levels, glare or distorted colour perception influence the visual per-
formance and are perceived as uncomfortable. As an important aspect in architec-
tural design, visual orientation provided by the ability to look outside of the building 
are also important for the visual comfort. Concerning the employment of building 
service systems, visual comfort also addresses the satisfaction with the aesthetic 
quality of the interior environment. 

2.3 Flows of Energy and Matter  

In almost any places on earth, the supply of energy and matter such as water or air is 
necessary to achieve and maintain comfortable interior conditions for humans, to 
keep the interior at equilibrium. 

2.3.1 Energy 

Energy that is needed for building operation can be distinguished between thermal 
energy by heat transfer for heating and cooling and electrical energy used for techni-
cal systems as well as appliances. 
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Fig. 2.5: Energy flows in buildings as calculated by the SIA 380.1 
 (SIA e.V. 2008), for abreviations see Appendix B. 

2.3.1.1 Heat 

When situated in a hotter or colder environment, heat transfer is necessary to 
achieve and maintain thermal comfort of the interior environment. Heat losses of the 
interior occur by transmission through the envelope, by ventilation or by wastewater 
disposal. Heat gains include solar radiation and internal heat gains by occupants and 
appliances (Figure 2.5). Heat has to be supplied or disposed to compensate for such 
losses and gains. This requires heat transfer, which can be defined as “thermal en-
ergy in transit due to a temperature difference” (Incropera and DeWitt 2002, 2). 
Heat transfer can be achieved by utilizing three fundamental principles: conduction, 
convection and radiation (ASHRAE 2008). In reality, all three types occur at the 
same time at different levels. Conduction is the transfer of heat by molecules of ma-
terials in direct contact. The piping of a floor heating, for example, conducts thermal 
energy from the hot pipe material to the concrete it is embedded in. This also applies 
to heat losses through the envelope. Convection facilitates heat transfer by exchang-
ing energy between a solid and a fluid in motion, for example between a radiator 
and the air surrounding it. Radiation transfers heat by a surface emitting electromag-
netic waves and another surface absorbing them. Unlike for convection and conduc-
tion, no medium is used to transfer energy. The heat transfer rate for conduction, 
convection and radiation can be expressed as a temperature difference divided by 
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the thermal resistance of the material (ASHRAE 2008). Heat, as a flow of thermal 
energy across certain boundaries, can be created in different ways, most of them 
being the main cause for building related CO2 emissions. By burning fossil fuels 
such as oil or gas, heat is created by chemical processes. These combustion pro-
cesses emit large amounts of greenhouse gases such as CO2. Heat can also be cre-
ated by mechanical energy. This principle is employed in heat pumps, which use a 
thermodynamic cycle to reach a higher temperature. The heat pumping process can 
also be reversed to create cold by expanding a fluid.  

2.3.1.2 Electricity  

Electricity in buildings is provided to operate technical systems such as ventilators, 
to be transformed into artificial lighting using light emitting devices or to be used 
for generation, for example by employing a heat pump. Electricity is also supplied 
for the operation of appliances, which is beyond the control of the designer. Electri-
cal energy is of high potential; it can be transformed into any other type of energy. 
Power, as the rate of work performed during a period of time, can be generated off 
site as well as on site. Off site power generation still supplies the majority of power 
used in buildings. It is done by centralized power plants using non-renewable or 
renewable energy sources and is distributed using a power grid. On site renewable 
power generation can be achieved for example by employing photovoltaic cells or 
wind generators. It is created locally and thus dependent on site-specific envi-
ronmental conditions. To some extent it can even be stored locally to be independent 
from the power grid thus decentralizing the power generation. 

2.3.2 Exergy 

The concept of exergy allows a more precise view on energy. According to the first 
law of thermodynamics, the quantity of energy in a closed system undergoing 
thermodynamic transformations is conserved (Moran and Shapiro 2000). Energy 
therefore cannot be destroyed. The second law of thermodynamics, however, states 
that the potential of a system to do work decreases due to irreversible processes. The 
combination of first and second law addresses the aspect of usefulness of energy in a 
system, aiming at a more efficient utilization of an energy resource. This concept 
can be called availability or exergy, as introduced by (Rant 1956). A current defini-
tion of exergy / availability is provided by Moran and Shapiro (Moran and Shapiro 
2000): 
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… an opportunity exists for doing work whenever two systems at dif-
ferent states are brought into communication, for in principle work 
can be developed as the systems are allowed to come into equilibrium. 
When one of the two systems is a suitably idealized system called an 
exergy reference environment, or simply an environment, and the 
other is some system of interest, exergy is the maximum theoretical 
work obtainable as they interact to equilibrium (Moran and Shapiro 
2000, 314).  

The concept of exergy is common in mechanical engineering. In recent years, this 
concept has been applied to evaluate the efficiency of heating and cooling (Shukuya 
1994; Shukuya and Hammache 2002) of buildings. In Europe, most of the energy 
used in buildings is used to maintain comfortable room temperatures. Heating con-
sumes up to 57 % of a buildings total energy demand (European Comission 2002). 
In the case of a heating system, assuming steady state conditions, heat transmission 
occurs from the warm inside of the building to the cold outside of the environment. 
In most cases, pure exergy sources such as fossil fuels are used to generate the ne-
cessary heat. Besides the fact that fossil fuel resources are limited, their combustion 
for the purpose of heating a building is very inefficient in terms of exergy. Burning 
gas, for example, creates a temperature of around 1500 °C. Only a temperature of 
30-60°C is required for heating and domestic hot water. After combustion, accord-
ing to the first law of thermodynamics, the total quantity of energy is still the same, 
the potential of the resulting hot water (and by-products) however has greatly de-
creased and exergy has been lost. As the burning of fossil fuels causes CO2 emis-
sions, their inefficient utilization in buildings is responsible for a large percentage of 
building-related CO2-emissions.  

An exergy-efficient approach for the supply of buildings includes the harvesting of 
low-potential energy sources such as outside air, exhaust air, water bodies, waste-
water or the soil. When the heating chain is designed according to the optimal 
utilization of a low potential source, for example by using a heat pump, the amount 
of exergy necessary to heat the building can be minimized. This is due to the charac-
teristics of the thermodynamic circle of a heat pump requiring only a small amount 
of exergy to lift the available temperature from an environment source to the re-
quired inlet temperature of the heating system. If the required amount of exergy is 
supplied by electrical energy which has been generated by using renewable sources 
such as solar radiation, a building can be supplied with heat or cold without causing 
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CO2 emissions (Leibundgut 2007). Considering exergy as a performance parameter 
in building design offers a greater flexibility in measures, as it is possible to balance 
between local exergy potential, geometry, construction and technical systems.  

2.3.3 Matter: Air and Water 

Buildings have to be supplied with matter such as air and water for two reasons: 
First, air and water can be used as a transport medium to deliver or dispose heat. 
Fluids differ in their density, viscosity as well as in their heat storage capacity, 
which defines their suitability for different purposes in building infrastructure 
(ASHRAE 2008). The specific heat capacity of air, for example, is only about 1/4th 
of the specific heat capacity of water, making it less suitable for the transport of 
thermal energy. Even more significant in a building context, the volumetric heat 
capacity of air is about 4000 times smaller than of water. This results in much larger 
volumes to be transported and distributed, demanding more space for distribution 
infrastructure. The required space is visible in many buildings in form of raised 
floors and suspended ceilings. Second, the human metabolism requires both, air and 
water to survive.  
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3 Distributed Building Service Systems 

Building service systems create, transform, distribute, emit and dispose the neces-
sary flows of energy and matter to maintain comfortable interior conditions. As out-
lined in Chapter 2, building service system concepts in Europe are commonly based 
on centralized generation and hierarchical distribution. Distributed building service 
systems apply a different set of paradigms. The primary characteristic is the distribu-
tion of system components and therefore of the generation and emission of the de-
sired effect within the building. The principle of distribution is well known and 
widely employed in information and communication technologies (ICT). Distributed 
Systems in ICT therefore can serve as a conceptual analogy to distributed building 
service systems. 

3.1 Distributed Systems in Information and Communication 
Technologies 

The adjective distributed in information and communication technologies originally 
referred to computer systems that were physically distributed within a geographical 
area. Due the difficulty of defining the degree of physical distribution necessary to 
qualify as a distributed system, the logical distribution of functional capabilities is 
used to set up the criteria for distributed systems. According to (Ghosh 2007), the 
following criteria are commonly used:  

• Distributed systems contain several autonomous entities that can either be phys-
ical (hardware) or functional (processes). These entities communicate with each 
other by the exchange of messages.  

• Each entity has its own user with individual needs. The purpose of the system, 
however, is to use and coordinate the shared resources to achieve a common 
goal. 
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The entities are connected through a network. The structure of the network, such as 
the number and activity of entities and the connecting topology, can be predefined 
but can also change before or even during the processing of a task. Each entity has 
only a limited view of the system and processes only one part of the total task. Over 
the past years, distributed systems have gained substantial importance. According to 
(Ghosh 2007), this is due to several reasons: Most important, the geographical dis-
tribution of the computing environment has greatly increased. Distributed systems 
are used worldwide to withdraw money, compute extensive calculations or order 
goods and services online. In addition, distributed computation allows the speeding 
up of tasks, dividing the task into sub-problems to be solved by the individual enti-
ties. This results in better scalability of systems where computing power can be in-
crementally increased. This is often more cost-efficient than to utilize just a single 
powerful machine. The entities of a distributed system can be simpler and less pow-
erful, therefore cheaper, easier to manage and to expand. As a side effect, the distri-
bution of hardware and functionality also leads to higher reliability and fault toler-
ance. The failure of a single entity does not cause the collapse of the entire system. 
The following examples of distributed systems, distributed computer and sensor 
networks, as outlined by (Ghosh 2007), resemble the most commonly found applica-
tions. 

3.1.1 Distributed Computer Networks 

Distributed systems are commonplace in the fields of computer networks and appli-
cations. These range from database-driven systems such as search engines to distri-
buted simulation and rendering, requiring extensive computing power. The World 
Wide Web is probably the most popular example of a system where information is 
stored, processed and exchanged between physically distributed computers. Proto-
cols such as hypertext allow the linking of textual and non-textual information be-
tween different computers. On a smaller scale, file server networks and peer-to peer 
networks connect independent computers to access and exchange information. Grid 
computing, as another example, employs functional distribution of calculation tasks 
between large numbers of computational resources (ibid.).  

3.1.2 Distributed Sensor Networks 

A sensor network interconnects multiple autonomous entities physically or wire-
lessly. The entities are spatially distributed and capable of sensing, computation and 
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communication. If the network nodes are controllable, and/or have actuators, the 
networks are called active sensor networks. (Piraveenan et al. 2008; Poole, 
Mackworth and Goebel 1998). Typical tasks of sensor networks are the monitoring 
of interior of exterior environmental conditions at different locations, the surveil-
lance of physical conditions in production processes, target tracking, mapping and 
exploration (Koutsoukos et al. 2007). For the engineering of sensor networks, tech-
niques of artificial intelligence (AI) such as multi-agent systems (MAS) are em-
ployed for modelling, analyzing and development (Piraveenan et al. 2008). The re-
sulting multi-agent networks are characterized by adaptive network topologies, em-
ploying a certain degree of self-organization of the network nodes and links. The 
network can be reconfigurable in real-time, forming varying relationships between 
different entities to achieve a common goal. In buildings, sensor networks are in-
creasingly employed to facilitate Intelligent Buildings, sensing a variety of quantities 
which serve as input for the control of building services, managing security and 
safety, ensuring comfort as well as for monitoring building activity (Tränkler and 
Kanoun 2002). 

3.2 Distributed Building Service Systems 

Distributed building service systems share important characteristics with distributed 
systems found in ICT: A number of entities is physically distributed in space, in this 
case the boundary of a building. They act cooperatively to achieve a common goal: 
to supply the building with the required quantities of energy, matter and informa-
tion. In order to do so, they need to be connected using networks. Contrasting distri-
buted systems in information technology, the entities do not only exchange informa-
tion but also physical quantities of different medias that are necessary to achieve the 
desired effects to meet the requirements: heat, cold, fresh air and light. In order to 
coordinate the generation of the effects by the individual entities, communication is 
necessary. 

3.2.1 Characteristics 

Distributed building service systems (DBS) can be characterized by four different 
criteria: 
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Decentralization 

The system components are distributed within the building boundary, creating the 
desired effect a multitude of locations. The effect is related and bound to a certain 
area of influence (Figure 3.1). The entities can act individually as well as coopera-
tively to supply varying hierarchies of space, to achieve a common goal. 

 

Fig. 3.1: Exemplary distribution of components of distributed building service systems and 
their area of influence 

Miniaturization 

Due to the small area of influence and the cooperative supply of the building, the 
individual system components have to be less powerful and thus can be of small 
size. This minimizes the required space for building service systems and increases 
their efficiency. 

Integration 

The aspect of integration of DBS is two-fold. First, integration relates to the process 
level: The dependencies of a system design of DBS require a holistic view of the 
building, considering form, materiality, construction and context. Second, integra-
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tion addresses structural level: The small dimensions allow the integration in to 
structural and non-structural building elements.  

Network and Communication 

In order to organize and control the dissemination of the desired effect such as heat, 
cold or supply air, the individual components have to communicate by using a net-
work. In order to react to changing interior and exterior conditions, information has 
to be passed, processed and translated into actions. 

3.2.2 Advantages 

Distributed building service systems are advantageous to common, hierarchical sys-
tems in aspects such as space consumption, energy consumption and operational 
costs. 

3.2.2.1 Space-efficiency 

Due to their small size and the possible integration into structural components, less 
space for building service systems is required. As hierarchical distribution networks, 
for example for centralized air supply, are obsolete, space originally needed for sus-
pended ceiling and vertical cores can be added to the usable space (Franzke et al. 
2003). In addition, space needed for central plants can be drastically reduced 
(ASHRAE 2005). 

3.2.2.2 Energy and Cost-efficiency 

Distributed building service systems can be cost-efficient in different ways. Con-
cerning the energy consumption, systems such as distributed air supply or distri-
buted heating pumps require less transport energy (Baldini and Meggers 2008; 
Fattah, Kremonke and Perschk 2005; Paarporn 2000). Rooms can be supplied more 
sensitive to the actual demand, reducing the demand of energy and matter to be sup-
plied. In integrated into structural components such as floor or walls, raised floors 
and suspended ceilings become unnecessary, resulting in less investment costs and 
more usable space within the building boundaries (Franzke et al. 2003). 

3.2.2.3 Flexibility and Scalability  

Conventional building service systems often lack flexibility when room partitioning 
or usage changes during the building lifecycle. Common hierarchical systems re-
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quire great effort to be adapted to changing user demands. As distributed building 
service systems work cooperatively to supply a building, individual components can 
easily be added or removed to form different logical zones. For remodelling or retro-
fitting purpose, DBS can also be easily expanded to supply additional rooms and 
spaces (ASHRAE 2005).   

3.2.2.4 Reliability 

As distributed building service systems employ a number of entities to supply the 
building with energy and matter, the failure of a single entity does not cause the col-
lapse of the whole system. Only the designated area of effect is affected, a room, for 
example, is not supplied. The aspect of reliability even exceeds the building boun-
dary. Distributed power systems used to supply a building influence the whole 
power grid. As electrical energy is generated and stored locally, the demand is bal-
anced and thus the grid is equilibrated. This can lead to a higher failure safety of the 
power grid (Piraveenan et al. 2008). 

3.2.3 Limitations 

Certain limitations apply to the employment of distributed building service systems. 
It may be impossible or very inefficient to supply spaces that require a very high 
amount of energy and/or matter such as theatres, swimming pools or production 
facilities by using DBS. Also, certain requirements of the outdoor environment have 
to be met. For distributed supply air systems for example, exterior environmental 
conditions have to be suitable, the air contamination has to be low. In situations de-
manding a very low noise level, DBS might also not be suitable as the localized sys-
tems may produce a higher amount of noise than a central plant at a distant location 
would (ASHRAE 2005). 

3.3 Systems in Research 

This work is based on the exemplary distributed building service systems (DBS) in 
research and development at the Building Systems Group at ETH Zurich (Figure 
3.2). 
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Fig. 3.2: DBS researched at the Building Systems Group, ETH Zürich 

The systems can be grouped according to the main medium they employ to create 
the desired effects such as heat or fresh air. This grouping is chosen because the 
distribution of the medium using duct, pipe or cable networks has direct implications 
on building design, systems integration and construction. All systems have in com-
mon that they use the medias air, water and electrical power in different combina-
tions.   

3.3.1 Taxonomy of Distributed Building Service Systems 

For the systems in research at the Building Systems Group at ETH Zurich, a tax-
onomy is established to generalize and structure the different systems. The tax-
onomy is further elaborated in the domain ontology and the object model (see 4.3). 
It is used in this section for a generalized description of the systems in research.  

• System 
A system is the topmost hierarchy. It contains all aggregates of the same system 
within the building boundary. 

• Aggregate 
Systems are decomposed into aggregates, which are functional subsystems of a 
kind related to a specified spatial entity. 

• Component 
Aggregates are decomposed into components, supplying the different function-
alities of a system. Components can be atomic components that cannot be de-
composed any further or composite components consisting of a number of com-
ponents. 
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3.3.2 Air Systems 

Air as a medium is used for different purposes in context of distributed building 
service systems. Primarily, fresh supply air is needed for maintaining a healthy and 
comfortable indoor air quality. Ventilation thus includes the supply with air as well 
as the disposal of contaminated air. The supply air can additionally be used to pro-
vide heating, cooling as well as humidification. Air can therefore deliver energy as 
well as remove energy from a space (ASHRAE 2005). Compared to water as a me-
dium to transport thermal energy, however, the heat storage capacity is much lower, 
making it less efficient. In the context of this work, two applications of air systems 
are of importance: distributed ventilation and demand controlled waste air disposal 
(Figure 3.3).  

 

Fig. 3.3: Air systems scheme 

3.3.2.1 Distributed Ventilation System 

The supply with fresh, non-contaminated air and the removal of contaminated air is 
of increasing importance as envelopes are becoming more and more airtight and 
energy losses caused by ventilation have to be reduced in order to meet envi-
ronmental requirements. Ventilation will play a key role in occupant comfort, affect-
ing human productivity as well as health by diminishing dust, bacteria, odours and 
pollutants (Hordeski 2005). Distributed ventilation uses the principle of displace-
ment ventilation, obtaining the air directly from the outside through perforations of 
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the building envelope (Baldini and Meggers 2008). The air is filtered, tempered and 
distributed either directly into the room or into a networked mesh to supply spaces 
farther away from the building envelope.  

As Figure 3.4 shows, a distributed ventilation system consists of air inlets, heat ex-
changers, fans and air outlet components. A fan and a heat exchanger can also con-
stitute a composite component. In a duct network, a number of fans contribute to 
establish the supply air system maintaining an overall system air pressure. Coupled 
with sensor information or triggered by direct user input, the system can react sen-
sibly on changing conditions in the inside and outside of the building such as con-
tamination rate (inside) or changing wind pressure at the façade (outside).  

 

Fig. 3.4: System scheme distributed ventilation system, components 

Air Inlet  

As the distributed ventilation system uses fresh supply air from the surrounding 
building environment, a perforation of the building envelope by an air inlet compo-
nent is necessary. The correct sizing of the inlet to be able to access the necessary air 
volume, the hydraulic diameter, is an essential functional design parameter. Con-
cerning its visual appearance, finding a functional as well as aesthetically pleasing 
design solution of an air inlet at the façade is a challenging task.  

Fan / Heat Exchanger  

The central component of the distributed ventilation system is the combined trans-
port/transformation component, called airbox (Figure 3.5). It combines the transport 
and the conditioning of the supply air, using either fresh supply air or the existing 
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interior air. Each airbox contains four pc-size fans to establish an airflow rate from 
zero to 100m3/h. A heat exchanger uses tempered water to heat or cool the supply air 
before it is emitted into the room. Each composite component can be controlled in-
dividually, resulting in a highly flexible and individual supply. The airbox can be 
integrated in to floors, ceilings and facades using an installation casing, which al-
lows its access for maintenance. 

 

Fig. 3.5: Airbox, composite component combining transport and transformation 

Air Outlet  

The air outlet components are the system outlets, emitting the tempered air into the 
room. Each outlet can also act as a distribution node. If the outlet is closed, it is sim-
ply used for distributing air in the supply network. When opened, up to four ducts 
can deliver the air to be emitted. An air outlet component has an outlet capacity, 
which is dependent on its type. 

3.3.2.2 Demand Controlled Waste Air Disposal 

CO2, odours or pollutants contaminating the interior have to be removed before they 
reach hazardous quantities. In common mechanical ventilation systems, this is done 
by exchanging the total air volume of the room, leading to a high air exchange rate 
that requires large amounts of transport energy. Demand controlled waste air dis-
posal allows the consideration of the different degrees of contamination at different 
locations in the room (Baldini and Leibundgut 2005). Air is only removed at loca-
tions where the contamination reaches a critical level. Sensors are used to monitor 
CO2 levels and other contaminants of the indoor air. As Figure 3.6 shows, a demand 
controlled waste air disposal system therefore consists of distributed air inlet com-
ponents that can be opened or closed by a damper, a sensor for measurement and a 
heat exchanger to extract the reusable heat from the tempered room air.  
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Fig. 3.6: System scheme demand controlled waste air disposal system, components 

Air Inlet  

The inlet components consist out of dampers distributed on the ceiling of a space. 
They can be integrated into the suspended ceiling or ceiling panels, providing addi-
tional functions such as lighting, sound and heating. A sensor that is constantly 
monitoring the air quality controls the state of the damper. Removal of air at one 
location does not affect the states of other dampers in the room. 

Sensor  

To determine the indoor air quality, a combined temperature/CO2 sensor is em-
ployed. It is placed at nearby the dampers to measure the contamination at the spe-
cific location. The threshold for indoor air quality in terms of CO2 is at 800ppm. 

Heat Exchanger 

A heat exchanger recovers the heat from the airflow, reusing the thermal energy for 
heating purposes. The air is transported in a thin duct network to a central point 
where the heat is extracted by a heat exchanger and afterwards removed from the 
building. By only removing the contaminated air, the total amount of air to be re-
moved is much smaller thus requiring only small duct diameters. This reduces the 
space necessary for ducting and thus allows greater room heights. 

3.3.3 Water Systems 

In context of DBS, water as a medium is used for delivering or extracting heat to 
increase or decrease the temperature at a location. Due to its high thermal storage 
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capacity, water is better suited for transporting thermal energy than air. Unlike air, 
water cannot be taken directly from the environment. Therefore, all distributed 
building service systems using water as a medium require access to a water distribu-
tion network. In the context of this work, two water systems, distributed heat pumps 
and distributed waste water recovery, are considered (Figure 3.7). 

 

Fig. 3.7: Water systems scheme 

3.3.3.1  Distributed Heat Pumps 

Common heating systems are operated by using a central heater/cooler, a circulation 
pump and local thermostat valves to throttle the flow of water and in consequence 
the temperature of the radiator. The highest temperature demand in the entire net-
work determines the overall system temperature. This leads to the entire network 
being kept at the highest temperature as well as high pressure losses due to the 
branching, hierarchical network, resulting in higher transport energy necessary. De-
centralized heat pumps can be used to generate the necessary heat on a user demand 
basis. Each separate entity can independently generate the amount and the quality of 
heat needed at a specified location. As conventional heating systems are inert and 
adapt only slowly to dynamic changes in temperature, distributed heat pumps can 
react to changes of occupation inside as well as change of environmental conditions 
such as sunlight outside. This results in less transport energy required as well as less 
thermal energy to supply the building. Compared to conventional systems, savings 
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up to 90% of the transport energy and 20% of thermal energy have been realized 
(Fattah, Kremonke and Perschk 2005; Paarporn 2000). 

 

Fig. 3.8: Distributed heat pump, components 

The system, as shown in Figure 3.8, offers two operating modes: First, the flows of 
heated water can be precisely controlled for every outlet component for example a 
radiator. The distributed pump supplies just the required amount of tempered water 
to supply the required demand of heat at the specified location. Second, by using the 
heat pump, the temperature of the water can be locally raised to allow a fine-grained 
supply with heat or cold according to local demands. 

System Inlet 

The system inlet is provided by the connection to the water network of the building. 

Heat Pump 

The distributed heat pump is the transformation component of the aggregate. The 
objective of the heat pump is to raise the temperature of the water provided from the 
heating system (inlet) to achieve a higher temperature to heat a designated space. 
Instead of raising the temperature of the entire heating system, only the temperature 
for the individual outlet component, such as a radiator, is raised. A heat pump con-
sists out of four subcomponents: compressor, condenser, expansion valve and ev-
aporator. At the evaporator, the fluid absorbs heat from the environment and turns 
into vapour. In a second step, the vapour is compressed to raise its temperature to 
the desired level. This requires work, which can be obtained by transforming electri-
cal energy. The heat is emitted at the condenser into the heating system. Afterwards, 
the vapour is relaxed at the expansion valve and returns into liquid, the heat pump 
cycle is closed. 
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The efficiency of a heat pump is defined by its Coefficient of Performance (COP), 
which is highly dependent on the temperature of system inlet (T1), outlet (T2) as well 
as of the efficiency factor (g) of the actual heat pump employed (Equation 3.1). 

COPeff = g*
T1

T1 !T2
  Eq. 3.1 

Usually, a high COP is desirable. A high COP can be achieved by minimizing the 
difference between the inlet and the outlet temperature. In the case of distributed 
heat pump systems, however, a low COP is acceptable due to the usually small 
amount of working hours of the heat pump. 

Outlet component 

Outlet components of the distributed heat pump system are devices such as radia-
tors, ceiling or floor-based heating. The area available for heat emission influences 
the necessary temperature to be provided by the heat pump. If only a small area is 
available for heat emission, the temperature has to be higher in order to emit the 
required amount of heat. If large areas are available, such as floors and ceilings, the 
temperature can be lower, increasing the COP of the heat pump. 

3.3.4 Electrical Power Systems 

Electrical energy is probably the most versatile medium in context of building sup-
ply. It is delivered by the flow of electric current through a solid conductor and can 
be transformed into every other kind of energy and used, for example, to do me-
chanical and thermodynamic work. All distributed building service systems are sup-
plied with electrical power to transport medias, generate effects or operate compo-
nents. Distributed building service systems can be used to generate and store electri-
city on different locations on or within the boundary of the building site. This does 
not necessarily mean autarky from the power grid but the possibility to generate 
electricity by using macro- and microclimatic opportunities at the location and site 
of the building. Additional, decentralized storage of electricity allows the balancing 
of power loads, being beneficial for the management of the building as well as for 
the management of the power grid. Output devices of distributed electrical power 
systems convert electrical energy into effects such as heat, light and motion. Storage 
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devices such as batteries store electrical energy by using chemical processes, mak-
ing it available over time (Figure 3.9). 

3.3.4.1 Distributed Electrical Power Generation and Storage 

Distributed generation of electrical power is achieved by converting solar radiation 
into electrical energy by using the photovoltaic mechanism. Photons of the sunlight 
break the atomic bindings of the electrons in semi-conductive material. This creates 
an electrical current (Hardamovsky and Jonas 1996). The efficiency of conversion 
reaches up to 20% for mono-crystalline photovoltaic cells. 

 

Fig. 3.9: Distributed power generation and storage 

Photovoltaic Cells 

Inlet components for distributed power generation are photovoltaic cells, which can 
be grouped to form solar panels that bundle the small individual currents of the cells 
to supply an electrical consumer. Solar panels can either be integrated into facades, 
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placed on the roof of a building or in the surrounding landscape. Building integrated 
photovoltaic cells (BIP) fulfil multiple functions at the façade as cells can be inte-
grated into opaque as well as transparent surfaces such as windows, combining the 
generation of electricity with shading effects. The generation of electricity can also 
be combined with the generation of solar thermal heat by using hybrid panels.  

AC/DC Converter 

The converter resembles the transport/effect component of a distributed power gen-
eration system. It transforms the direct current generated by the solar panels or ob-
tained from storage components such as batteries to alternating current of 230V that 
is required by most of the electrical consumers (Hardamovsky and Jonas 1996).  

Consumers 

Outlet components for distributed power generation systems are electrical consum-
ers such as lighting or machinery but also other distributed building service system 
devices such as heat pumps, fans and dampers.  

Battery Storage 

Batteries are distributed storage components, allowing the storing of electrical en-
ergy by chemical conversion. Dependent on the demand to be delivered different 
battery capacities are necessary, ranging from small car batteries to large deep cycle 
batteries. Although outside of the building boundary, the power grid can also func-
tion as a storage component (Hardamovsky and Jonas 1996). Power that is not 
needed at a certain point in time can be fed into the power grid and accesses later 
when the demand increases.  
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4 System Model for Distributed Building 
Service Systems 

To be able to consider distributed building service systems in the architectural de-
sign process, the necessary information and knowledge has to be identified and ex-
plicitly captured. This concerns the systems, their components, attributes and rela-
tionships in context of the specific building design. Different types of knowledge are 
required to select, assemble and place the systems, aggregates and components. In a 
conventional design process, the engineer provides this knowledge. However, as the 
system design of distributed building service systems is closely related to the build-
ing, its space, form and construction, the knowledge of the architect is also required. 
A system model for distributed building service systems has therefore to consider 
both, the systems domain as well as the relevant elements of the architectural do-
main.  

4.1 Existing Research 

This work combines different fields each with an extensive body of research. De-
pendent on the focus, approaches to facilitate integrated design based on perform-
ance and/or knowledge representation can be found in Computer Aided Architec-
tural Design (CAAD), design and decision support systems, knowledge-based sys-
tems and Multidisciplinary Design Optimization. The main research in architectural 
design started in the 1980s, the peak of such approaches appears to have been from 
1990-2002, where many research projects have addressed the task of a more intelli-
gent computer support for the architectural process (Augenbroe 1994; Schmidt-Belz 
and Hovestadt 1996). In most cases this is related to form finding and construction, 
some also address energy performance and the building service systems domain 
(Mahdavi 1999; Papamichael, LaPorta and Chauvet 1997; Shaviv et al. 1996).  

As the capabilities of available CAAD software environments were limited at this 
time, most of the approaches started from scratch by developing their own custom 
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made digital design environment based on two-or three-dimensional building repre-
sentations. Techniques from the fields of AI, case-based reasoning or engineering 
optimization were used to embed various types of design knowledge to either guide 
the designer by supporting or automating design decisions. Some approaches focus 
on developing and utilizing building product models as predecessors of what is to-
day termed as Building Information Models. The following research projects repre-
sent a small variety of approaches:  

The Building Design Advisor (BDA), initiated in the 1980s and still in further de-
velopment at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), is a software envi-
ronment that supports multiple analysis and visualization tools from the schematic 
design stages to the specification of systems and components. It employs an object-
oriented representation of the building, providing different interfaces to alter param-
eters and visualize results (Papamichael, LaPorta and Chauvet 1997). Different 
simulation engines for example for lighting and airflow analysis are integrated. The 
BDA provides a simplified drawing editor for the designer to develop the building 
design; simulation results are visualized using different diagram types. 

The FABEL research prototype, as published in 1996, aims at integrated design 
support for architects and civil engineers (Schmidt-Belz and Hovestadt 1996). Based 
on a CAAD system, FABEL employs techniques of AI and case-based reasoning to 
foster intelligent design support. The planning model armilla5 (Hovestadt and 
Hovestadt 1999) provides the levels of abstraction, a semantic model of interde-
pendent tasks and the link between tasks and data to be produced. The building de-
sign task is distinguished between different resolutions from preplanning to detailed 
element planning. The armilla5 model is based on the strict architectural design sys-
tem of Fritz Haller (Haller 1989), which considers the geometry of structural build-
ing elements as well as building service systems, both arranged in a rigid grid.  

The COMBINE (Computer Models for the Building Industry in Europe) project, an 
international research project conducted in the 1990s, aims at the development of an 
intelligent integrated building design systems to incorporate aspects of energy, ser-
vices and other performance characteristics of a planned building (Augenbroe 1994). 
The approach concentrates on the use of product data models from mechanical engi-
neering such as ISO-STEP to be used with existing design applications in an inte-
grated framework. The first phase of the project was dedicated to the development 
of a central and shared data repository of buildings. The second phase includes inte-
grated building system design to facilitate energy simulation and HVAC (heating, 
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ventilation, air-conditioning) design, also based on existing software tools. In both 
phases combined, 70 man-years were spent on research and prototypical develop-
ment (ibid.).  

The computational design support system SEMPER, as published in 1999 by 
(Mahdavi), aims at performance modelling throughout the entire building design and 
engineering process, providing a building performance evaluation support and the 
seamless communication between the simulation model and the general building 
representation in an object-oriented design environment. It combines several simula-
tion domains for total building simulation such as daylight, thermal comfort, and life 
cycle analysis. SEMPER addresses the problem of different model resolution re-
quired for different, modular simulations and the difference between CAD represen-
tation of building geometry and high-resolution simulation models. A space-based, 
three-dimensional model representation of the building is employed, providing a 
mapping functionality from the design model to the simulation model. A database is 
used to store data of building components, materials and units. 

In 1996, Shaviv et al. present a “simulations and knowledge-based computer-aided 
architectural design systems for passive and low energy architecture” (Shaviv et al. 
1996), which targets an energy-conscious architectural design and evaluation pro-
cess by combining procedural simulation and knowledge-based heuristic methods. 
The knowledge base contains heuristic rules for the design of passive solar buildings 
and thus rules of thumb to guide the designer through the decision making process. 
Energy, solar and shading simulation is used to calculate energy consumption and 
mutual shading among buildings. The geometric model is obtained by using a com-
mercial CAD software.  A building data file containing building and simulation pa-
rameters is automatically created for the simulation input, combining the CAD sys-
tem with the heuristic rules from the knowledge base. 

These are only few of the numerous approaches to provide a more integrated and 
intelligent architectural design support. The reviewing of the projects leaves one 
with the questions: Why is none of these doubtlessly high-qualitative, high-effort, 
comprehensive and intelligent approaches applied in a larger scale in building de-
sign? If such systems provide intelligent support in designing sustainable buildings, 
why do architects not use such tools and processes? What is the difference between 
the situation in the 1990s and today, almost 20 years later? Has anything important 
changed? This work tries to address these questions and relate to the situation faced 
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today, in order to contribute to the important task of providing future design envi-
ronments to facilitate efficient and sustainable buildings.  

4.2 Prerequisites and Definitions 

4.2.1 Modelling 

Modelling is employed in order to identify the important concepts necessary for the 
integrated design of distributed building service systems. As a general definition, a 
model is a “simplified structuring of reality which presents supposedly significant 
features or relationships in a generalized form” (Chorley and Haggett 1967, 22). 
Apostel extends this definition for modelling in a scientific context: The employ-
ment of a model aims at “theory formation, simplification, reduction, extension, 
adequation, explanation, concretization, globalization, action or experimentation” 
(1960, 127) about a domain or theory. In architectural design, the notion of model-
ling is a different one. Models are used to represent a building design. The range of 
models spans from abstract geometrical cardboard models to 3D-computer models 
such as used for photorealistic imagery. Modelling distributed building service sys-
tems addresses the aspects of scientific modelling by explaining, concretizing and 
globalizing the systems, their components and relationships as well as aspects of 
architectural modelling by representing the building design including the systems 
and components. Modelling for distributed building service systems can be distin-
guished into the modelling of structure, of processes and of behavior. 

Modelling Structure 

Distributed building service systems can be considered as mechanical systems with 
characteristic properties. Just as any mechanical system, they can be assembled and 
configured in a very rational way. The systems itself are not of high complexity, 
therefore the modelling of the systems as such is rather easy. It is the building con-
text is where the design of distributed building service systems gets more challen-
ging. The systems are designed according to the requirements and resulting demand 
of a specific space, constrained by the building elements enclosing the space and 
providing the hosts for the system components to be placed in. They need to supply 
medias in changing conditions of the exterior and interior environment. System 
components are furthermore connected to establish networks, which can also be 
integrated into the building fabric and connected to overall building supply net-
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works. Therefore, the modelling of distributed building service systems in a building 
context requires the capturing of manifold dependencies.  

Modelling Process 

Designing a building is a highly iterative and interactive process, containing quanti-
tative but also qualitative criteria that are hard to formulate explicitly. Designing a 
mechanical system, on the contrary, is a rather linear and clearly described sequence 
of actions, following functional principles. To achieve an integrated design process, 
both worlds have to be combined. Modelling such a design process extends the 
common architectural design process but must preserve its iterative and interactive 
manner. 

Modelling Behaviour 

The final goal of an integrated design process is of course not the process itself but 
the efficient operation of such systems once they are successfully realized. The be-
haviour of the building concerning its demands on energy and matter as well as the 
dynamic reactions of the systems to changing conditions of the interior and exterior 
have to be anticipated and considered. 

4.2.1.1 Object Oriented Modelling Paradigm 

One of the key paradigms in modelling is the concept of object-orientation. The 
concept of object-oriented modelling and development combines data structure and 
behaviour in a single entity, the object (Rumbaugh et al. 1991). It allows the “parti-
tioning of a global state into individual objects and the association of the state trans-
formers (called methods) with the object itself “ (Wirth 2006, 26). The object-
oriented paradigm “closely reflects the structure of systems in the real world and is 
therefore well suited to model complex systems with complex behaviour” (ibid.). As 
a modelling concept in software development, object-oriented development is more 
related to the conceptual process as it is independent of programming languages. It 
thus aims more at the definition and description of a system concept rather than its 
realization in software code (Rumbaugh et al. 1991). Before turning into one of the 
most important paradigms in software development, the concept of object-oriented 
programming was developed in the fields of systems simulation. Dahl and Nygaard, 
computer scientist from the Norwegian Computing Center (NCC), developed 
SIMULA in the 1960’s as the first object-oriented programming language (ibid.). 
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Interestingly, its original purpose was the simulation of discrete event systems in 
engineering. 

The characteristics of distributed building service systems show strong analogies to 
the paradigms of object-oriented modelling as it is employed for designing informa-
tion systems: A large number of individual entities are placed in a dynamic context. 
The system design and placement of components is highly dependent of other enti-
ties. To operate, the entities exchange messages to establish a complex, dynamic and 
interactive system. The system architecture of distributed building service systems is 
thus closer to the architecture of information systems than to conventional mechani-
cal systems. For this reason, the concept of object-oriented modelling suits well to 
conceptualize, design and implement distributed systems, to describe their objects, 
their functions and their dynamic behaviour.  

4.2.2 Information 

The integrated design of DBS requires capturing the relevant object information. 
The term information is derived from the Latin verb informare meaning to give form 
to something. In the fields of information philosophy, information is regarded as a 
“polymorphic phenomenon and a polysemantic concept” (Floridi 2005), which can 
be defined in many ways, dependent to the chosen context. The definition the least 
controversial seems to be the definitions of information as “meaningful data” (ibid.) 
or as the establishment of a logical order of pieces of data (Shannon 1993). This 
definition by Shannon already hints at the close relation of the concept of informa-
tion to the concept of data. Data, a plural of datum, the Latin expression for some-
thing given, is considered the lowest level of abstraction, the atomic pieces informa-
tion is derived from (Lindsay 2006). Data is the lack of uniformity, and expresses 
the difference of states, objects or symbols (Floridi 2005). Therefore, data can be 
numbers, words, images, etc.. Figure 4.1 displays the taxonomy of information, 
from data to knowledge. 
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Fig. 4.1: Taxonomy of information 

In his “Ten Books on Architecture”, Vitruvius describes order as one of the funda-
mental principles of architecture: 2  

1. Architecture depends on Order, Arrangement, Eurhythmy, Symme-
try, Propriety, and Economy. 

2. Order gives due measure to the members of a work considered 
separately, and symmetrical agreement to the proportions of the 
whole. It is an adjustment according to quantity. By this I mean the se-
lection of modules from the members of the work itself and, starting 
from these individual parts of members, constructing the whole work 
to correspond. Arrangement includes the putting of things in their 
proper places and the elegance of effect, which is due to adjustments 
appropriate to the character of the work. … (Vitruvius, 35). 

In this sense, to design a building can be interpreted as to create information by es-
tablishing order. The design is the process of defining the rules how the entities are 
put together in a meaningful way. The design process includes the selection of 
pieces, the order of their assembly as well as the process of assembling them. Archi-
tecture thus can be seen as the creation of information.  

                                                             
2 Greek expressions from the original translation omitted 
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4.2.2.1 Types of Information 

For the establishment of a systems model for distributed building service systems, 
three different types of information can be distinguished: 

Geometric Information 

Geometric information addresses the geometric properties of things. These proper-
ties can be length, width and height, lengths, areas and volumes. This includes the 
coordinates in x,y,z  of a thing in a coordinate system. 

Topological Information 

Topological information describes the relationships of things. These relationships 
may be logical, spatial, hierarchical, etc. (Lindsay 2006). A windows, for example, 
has a relation to the wall it is placed in, which itself has a relation to the room it is 
bounding. 

Semantic Information 

Semantic information describes the factual or instructional content of things (Floridi 
2005). This can be its type, its taxonomic order or its name. Factual information, for 
example, defines a thing as an object of type wall. The instructional content of a red 
traffic light, for example, is to stop. 

4.2.3 Knowledge  

As information can be described as the establishment of a logical order of bits and 
pieces of data, knowledge can be described as a judgment about the information: To 
know something is to have formed a judgment about something (Brachman and 
Levesque 2004). Knowledge is the understanding of a subject area including its con-
cepts, facts relations and mechanisms (Gasevic, Djuric and Devedzic 2006). The 
representation of knowledge and reasoning is an important and extensively re-
searched field in Artificial Intelligence (AI). Brachman and Levesque define AI as 
the “study of intelligent behaviour achieved through computational means” (2004, 
1). In contrast to information management, AI aims at making programs that “repre-
sent, encode and process knowledge about problems - facts, rules and structures - 
rather that the data of problems” (Gasevic, Djuric and Devedzic 2006, 3). Russell 
and Norvig distinguish four possible goals of AI: To create either systems that think 
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like humans, act like humans, think rationally or act rationally. As the human-
centred approaches focus on empirical science, the rationalist approach employs 
combinations of mathematics and engineering (Russell and Norvig 1995). In the 
context of this work, the objective is to capture the knowledge about the domain of 
distributed building service systems and thus to enable an agent to perceive and act 
rationally3. This knowledge can be distinguished in different types. 

4.2.3.1 Types of Knowledge 

Each type of knowledge is connected with methods to structure and encode it in an 
intelligent system. Complex problems often require a combination of several differ-
ent representations. The definition of knowledge types varies for different fields. For 
this work, the following definition of (Gasevic, Djuric and Devedzic 2006; Rhem 
2006) is used, which identify five different types of human knowledge: 

Declarative Knowledge 

Declarative knowledge describes the facts, what is known about a domain or a prob-
lem. It can be described using concepts or objects as well as statements of what is 
true or false. 

Procedural Knowledge 

Procedural knowledge is the knowledge of how to perform a task, the way to 
achieve a result. Typical methods of capturing procedural knowledge are rules, 
problem-solving strategies and procedural programming. 

Tacit Knowledge 

Tacit knowledge is probably the hardest type of knowledge to capture. It consists of 
insights, intuition and inspiration. When tacit knowledge is made explicit, informa-
tion of varying degree is lost. 

                                                             
3 In AI, the term agent defines someone who thinks and acts. An agent can thus be either a human or a 

machine (Russell and Norvig 1995). 
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Explicit Knowledge 

Explicit knowledge is discrete; it can be captured using formal, systematic lan-
guages. Libraries, databases or archives are examples of stored explicit knowledge, 
which has articulated in form of text, tables and diagrams. 

Heuristic Knowledge 

Heuristic knowledge includes rules of thumb based on previous experience in 
solving problems. It is usually collected empirically from someone with deep under-
standing of the domain. 

4.2.3.2 Knowledge Representation 

The different types of human knowledge can be captured at different degrees using 
methods of knowledge representation. Knowledge representation uses formal sym-
bols to represent a collection of propositions (Brachman and Levesque 2004). 
(Davis, Shrobe and Szolovits 1993) identify five roles of knowledge representation: 
First and most fundamental, knowledge representation is a “surrogate”, a substitute 
for the real world that enables an agent to reason about the world rather than taking 
action in it.  The second role is being a “set of ontological commitments”, defining 
the terms to describe the world and expressing the important parts of the world. 
Third, it is a “fragmentary theory of intelligent reasoning”, defining a partial belief 
about intelligent reasoning in the chosen domain and providing a set of conclusions 
of what is believed correct and incorrect. The fourth role defines knowledge repre-
sentation pragmatically as a “medium for efficient computation” in the environment 
the thinking is accomplished. Finally, it is a “medium of human expression”, provid-
ing a language to express the concepts of a chosen domain. This language can be 
used to create representations that can be communicated to other agents such as 
other humans or machines. 

An intelligent system utilizes a knowledge base, which is a collection of representa-
tion of facts and structures representing its beliefs. During operation, the system 
utilizes the knowledge base to reason with (Russell and Norvig 1995). Knowledge-
based systems using symbolic representations aim at two important goals: First, to 
understand these systems standing for facts of the real world and second, that the 
system is designed to behave the way it does because of the symbolic representa-
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tions (Brachman and Levesque 2004). Smith calls this the “Knowledge Representa-
tion Hypothesis4 ”. 

4.2.3.3 Requirements for Knowledge Representation for DBS 

For the modelling of knowledge in context of DBS, different representation for-
malisms are basically applicable. They vary in expressiveness, resolution and reada-
bility of both human and machine users. To choose a suitable representation for-
malism, the following requirements are defined. 

Model Complexity 

To establish a knowledge base for DBS, a variety of sub domains of different char-
acter such as the system domain, the building domain or the environment must be 
considered. The objects of theses sub domains form complex relations that must be 
represented in the knowledge base. 

Different Domain Experts and Contributors 

Architecture and construction is a fragmented and interdisciplinary field involving 
many different experts such as architects, engineers and economists. To be of use for 
as many domain experts as possible, a representation formalism must be chosen 
which suits different domain experts and contributors to the knowledge base. 

Human and Computer Readability 

Due to the different contributors, the formalism of choice must be comprehensible 
by human users. In order to be accessible for automated reasoning and processing by 
computers it must also be machine-readable or transformable into a machine-
readable form. 

                                                             
4 “Any mechanically embodied intelligent process will be comprised of structural ingredients that a) we 

as external observers naturally take to represent a propositional account of the knowledge that the over-
all process exhibits, and b) independent of such external semantic attribution, play a formal but causal 
and essential role in engendering the behavior that manifests that knowledge” (Smith 1985, xiv). 
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Scalability and Expandability 

The knowledge base for distributed building service systems is established for the 
systems in research at the Building Systems Group at ETH Zurich (see 3.3). In order 
to be prolonged by adding new distributed building service systems or changing the 
existing systems the formalism has to be easily scalable and expandable. 

Employment of Computational Design Support 

The knowledge representation formalism in question must be utilizable for methods 
of manual and automated computational design support. One of the secondary aims 
of this work is to facilitate software tools that support an integrated design process. 
Therefore, the chosen representation formalism has to be close to its realization in 
software code or even be transformable directly into building blocks for software 
development. 

4.2.3.4 Representation Languages 

An individual representation of knowledge described by using a knowledge repre-
sentation formalism can be called a sentence. Sentences can be expressed by using a 
knowledge representation language; a collection of sentences forms a knowledge 
base (Russell and Norvig 1995). Knowledge representation languages require syn-
tactic and semantic capabilities to describe the world they are representing. The syn-
tax describes the possible combinations to form sentences. The semantics defines 
the facts in the world the sentences refer to (ibid.). 

A variety of knowledge representation languages exist. Their syntax and semantics 
is dependent on the purpose they are designed for. Knowledge representation lan-
guages, although intended to be machine-readable, are not programming languages. 
Programming languages are designed to describe algorithms or data structures in 
situations where all the necessary information is available. Knowledge representa-
tion aims at supporting the cases where there is no complete information (ibid.). 
Four different types of representation language of interest in the context of this work 
can be identified in context of this work: 

Logic-Based Representation Languages 

The approach to formalize declarative knowledge has been developed by mathema-
ticians long before the computer age (Lifschitz 2008). In order to express also non-
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mathematical knowledge, classical logic has been extended to form logic-based rep-
resentation languages. In fact, many of the paradigms of knowledge representation 
are based on formal logics. This is shown in the propositional logic and first-order 
logic language.  

Propositional Logic 

Propositional logic builds on statements that are either true or false (Gasevic, Djuric 
and Devedzic 2006). It represents a simple logic allowing formal reasoning by de-
riving truth-values by using logical operators. The propositional logic however is 
limited in its ability to describe what exists in the world. Its “ontological commit-
ment” (Russell and Norvig 1995, 165) is restricted to facts that are true, false or un-
known. 

First-order logics 

First-order logics (FOL) is extending propositional logic by adding objects and rela-
tions to describe what exists in the world, representing a stronger set of ontological 
commitments. The interesting notion of this representation of the world is that “al-
most any fact can be thought of as referring to objects and properties and relations” 
(ibid., 185). This is why first-order logic is considered as one of the most important 
representation language in the fields of mathematics, philosophy and AI. FOL re-
quires a strict logical definition of the domain in order to facilitate reasoning. How-
ever, depending on the domain, a strict logical definition is not always possible or 
capable of representing the reality. 

Frame-Based Representation Languages 

Similar to first-order logics, frame-based representation languages are based on spe-
cific objects that are called frames and their properties and relations to each other. 
Compared to FOL, frames are described as being more human-centred and practical 
(Gasevic, Djuric and Devedzic 2006). In addition to the frames concept the language 
provides means for expressing generalization and specification relations, allowing 
the organization of classes in hierarchies. 
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Rule-Based Representation Languages 

Rule-based representation languages use if…then structures to formulate sentences 
of declarative knowledge. They are often applied in commercial expert systems. 
Rule-based representation formalisms, although considered to be limited to smaller 
systems, are perceived to be of importance in many fields of computing, for example 
in web-development. 

Visual Languages for Knowledge Representation: Conceptual Graphs 

Visual languages for knowledge representation are based on graphs, forms and ma-
trices, often employing graphical user interfaces (Gasevic, Djuric and Devedzic 
2006). Compared to formal languages such as FOL or frames, they are easier to read 
and to communicate due to the visual representation of knowledge structures. Al-
though sometimes criticized for hiding the details of the formal logic behind a 
graphical interface, they are especially used for gathering and transforming user 
knowledge to be stored in a knowledge base. Visual languages are also perceived as 
easier to use for non-experts of formal languages, still they require the same rigor 
concerning their syntax and semantics.  

Conceptual graphs root back to the concept of the semantic network, developed 
during the 1960s by Margaret Masterman (Sowa 2008). A conceptual graph is a 
graph representation for logic sentences. Conceptual graphs consist of graphical 
elements such as rectangles representing the concepts, circles representing the rela-
tions between concepts and arcs defining the direction of the argument expressed. 
Like frames and FOL, concept graphs are object-oriented but easier to use due to the 
graphical notation. They can be used both informally for conceptual design purpose 
and formally for the precise description of a knowledge base of an intelligent sys-
tem.  

4.3 Knowledge Base for Distributed Building Service Systems 

A knowledge base for distributed building service systems constitutes the partial and 
extendable knowledge about the domain. To facilitate a common understanding, a 
domain ontology is established. Derived from the ontology, an object model cap-
tures the explicit knowledge of systems, components and the related building con-
text. Design rules and constraints are used to capture declarative and procedural 
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knowledge. A visual representation language capable of describing the objects, their 
attributes and associations is chosen and used for modelling the knowledge base. It 
is called the Unified Modelling Language (UML). 

4.3.1 UML/OCL for Knowledge Representation 

The UML is a visual language based on conceptual graphs. Originating in software 
development, it is used also for the purpose of systems engineering (Dennis, Wixom 
and Tegarden 2005; Holt 2004) and in other fields such as social sciences and eco-
nomics (Scheer and Spath 2004). It has been accepted in 1997 as an open standard 
by the Object Management Group (OMG) (OMG 2009), an international, not-for-
profit computer industry consortium. The UML is object-oriented and provides 13 
types of diagrams to model many necessary aspects of a system. By using the dia-
grams, all actors, entities, their behaviours and relations can be developed and visu-
alized. UML models can be used to directly generate code to be used in an object-
oriented programming language such as Java or C# or can be made machine-
readable by serialization to XML using XMI (XML Metadata Exchange) (Gasevic, 
Djuric and Devedzic 2006). The UML is a graphical representation language and 
therefore directly and easily comprehensive for human users. Via the XML/XMI 
interface, UML models can be made machine-readable and exchangeable between a 
variety of tools and applications (Kogut et al. 2002). The text-based Object Con-
straint Language (OCL), also defined as a standard by the OMG, can be used to ex-
tend the UML (Felfernig et al. 2002). The OCL is a formal, declarative language 
that can be used to specify rules by defining expressions in UML models. It extends 
UML diagrams by providing constraint expressions otherwise not expressible by the 
diagrammatic notations. As stated by various researchers, UML has a good compli-
ance with the paradigms of declarative knowledge representation (Cranefield, 
Haustein and Purvis 2001; Cranefield and Purvis 1999). (Gasevic, Djuric and 
Devedzic 2006, 34) even describe UML as an “extremely suitable visual language 
for knowledge representation”. Diagrams such as activity, class and object diagram 
allow knowledge modelling by employing a graphical language easy to understand 
by non-domain experts (Rhem 2006).  

As (Felfernig et al. 2002) elaborate, it contains the necessary expressiveness to build 
knowledge bases for distributed configuration purposes. Configuration in the con-
text of his work can be understood as a constrained design activity. Especially the 
need for distributed problem solving underlines the capability of an UML/OCL – 
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based knowledge representation formalism to interchange information in a distri-
buted configuration process, demanding a well-defined domain model. This is pre-
cisely what the integrated design of distributed building service systems aims at - a 
distributed configuration process based on a well-defined domain model. 

By extending existing diagrams and/or adding new ones, the knowledge base can 
easily be scaled and extended to new systems and functions. The different diagrams 
allow modelling of structural aspects by using class or object diagrams but also pro-
cess knowledge by employing activity, sequence and use case diagrams. The UML 
is suitable for reasoning about the contents of the knowledge base and capable of 
deriving new knowledge based on the models created. This is supported by the 
OCL, allowing the setting of additional constraints to define derived model elements 
(Cranefield and Purvis 1999). Some researchers have criticized the UML for know-
ledge representation purposes as formally not strong enough. In the context of this 
work, however, UML/OCL fulfils the requirements of representation formalism for 
distributed building service systems in an advantageous way. 

4.3.1.1 Concepts of UML 

In this section, the key concepts of the UML that are used for the establishment of 
the knowledge base for distributed building service systems are outlined5. It is based 
on the comprehensive and exhaustive description by (Booch, Rumbaugh and 
Jacobson 1999), the founders and main contributors to the UML. As outlined in 
4.2.3, a language for knowledge representation needs to contain both a syntax and 
semantics. Contrasting formal languages such as FOL, UML does not contain exact 
formal definitions how to form sentences but a metamodel that defines its abstract 
syntax. Besides the widely employed graphical notation, other representations of 
UML model are possible, such as using XML, code of a programming language or 
even a natural language (Figure 4.2).  

                                                             
5 All terminology of the UML in this section and the description of concepts unless otherwise stated is 

taken from the UML language specification as described in (Booch, Rumbaugh and Jacobson 1999). 
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Fig. 4.2: UML metamodel and derived representations  
(adapted from (Rupp, Queins and Zengler 2007)) 

Views 

The concepts represented in UML can be structured into different views. In each 
view different diagram types and provide a visual notation to capture specific as-
pects of the model concepts. Views can be distinguished into the structural classifi-
cation, dynamic behaviour, physical layout and model management view. As the last 
two views are mainly used for the detailing of software systems, the first two views 
and selections of diagram types for each view are employed for the conceptual mod-
elling of this work. 

The structural classification view allows a static view on the system in design, de-
scribing the things in a system and their relations. The most important diagram to 
capture the structure of concepts in a model is the class diagram. The main concepts 
in this diagram include classes, associations, generalizations and dependencies. The 
second structural diagram, the object diagram, is used to model a specific state of a 
system displaying the objects or instances created according to the class definitions 
at a specific point in time. Different actors that interact with the system such as hu-
man users or machines can be structured using use case diagrams. For the use case 
diagram, concepts such as actors and extensions are added. 
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Dynamic behaviour describes the behaviour of a system over time. Behaviour in this 
context can be described as snapshots of the system. The behaviour can be modelled 
using activity diagrams. It allows modelling of interactions, data flows, control 
nodes and control flows.  

Classifiers 

A classifier is a discrete concept representing objects that have an identity, state, 
behaviour and relationships. Classifiers in UML include class, interface and data 
type but also behavioural concepts such as actors, use cases and components. Al-
though the metamodel term classifier contains this variety of concepts, classes and 
instances are the most employed concepts of object-oriented modelling.  

Classes stand for discrete concepts within a domain or application representing a 
thing in the domain. This can be a physical thing such as a wall, a logical thing such 
as a schedule, an application thing such as a button, a software thing such as an ar-
ray or a behavioural thing such as a task. Classes are the main components of object-
oriented systems. In project use, classes can be described in different resolutions. 
For conceptual use, a model may emphasize on the logical aspects of the domain. In 
later stages, the model can be extended to contain implementation details and design 
decisions taken. The graphic notation of a class is a rectangle with the class name, 
its attributes and methods.  

An object, also called an instance, is created according to its descriptive concept, the 
class. The attributes, relations and methods of the underlying class are executed and 
filled with specific values of the individual instance. The graphical notation of an 
object is a rectangle with the object name in reference to its class and the attribute 
values. 

Relations 

Relations describe the different dependencies and relationships between classifiers. 
In this context, the most important relations can be distinguished into associations, 
dependencies, generalizations, compositions, and aggregations. Associations estab-
lish discrete connections between objects or instances. In a mathematic definition, 
an association represents a tuple or ordered list of two or more classifiers. An asso-
ciation connecting instances is called a link. The connection of an association to a 
class is called an association end. Association ends can carry role names describing 
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the connection more closely. They can also contain multiplicities specifying the oc-
currence of instances of one class to the instances of the other class connected. The 
graphical notation of an association is a line between the classes. The direction of 
the association can be specified using an arrow at the association end. Such a navi-
gable association represents the state information available to the class. 

The aggregation is an important type of association specifying a part-whole relation-
ship between classes. A composition is a stronger type of aggregation. While the 
aggregation simply lists part objects contained by the whole object, the part objects 
of a composition have to be existent for the whole object to exist. The graphical no-
tation of an aggregation is a hollow diamond at the association end of the whole 
class; the notation of a composition is a filled diamond at the association of the 
whole class.  

Another important type of association defining the relations between classes is the 
generalization. Generalization defines a taxonomic relation between classes. While 
the superclass is the generalization of a subclass, the subclass is a specification of 
the superclass. The generalization relationship is especially important for the model-
ling of ontologies. It resembles two important concepts of object-oriented model-
ling, inheritance and polymorphism. The subclass inherits all properties of the 
superclass, its members and relations. It can be extended by own properties, which 
are only valid for the subclass. Polymorphic operations allow the determination of 
implementation methods in relation to the class they are applied rather than how 
they are stated by the caller. The graphical notation of a generalization is an arrow 
with a hollow arrow tip at the association end of the superclass. 

A dependency defines a more general semantic relation between classifiers than an 
aggregation, composition of generalization. It connects the model elements itself 
and, unlike associations, does not need instances to employ a meaning. Its graphical 
notation is a dashed arrow from the client to the supplier, specified by a stereotype 
keyword. Stereotypes include access, bindings, calls, refinements or usage types. 

4.3.2 Domain Ontology 

An ontology is a fundamental part of the formally represented knowledge of a do-
main. The term ontology is composed by the two Greek words ontos – being, and 
logos –word (Gasevic, Djuric and Devedzic 2006). Originating in philosophy, it 
refers to the theory of the nature of existence. An ontology contains the terminology 
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of how to communicate and exchange knowledge about a specific domain, including 
all essential hierarchies, concepts and relations using a specified representation vo-
cabulary. Axioms can be used to constrain the interpretation of this vocabulary. 
Gruber provides the most used definition of ontology in AI: “An ontology is an ex-
plicit specification of a conceptualization” (Gruber 1993, 1). A conceptualization is 
an abstract and simplified view of the world to be represented. In a pragmatic ap-
proach, an ontology defines the vocabulary with which concepts are exchanged 
among human or computer-based agents. Russell and Norvig (1995) describe the 
establishment of a domain ontology as one of the essential tasks in building a know-
ledge base. Based on (Gasevic, Djuric and Devedzic 2006; Gruber 1993), the fol-
lowing subsection outlines the most important reasons for establishing a domain 
ontology in context of distributed building service systems: 

Develop and share common understanding 

The main reason for establishing a domain ontology is the development and sharing 
of ontological commitments to facilitate a common understanding between different 
agents involved. (Gruber 1993; Russell and Norvig 1995). In the case of DBS, the 
agents communicating about the systems and its components are both of human and 
machine nature: DBS are developed by engineers, designed and implemented into a 
building by an architect and manipulated by a user. There needs to a common under-
standing of the systems, the most important concepts and constraints in order to 
communicate, design, control and operate DBS over the building lifecycle. In addi-
tion to the human agents, the domain ontology can be utilized by different software 
resources, such as integrated design software (as proposed in this work) and control 
software for the operation of the systems. 

Define a terminology and taxonomy 

An ontology provides the terminology and taxonomy defining the concepts and rela-
tions of the domain in order to be communicated or shared. Augmenting the vocabu-
lary used by human languages, the terminology provided by the ontology is 
equipped with logical statements that describe the meaning of terms and their ex-
plicit relations. These statements describe the rules of how the vocabulary is used in 
order to formulate valid sentences. A taxonomy supplies the hierarchical categoriza-
tion and clustering of entities of the domain, structuring and organizing the content. 
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Make the knowledge explicit 

Different types of knowledge about a domain can be distinguished (see 4.2.3.1). By 
using a formal representation, ontologies can be used to make the accessible parts of 
the knowledge explicit. This representation can be used for reasoning as the know-
ledge is explicitly stated. Challenging design tasks, such as the integrated design of 
DBS, can be supported or automated by using reasoning over explicitly stated know-
ledge. 

Reuse and collaborate 

An important aspect of ontologies is not only to define the concepts of a domain but 
also to enable its exchange and reuse in related areas. An ontology defined for the 
integrated design, such as proposed in this work, can thus be reused for the control 
of the implemented systems and components. To assure the reuse, the ontology has 
to be expendable and interoperable. The model can be used to collaborate and build 
upon a common ground to develop specialized applications on different branches of 
the domain, addressing the entire building lifecycle. An engineer who is developing 
a control strategy for a DBS, for example, can already access the components, con-
nections and functions of the system in question as well as their relation to other 
building elements.  

4.3.2.1 UML/OCL for Ontology Development 

Ontological engineering is supported by a variety of techniques and tools such as 
Protégé (BMIR 2010), a graphical ontology editor supporting several representation 
languages such as the Web Ontology Language OWL. However, these techniques 
and languages are commonly used by AI experts and not so much known to engi-
neers and software developers. An interesting and widely discussed approach em-
ploys a model-driven approach as used in software engineering for ontology devel-
opment, using the Unified Modelling Language (UML) and the Object Constraint 
Language (OCL) (Cranefield and Purvis 1999). Although according to Cranefield 
(Cranefield and Purvis 1999) and others, using UML has some shortcomings con-
cerning the formal definition of ontologies, its visual representation in combination 
with a text based constraint/rule language such as OWL or OCL are suitable to be 
used for both ontology development as well as knowledge representation (Gasevic, 
Djuric and Devedzic 2006; Kogut et al. 2002). The combination of both provides 
good comprehension for human users as well as machine-readability. The Object 
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Modelling Group (OMG) as the provider of the UML specifications also provides 
Ontology UML profile, facilitating the adaption of UML also for ontology devel-
opment purposes (Gasevic, Djuric and Devedzic 2006). In addition to the utilization 
of UML for knowledge representation, it therefore can also used as language for 
establishing the domain ontology. 

4.3.2.2 Ontology for Distributed Building Service Systems 

For the reasons stated above, an ontology of the domain of distributed building ser-
vice systems is formulated. Figure 4.3 shows the ontology using the UML notation, 
including the most important domain concepts and relations. To visualize that the 
concepts represented in the diagram are not standard UML classes but ontology 
classes, they are denoted with the stereotype << OntClass >>. The concepts and 
relations defined in the domain ontology set the framework for the establishment of 
the knowledge base. They are described in the following chapter. 

4.3.3 Object Model 

To define the knowledge base to be applied in an integrated design process, an ob-
ject model is derived from the ontology, detailing the necessary objects, their attrib-
utes and relations. To utilize the object model in a design case, the system and build-
ing objects are instantiated according to their classes and stored in the model data-
base. The transport component class, for example, is instantiated as a fan object con-
taining certain attributes and connected to the transformation class, which is instan-
tiated as a heat exchanger with a certain capacity. An exemplary instantiation of the 
knowledge base for a selected system of DBS is described in Chapter 6. The object 
model contains the following subgroups: 

4.3.3.1 Distributed Building Service Systems 

As shown in Figure 4.4, the classes of the actual service systems constitute the cent-
ral part of the knowledge base. The ontology provides the taxonomy to describe the 
different aggregations of systems and components.  

DBS  

The DBS class is the superclass that contains all systems of DBS. The systems of 
DBS supply different hierarchies of space. 
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Fig. 4.3: Ontology for distributed building service systems 
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System 

The system contains all aggregates within the building boundary that create the 
same effect. The supply air system, for example, contains all supply air system ag-
gregates necessary to supply the building according to the demand. 

Aggregate 

Systems can be decomposed into aggregates. Aggregates are functional subsystems 
of a specified kind bound to a specified spatial entity. An aggregate, for example, 
can supply a zone consisting of several rooms. Aggregates are connected to the sys-
tem network to access medias for the creation of the desired effect.  

Component 

Aggregates can be decomposed into components that supply different functionali-
ties. The amount of components (cardinalities), their order and their connections are 
part of the specific system definition. Components can be atomic components that 
cannot be decomposed any further or composite components consisting of a number 
of components. An example for a composite component is the combined supply air 
fan/heater unit of the distributed ventilation system. Table 4.1 shows the five general 
classes of components to be distinguished. 

Component Class Description Instance Example 
Input Component (IC) Intake of media Damper 
Transport Component (TC) Transport of media Fan / pump 
Transformation Component 
(EC) 

Transformation of media Heat exchanger 

Output Component (OC) Output of effected media Outlet 
Storage Component (SC) Storage of media Battery / soil 

Tab. 4.1: Component classes of DBS 

Media Interface 

Each component possesses different media interfaces to access air, water or power. 
The existence and number of ports determines the connectivity of a component to 
form an aggregate.  
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Supply Network 

A supply network within the building is used to deliver medias that cannot be ac-
cessed from the outside, for example water. Each aggregate that requires such a me-
dium is connected to the supply network to establish the functional aggregate. 

 

Fig. 4.4: Distributed service systems (class diagram) 
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4.3.3.2 Medium 

Every effect such as heat, cold, ventilation or lighting can be created by the aggre-
gates using one or more of the three basic medias, air, water and electrical power. 
The components have access to the different medias over the media interfaces. 

4.3.3.3 Spatial Entities 

A spatial entity is a partition of space to be supplied. Spatial entities are hierarchi-
cally structured, resembling different structural or logical partitions (Figure 4.5). 
The building is the top-level aggregation of space, followed by the level aggregating 
all zones on one level, the zone containing a logical or physical group of rooms and 
the room parts, which resemble the smallest spatial entity. A room part may be an 
area belonging to an individual occupant in a room such as a desk space. 

 

Fig. 4.5: Taxonomy of spatial entities (class diagram) 
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4.3.3.4 Spatial Boundary 

As displayed in Figure 4.6, spatial boundaries define the geometric and physical 
properties of the envelope of a spatial entity. They can be of two general groups. 
Void elements resemble spatial boundaries that are not represented by a physical 
element but by logical definition. A room part, for example, may have boundaries 
that are not physical but virtual, such as an individual workspace within a larger 
office. Building elements are all physical boundary elements such as walls, floors or 
ceilings. Their objects contain the necessary semantic, geometric, topological infor-
mation. 

 

Fig. 4.6: Spatial boundary classes, building elements (class diagram) 

4.3.3.5 Environment 

The environment class resembles static and dynamic properties of the interior and 
exterior environment. The exterior environment contains a climate object including 
static properties such as solar radiation or mean temperatures of the environment. 
The weather object represents the dynamic properties of the exterior environment at 
a certain time step, measure by sensors or predicted by forecasts. The static proper-
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ties of the interior environment are defined by set points derived from the require-
ments. The interior conditions change due to different occupation. These dynamic 
properties can be approximated by using occupation schedules or measured by sen-
sors. Also, other types of representation can be used, such as logins into computers 
or into a WLAN node.  

4.3.3.6 Requirements 

“A requirement describes a condition or capability to which a system must conform” 
(Bittner and Spence 2003, 5). The most important functional requirement for DBS, 
as described previously, is to establish and maintain comfortable conditions of the 
interior environment at every state of the exterior and interior environment. This 
addresses different comfort criteria such as indoor air quality, thermal comfort and 
visual comfort (Figure 4.7).  

 

Fig. 4.7: Dependencies of demand, requirements and space (class diagram) 
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The system design and layout has to be able to provide thermal and air comfort, 
minimized acoustic impact and satisfying visual conditions at any time everywhere 
inside the building. 

4.3.3.7 Demand 

The demand of energy and matter for a certain space to be supplied is related to the 
requirements, the static and dynamic environments and the properties of the spatial 
boundary. The demand class contains the different demand types in context to DBS. 
Heating and cooling demand define the amount of heating or cooling energy to be 
supplied as a quantity over a certain time step. Air demand addresses the indoor air 
quality requiring an amount of air to be supplied and disposed. The different de-
mands are assessed during the demand design stage.  

4.3.4 Constraints 

Constraints refer to dependencies among design variables of objects that are instan-
tiated according to the knowledge base. A specified variable must reach a value out 
of a possible solution space to be accepted. A constraint can be considered a part of 
the procedural knowledge of DBS, defining values for which a design performs 
well. Constraints to be satisfied in context of DBS might for example be the amount 
and position of outlet components of an air supply aggregate in dependency of the 
position and the amount of inlet components of a waste disposal aggregate. Accord-
ing to Dechter (2003), the processing of constraints includes two important ele-
ments. First, the objects that can take on a variety of valuables must be defined. 
Second, the constraints on those variables or a combination of variables must be 
imposed, limiting the spectrum of possible variable states. Therefore, for capturing 
procedural knowledge of DBS, critical objects of the object model are identified and 
the possible variable states defined. Such constraints can then be subject to con-
straint satisfaction methods of AI that automate the search for a set of valid values. 

4.3.5 Rules  

Design rules can capture heuristic knowledge of the design of distributed building 
service systems. Heuristics express the rules-oft thumb, arguments from past experi-
ences a human designer would apply when facing a design problem. These can be 
described by production rules of if…then character but also using directed UML 
associations. The object model formulated in UML already contains sets of rules 
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encoded by the types of associations between objects (Mattsson, Lundell and Lings 
2008). In addition, rules may be added to UML diagrams by including comments to 
the classes and relations of the object model. The chaining of rules can be distin-
guished between forward chaining and backward chaining. Backward chaining can 
be used to verify a design whereas forward-chaining aims at providing the specifica-
tions of a design (Glover, Corne and Liu 2004). For an integrated design process of 
DBS, especially forward-chaining rules can be applied to specify a possible design 
solution.  

Of course it is not possible to capture every possible design problem by applying 
precise design rules. Uncertainty is therefore a common problem when facing a de-
sign task. One possible solution is the equipment of rules with certainty factors, 
which are interpreted at the execution of the rule. Another option is the application 
of fuzzy logics. Fuzzy logics aims at providing qualitative rules using linguistic 
variables such as “very large”, “fairly small”. The advantage of so-called fuzzy sets 
is that the value of such as variable is not necessarily binary, true or false, but may 
also in between. Applying fuzzy logics by rules using linguistic variables are easier 
to define by humans and result, once cleverly defined, in much more stable and ac-
curate knowledge based systems (ibid.).  

4.4 Case Base 

Another component of the system model is the case base. The case base contains 
solutions of previously successfully solved design problems. These solutions are 
represented as concrete instantiations of the object model and specified by using 
descriptors (Figure 4.8). An instance of a previous design problem contains the 
specified objects, their relationships and attributes. The case base thus contains a 
representation of the experience of a knowledgeable designer, who can store a suc-
cessful solution in the case base. The case base can be implemented as a relational 
database or using XML files to store and retrieve the design cases. Its utilization by 
employing case-based reasoning is described in Chapter 5.2. A comprehensive 
overview on Case-Based Reasoning is given by (Koldoner 1993; Maher, 
Balachandran and Zhang 1996) 
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Fig. 4.8: Case base as repository of successful instantiations of the knowledge base 

4.5 Database: Building Information Model 

For an integrated design process, the concepts classified in the knowledge base have 
to be instantiated as objects according to the object model, the design rules and con-
straints. The instantiation specifies their semantic, geometric and topological proper-
ties. A database, in this case a Building Information Model (BIM), is used to store 
the objects and make the available during the design process in order to change their 
properties.  
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4.5.1 Concept of BIM 

The notion of Building Information Models and their application, which is often 
referred to as building information modelling, roots in applications of information 
technology in other industries. In mechanical engineering, the concept of “semantic 
datamodels” (Grabowski and Eigner 1979) was established in the 1970s, connecting 
logical and physical information of objects. For the needs of the building industry, 
this concept was adapted for generic “building description systems” (Eastman 
1976), later referred to as “building product models” (Eastman 1999). From the year 
2002 on, the term “Building Information Model” (Laiserin 2008) has been estab-
lished. Building Information Models enable the storage of multi-disciplinary infor-
mation within one building representation. A Building Information Model is a richer 
repository than a set of drawings, since it has the ability to store different types of 
information, including geometry, semantics and topologies. According to Eastman 
(1999, preface), a Building Information Model contains the “form, behaviour and 
relations of parts and assemblies”. This description shows the close relation of build-
ing information modelling to object oriented modelling.  

One of the overall goals of building information modelling is to increase efficiency 
between stakeholders in the building process. This is achieved by storing relevant 
design information of every step in the design process. Even though switching to 
BIM-based design environments poses major challenges to architectural offices, 
recent market surveys show that 48% of the architectural offices in the US already 
use methods of building information modelling (McGraw-Hill 2007). Today, the 
biggest obstacle for architects to adopt BIM methods is the tentative use of BIM by 
other industry partners such as engineering firms. To be able to exploit the benefits 
of BIM, its adoption already in the early stages of design is crucial. As one of the 
first official institutions, the U.S. General Service Administration demands BIM for 
the submission of mayor projects for final concept approval. By this the GSA aims 
at more “accurate energy estimates in the design process” (U.S. GSA 2008), 
strengthening the adoption of BIM already at the early design stages. 

Building information models as they are used today have to be distinguished be-
tween proprietary approaches provided by software companies and open, non-
proprietary ones such as the Industry Foundation Classes (IFC), developed by the 
International Alliance for Interoperability (IAI) (buildingSmart 2007). Proprietary 
models differ from in their structure and capabilities to establish a consistent model. 
However, recent BIM editors that are commercially available are increasingly suit-
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able to serve as fully functional planning environments for architects. Most of them 
offer import and export functionality from the proprietary internal model to the ge-
neric IFC model. 

4.5.2 Industry Foundation Classes (IFC)  

The Industry Foundation Classes resemble the most widespread approach to estab-
lish a holistic and generic description of buildings. An important predecessor and 
quasi-standard for the exchange of 2D geometric information is the Drawing Inter-
change Format (DXF). Another example of a generic building representation is ISO-
STEP using EXPRESS as a modelling language. A comprehensive description of 
such building product models can be found in (Eastman 1999). As Figure 4.9 shows, 
the Industry Foundation Classes provide a comprehensive description of many do-
mains involved in the building process, serving as an “intelligent, comprehensive 
and universal data model of buildings” (Bazjanec 2004, 879). 

 

Fig. 4.9: IFC architecture domains, release 2.3 (buildingSmart 2007) 
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Focusing on the overall goals of building information modelling, the IFC aim at 
facilitating the exchange of multidisciplinary information between different partici-
pants using different software. At current, the IFC data model implemented in a 
number of CAD tools as an export and import option. Several case studies have 
shown its general applicability in the design process (Dayal and Timmermans 2004; 
Plume and Mitchell 2005), although in practical use it still requires some effort to 
overcome obstacles such as incompatibilities. 

4.5.3 IFC Mapping of the Object Model of DBS 

To provide a generic description of all objects created according to the knowledge 
base and to facilitate the exchange of this design information, the object model of 
DBS can be mapped onto the domains and schemes of the IFC. Similar to the object 
model for DBS, the IFC provide different levels of abstraction, which is necessary 
for early stage design purposes where not all information is available. However, at 
the bottom line, the IFC aims at exchanging precise planning information, therefore 
it rather focuses on the details than on the abstract concepts. Furthermore, the IFC 
do not contain all classes necessary for a complete mapping of DBS. This can be 
handled by extending existing IFC entities by using the custom IFC property sets 
(Pset). The following Table 4.2 shows the mapping of objects of the DBS know-
ledge base (described in 4.3.3) onto IFC entities on different hierarchical levels. Not 
mapped are concrete instances (such as a specified fan type) onto an IFC entity, 
which resembles the highest degree of specialization.  

 

DBS Classes 
 

IFC Domain / 
Scheme 

IFC Entity Definition  

DBS    
System IFCProductExtension IFCSystem Organized compi-

lation of parts 
Aggregate IFCProductExtension IFCRelServicesBuildings System related to 

spatial entity 
InletComponent IFCSharedBldgSer-

viceElements 
IFCFlowController  
IFCFlowTerminal 

Regulate flow; input 
or output flow 

TransportCompo-
nent 

IFCSharedBldgSer-
viceElements 

IFCFlowMovingDevice Apparatus to move 
fluids 

Transformation-
Component 

IFCSharedBldgSer-
viceElements 

IFCEnergyConversionDevice Container for ob-
jects of conversion 
or heat transfer 
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StorageComponent IFCSharedBldgSer-

viceElements 
IFCFlowStorageDevice Temporary stor-

age within a sys-
tem 

OutletComponent IFCSharedBldgSer-
viceElements 

IFCFlowTerminal Input or output 
flow 

MediaInterface IFCProductExtension 
IFCElectricDistribu-
tionPoint 

IFCPort Connection to 
other elements 

    
SPATIAL  
BOUNDARY 

IFCProductExtension IFCRelSpaceBoundary Physical or virtual 
space boundary 

Building Element IFCProductExtension IFCBuildingElement Functional, phys-
ical part of a 
building 

 Floor IFCSharedBldgEle-
ments 

IFCSlab Horizontal enclo-
sure of space 

Wall IFCSharedBldgEle-
ments 

IFCWall Vertical enclosure 
of space 

Window IFCSharedBldgEle-
ments 

IFCWindow Construction 
closing a hor. or 
vert. opening 

Void Element IFCProductExtension IFCRelVoidsElement Relation to a 
building element 
creating a void 

SPATIAL ENTITY IFCProductExtension IFCSpace Space, grouped or 
decomposed in 
parts 

Level IFCProductExtension IFCBuildingStorey Horizontal aggre-
gation of space 

Zone IFCProductExtension IFCZone Aggregation of 
space 

Room  IFCProductExtension IFCSpace Definition of 
space 

RoomPart IFCProductExtension IFCSpace Definition of 
space 

    
DEMAND    
HeatDemand IFCSharedBldgSer-

viceElements 
IFCSpaceThermalLoad-
Properties 

Values of thermal 
loads, min, max 

CoolDemand IFCSharedBldgSer-
viceElements 

IFCSpaceThermalLoad-
Properties 

Values of thermal 
loads, min, max 

AirDemand IFCSharedBldgSer-
viceElements 

IFCSpaceThermalLoad-
Properties 

Extension of 
thermal loads 

EXTERIOR  
ENVIRONMENT 

   

Climate IFCControlExtension IFCPerformanceHistory Performance of an 
occurrence in-
stance over time 
(static) 

Weather IFCControlExtension IFCPerformanceHistory Performance of an 
occurrence in-
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stance over time 
(dynamic) 

INTERIOR  
ENVIRONMENT 

   

Occupation IFCControlExtension IFCPerformanceHistory Performance of an 
occurrence in-
stance over time 
(dynamic) 

Setpoint IFCProductExtension IFCSpace 
PsetSpaceThermalDesign 

Capture building 
service design 
values rel. to 
space 

    
Forecast IFCControlExtension IFCPerformanceHistory Performance of an 

occurrence in-
stance over time 

Sensor IFCBuildingControl IFCSensorType Sensor for detec-
tion 

REQUIREMENTS    
ThermalComfort IFCProductExtension IFCSpace  

PsetSpaceThermalRe-
quirements 

Capture thermal 
requirements rel. 
to space 

IndoorAirQuality IFCProductExtension IFCSpace 
PsetSpaceThermalDesign 

Capture building 
service design 
values rel. to 
space 

MEDIUM    
Air IFCSharedBldgSer-

viceElements 
IFCFluidFlowProperties Fluid flow proper-

ties 
Water IFCSharedBldgSer-

viceElements 
IFCFluidFlowProperties Fluid flow proper-

ties 
Power IFCElectricalDomain IFCElectricalCircuit System of distri-

buting electrical 
power 

Tab. 4.2: Mapping of DBS classes to IFC schemes and entities 
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5 Simulation and Problem-Solving 

To be able to consider the multitude of dependencies between components, the 
building fabric and the dynamic environment requires methods of design support. 
Computational methods can be used to analyze the current design, visualize the de-
pendencies and solve design problems occurring during the integrated design pro-
cess. The system model described in Chapter 4 provides the necessary foundation 
for their employment. To analyze a building at an arbitrary design state, the informa-
tion stored in the database can be used for the application of mathematical models to 
simulate static and dynamic processes and related aspects of building performance. 
The processing of knowledge allows deductions and judgment about the current 
design as well as the proposal of consecutive actions. Explicit knowledge can be 
used for automated reasoning or the application of knowledgeable agents for prob-
lem solving, automation and optimization of complex design activities. The follow-
ing section outlines selected methods of simulation, Artificial- and Computational 
Intelligence for design support in an integrated design process for distributed build-
ing service systems. 

5.1 Simulation of Flows of Energy and Matter 

The most significant aspect of simulation is that it allows “to imitate one process by 
another process6” (Hartmann 1996, 1) whereas a process is to be understood as a 
“sequence of states” (ibid.) of a system under consideration. The structural model of 
a system is used to establish a mathematical model by applying physical laws in 
order to simulate the behaviour of the system over one or multiple time steps. This 
underlines the importance of modelling of a system to facilitate the simulation of its 
dynamic behaviour. An overview of modelling tasks for the simulation of flows of 
energy and matter in building design can be found in (Clarke 2001).  

                                                             
6 Italicized in the original text 
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The simulation of flows of energy and matter requires models of different degrees of 
abstraction. The selection of a particular model is dependent on the objective of the 
simulation, the level of detail necessary and the available knowledge resources 
(Malkawi and Augenbroe 2004). For simulation of DBS, the necessary information 
and knowledge about the building including its distributed service systems is avail-
able due to the Building Information Model representing the design database. Every 
step in design alters and updates the Building Information Model and therefore the 
design database. Mathematical models for simulation include energy and exergy 
calculations, related CO2 emissions or physical behaviour of building elements and 
systems. The changing conditions of the interior and exterior of the building have to 
be considered for simulation. They result in heating or cooling loads, electrical loads 
or necessary air exchange. Mathematical models for the calculation of such loads 
have been researched for the last four decades. They range from simplified calcula-
tion models as found in norms and regulations to highly specialized physical simula-
tion models, employing space averaged treatment of the laws of thermodynamics 
expressed in differential equations (Malkawi and Augenbroe 2004). Examples of 
comprehensive and well known calculation engines are Energy+ (Crawley et al. 
1999) and TRNSYS (Transsolar 2008). A survey contrasting the capabilities of build-
ing energy performance programs can be found in (Crawley et al. 2008). According 
to Hunn (1996), three fundamental types of mathematical models for building per-
formance simulation can be distinguished:  

5.1.1 Steady-state Simulation 

Steady-state simulation models are “based on instantaneous or averaged differences 
of state values between the conditioned space and its environment” (Hunn 1996, 
226). They can be considered as a snapshot of a building at a certain time and boun-
dary condition. Steady-state models neglect dynamic aspects such as energy storage 
during the situation under consideration. All properties and variables are considered 
constant. Usually, these models calculate a demand at a specified point in time. In 
order to use such models to approximate a demand over a period of time, for exam-
ple for annual energy calculation, multiplication factors are used (ibid.). Such multi-
plication factors are often defined empirically. Due to their simplifications, steady-
state models deliver fast calculations and do not require a large amount of input pa-
rameters and computing power. For this reason, they are often used in regulations 
such as the German Energieeinsparverordnung (EnEV) (BMJ 2007). In addition, 
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steady-state models are employed for the simplified calculation of physical phenom-
ena such as fluid distribution. 

5.1.2 Quasi-steady-state Simulation 

Quasi-steady-state simulation models use shortened time steps for more precise cal-
culation. During each step, the properties and conditions are considered constant. At 
every step, the conditions are adapted according to external data such as climate 
files or schedules and new averaged values are calculated. This resolution allows the 
consideration of weather, occupancy, and equipment use as well as storage of en-
ergy (Hunn 1996). Quasi-steady-state models are capable of considering annual en-
ergy consumption as well as peak loads at a chosen time step. They are also used in 
regulations such as the Swiss SIA 380.1 (SIA e.V. 2008) and in simulation tools 
such as Helios XP (EMPA 2008). 

5.1.3 Dynamic Simulation 

Dynamic simulation models include the effect of systems over time and the time-
dependent change of operation due to dynamic effects. An example is the simulation 
of the behaviour of a building and its service systems due to changing environment 
conditions and operational influences. Dynamic models require the input of high-
resolution data as well as significant computing power. At a lower detail level, dy-
namic simulation is used for energy and performance assessment. An exemplary 
dynamic simulation engine is Energy+ (Crawley et al. 1999). At a higher detail 
level, dynamic simulation is used for analysis of specific aspects, for example in the 
field of computer fluid dynamics (CFD). CFD facilitates the precise simulation of a 
thermal environment and the distribution and quality of airflows. Setup, execution 
and interpretation of the results of simulations on both levels of detail require exten-
sive expertise. 

5.1.4 Simulation and Performance Assessment in early Design Stages 

For simulation and performance assessment in early design stages, as intended in 
this work, certain criteria apply to the selection of mathematical models in order to 
be useful. The resolution of the calculation, for example, does not have to be very 
high as a lot of detailed information about the building and its systems is not yet 
available. The calculation speed should be fast for the results to be considered in an 
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iterative design process. Still, the calculation results must be plausible. As a rule of 
thumb, a deviation of 10-15% compared to a high-resolution simulation is sufficient. 
Second, the amount of input variables should be kept as low as possible in order to 
address the non-expert such as the designer. 

In Chapter 7 of this work, the employment of a steady-state simulation model for a 
prototypical design support tools DPV is described. For the case study outlined in 
Chapter 8, an improved version of the DPV is employed, using a quasi-steady state 
simulation model, which provides a higher resolution of calculation without sacrific-
ing speed and usability. In addition, a steady-state simulation models for the assess-
ment and optimization of flows and costs is applied.  

5.2 Reasoning  

The primary purpose of establishing a knowledge base as outlined in Chapter 4.3 is 
to facilitate reasoning – to allow deductions based on the stored knowledge to de-
termine the appropriate actions. The aim is to apply the generalized facts to speci-
fied situations. The knowledge base consists of sentences representing individual 
facts about the domain. Inference is used to draw logical conclusions form the repre-
sented facts. The logical conclusion of the initial facts also represents the implicit 
representation of a new fact. Brachman calls this the concept of logical entailment: 

We say that the propositions represented by a set of sentences S entail 
the proposition represented by a sentence p when the truth of p is im-
plicit in the truth of the sentences in S. In other words, if the world is 
such that every element of S comes out true, then p does as well 
(Brachman and Levesque 2004, 10). 

Reasoning is therefore used to process the facts stored, “to compute the entailments 
of a knowledge base” (ibid). 

5.2.1 Case-Based Reasoning 

Case-based reasoning (CBR) utilizes knowledge based on successfully solved prob-
lems in the past and explicitly stored in the case base (see 4.4). On a more general 
level, case-based reasoning uses analogies between the current design problems, 
which may have not been solved before, and existing successfully solved problems. 
Analogical reasoning has been subject to research since the early 1980’s (Maher, 
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Balachandran and Zhang 1996). Later, it has been extended to form an own field in 
AI, called case-based reasoning. There exists a wide range of successful applications 
in many fields including architectural design. In 1996, the research project FABEL 
(Hovestadt, Haller and Gauchel 1989; Maher, Balachandran and Zhang 1996), for 
example, facilitates the support of designers and engineers in combining architec-
tural design with complex building service installations, combining knowledge-
based systems with case-based reasoning. Recent approaches combine case-based 
reasoning with other techniques of AI such as genetic algorithms. 

5.2.1.1 Case Based Reasoning for Integrated Design of DBS 

Case Based Reasoning (CBR) for the integrated design of distributed building ser-
vice systems (DBS) can be applied where well-specified and concrete design solu-
tions have to be found. An example is the placement of the components, represented 
in their actual geometry, into their hosting building elements. This is normally the 
task of the knowledgeable designer with experience of successfully solved problems 
in the past. CBR allows the reuse of the explicitly stated design knowledge and its 
adaptation to a current situation, which creates a new successful solution. Additional 
knowledge available from the knowledge base can be used to generate abstract cases 
by algorithms in order to provide a wider range of application for design problems 
(Sanchez-Ruiz, Gonzalez-Calero and Dıaz-Agudo 2009). Summarizing and adapting 
the process description by (Koldoner 1993; Maher, Balachandran and Zhang 1996), 
CBR for the integrated design of DBS employs the following process steps: 

Specification and Representation 

As a fist step, the design problem has to be specified. Problem descriptors are used 
to formulate the problem so it can be matched by searching the case base. This in-
cludes defining the information of a case to be stored and how it is organized and 
generalized (Maher, Balachandran and Zhang 1996). A design case in the integrated 
design process of DBS, for example, can be the specific composition of an aggregate 
situated in a hosting building element of specific type or properties. For the problem 
specification, the critical parameters to describe the design problem have to be care-
fully chosen to provide the most generic description of the design problem as pos-
sible. 
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Retrieval 

In the retrieval phase, the case base is searched for matches for the specified prob-
lem. Cases can be retrieved by searching for similarities in objects or parameters 
involved. More advanced, indexing schemes using relationships of objects (ibid.) 
can be used to describe design cases and to allow retrieval based on semantic prop-
erties. Another option is to provide and search for a weighted sum of the solution, 
considering different aspects by employing weight factors for the descriptors. As the 
domain of DBS is well described by the knowledge base, using semantic approaches 
seems feasible.  

Adaptation 

Once the appropriate case is defined, it is adapted to the current design situation by 
replacing components or adjusting their semantic, topological or geometric param-
eters. Koldoner (1993) distinguishes three general categories for case adaption, 
“substitution”, “transformation” and “derivational replay”. Substitution aims at re-
placing relevant components or values. Transformation uses rules and procedures to 
incrementally change the current design solution into the solution retrieved from the 
case base. Derivational replay assumes that there are methods that have lead to the 
successful design case that can be mapped onto the existing design case and re-
played to achieve a similar successful solution. 

Storage 

Once a design case has been successfully adapted, the new solution is stored in the 
case base in order to be reused. The capturing of the design information specific to 
the case as well as its appropriate description or indexing is crucial for its reusability 
in the context of a new design problem.  

5.3 Agents  

For design integration, the task is to enable an agent to perceive and act rationally 
based on the knowledge available. In AI, the term agent defines “something that 
thinks and acts” (Russell and Norvig 1995, 7). An agent can thus be either a human 
or a machine. This can be a robotic agent reacting on its physical environment or a 
software agent reacting on its environment also encoded in software. A rational 
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agent is supposed to act rationally on a situation perceived, following certain meas-
ures to determine if the action is successful. The ideal rational agent can be de-
scribed as follows: 

For each possible percept sequence, an ideal rational agent should do 
whatever action is expected to maximize its performance measure on 
the basis of the evidence provided by the percept sequence and what-
ever built-in knowledge the agent has7 (ibid., 33). 

Central to AI and the design of agents is the making of decisions by reasoning with 
available knowledge, which stresses the importance of knowledge representation. 
Computer programs employ agents for specific tasks of problem solving in a defined 
environment. Such agent programs can be distinguished according to their objective 
and the environment the act in. 

5.3.1 Agent Environments 

In context of distributed building service systems, agents can exist in different envi-
ronments over the systems lifecycle, from their design and planning stage to their 
operation. Russell and Norvig (1995) describe the importance of the agent envi-
ronment and its potential properties: The environment of an agent can be accessible, 
if all information is available or inaccessible, if not every aspect of the world can be 
perceived, such as happening in operation of distributed building service systems. 
During the design stage, the environment is deterministic; each state of the agent is 
defined. In operation, the aspect of uncertainty creates nondeterministic envi-
ronments the agent has to react to. If the environment is episodic, the agent does not 
need to think ahead and simply reacts on its perceptions. In non-episodic envi-
ronments such as faced in building operation, actions might not depend on percep-
tions and actions executed before. Static environments do not change over time; the 
agent does not have to deal with time-based effects of a dynamic environment such 
as also faced in building operation. And finally, an environment can be regarded as 
discrete if it consists of a limited number of specified events. Continuous envi-
ronments evolve over a range of continuous values. It might be added at this place 
that environments in the operation of operation of distributed building service sys-
tems also encounter emergent behaviour: the coincidence of numerous events in a 

                                                             
7 Italicized in the original text 
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dynamic environment may lead to a completely new environment state that is not a 
direct consequence of the sum of individual component behaviour. 

The different environmental properties an agent can exist in shows that for operation 
of distributed building service systems, the agent environment can be distinguished 
between the design stage and the operational stage, representing two dialectic 
counterparts: Agents for the design stage face rather simple conditions: Their envi-
ronment can be described as accessible, deterministic, episodic, static and discrete. 
In operation, the opposite is faced: the environment for an operational agent may be 
inaccessible, non-deterministic, non-episodic, dynamic and emergent, making it 
much harder to impossible to develop agents that act appropriately. 

5.3.2 Agent Types 

Different types of agent can be distinguished. Two exemplary types, as defined by 
(Russell and Norvig 1995), are described in the following section. 

5.3.2.1 Goal-based Agents for Informed Search 

Goal-based agents choose their actions based on information about the desirable 
solution of a problem. The agent can find a solution to satisfy a given problem by 
searching. In the context of distributed building service systems for example, this 
relates to an agent searching for an appropriate network topology that fulfils certain 
criteria. An agent may search a given set of network nodes for a most efficient set of 
connections between the nodes. A famous example of searching for the shortest tour 
around a set of imagined cities where every city must be visited just once is the 
Travelling Salesman Problem. Informed search uses specific knowledge about a 
domain to apply more efficient search techniques. Knowledge from the knowledge 
base can be used to inform agents about the state of the environment and the goals to 
pursue. Heuristic functions are used to provide estimates of solutions costs. Well-
known search algorithms include the A* algorithm and Dijkstra algorithm (Ahuja, 
Magnati and Orlin 1993; Russell and Norvig 1995).  

5.3.2.2 Knowledge – based Agents 

Knowledge-based agents employ the knowledge base as a representation of the 
world it inhabits. The aim for the agent is to use the knowledge base to deduce ac-
tions, to reason about the state of the environment and apply appropriate actions. 
Rules to facilitate reasoning are also part of the knowledge base and can be accessed 
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by the agent. Various researchers have successfully applied knowledge bases using 
UML as representation language for the development of knowledge-based agents 
(Bauer 2001; Caire et al. 2002; Cranefield, Haustein and Purvis 2001). The know-
ledge base of distributed building service systems can be used to employ knowledge 
- based agents for problem-solving and design support. 

5.4 Genetic Algorithms 

Genetic Algorithms are an application of evolutionary computation, which is a sub-
field of AI also referred to as Computational Intelligence (CI). The development of 
Genetic Algorithms (GA) dates back to the 1960s and 1970s (Holland 1975) and 
resembles one of the approaches in AI that use analogies to basic biological princi-
ples, in this case the analogy to evolutionary processes. Contrasting the knowledge-
based methods of AI, CI employs heuristic algorithms and does not necessarily rely 
on human knowledge (Fogel 1995). Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) is an exam-
ple of biological inspired techniques of computational intelligence. However, both 
terms, AI and CI are not sharply defined and often used interchangeably. The reason 
why such techniques are of interest in context of this work is their wide and very 
successfully employment in engineering. Genetic Algorithms have been the most 
popular heuristic approach to multi-objective design and optimization problems 
(Konak, Coit and Smith 2006) – which is exactly what the integrated design of dis-
tributed building service systems is.  

GA adopt biological terminology to describe the algorithmic search process. Konak, 
Coit and Smith (2006) describe the key concepts of GA: A population of abstract 
representations, called chromosomes, is created randomly. Chromosomes consist of 
genes that carry certain attributes. Two operators are used to create new generations 
of populations from the existing ones: crossover and mutation. In crossover, two 
parent chromosomes are combined to form the child chromosome, the offspring. 
The parents allowed to reproduce are chosen among the chromosomes that tend best 
towards the fitness criterion. Desired genes are therefore inherited to the next gen-
eration. Many generations of chromosomes then converge towards the desired solu-
tion. The second operator is mutation. Random changes are applied at the gene level 
of each generation of chromosomes, reintroducing genetic diversity in an otherwise 
converging population. The overall aim is for the chromosomes to reach a certain 
level of fitness. The definition of the fitness values for the generations to converge 
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to is therefore the most important aspect of employing GA. The reproduction pro-
cess is terminated once the fitness has reached a desired level.  

The following pseudo code (ibid.) demonstrates the procedure of a generic GA:  

Step 1:  Set t=1. Randomly generate N solutions to 
 form the first population, P1. Evaluate the  
 fitness of solutions in P1. 
Step 2:  Crossover: Generate an offspring population Qt 
 as follows: 
 2.1. Choose two solutions x and y from Pt based on 
 the fitness values. 
 2.2. Using a crossover operator, generate  
 offspring and add them to Qt. 
Step 3:  Mutation: Mutate each solution x!Qt with a 
 predefined mutation rate. 
Step 4:  Fitness assignment: Evaluate and assign a fitness 
 value to each solution x!Qt based on its objective 
 function value and infeasibility. 
Step 5:  Selection: Select N solutions from Qt based on 
 their fitness and copy them to Pt+1. 
Step 6:  If the stopping criterion is satisfied, terminate 
 The search and return to the current population,  
 else, set t=t+1 go to Step 2 

5.4.1 Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithms 

Real world design problems oftentimes face multiple design objectives. A solution 
has to find a suitable balance between the different objectives without dominating 
one single criterion. Multi-objective genetic algorithms (MOGA) facilitate the 
searching for solutions for multiple objectives such as faced in many engineering 
problems. In fact, a whole field in engineering, Multidisciplinary Design Optimiza-
tion (MDO), deals with solving complex engineering problems by considering 
multiple objectives, sometimes even multiple disciplines simultaneously. Problem 
solving in MDO includes the employment of MOGA in areas such as automotive 
and airplane design and construction. A comprehensive survey and on multi-
objective problem solving and optimization can be found in (Coello 1999; Zitzler 
and Thiele 1999). In the context of distributed building service systems, such algor-
ithms can be used for finding approximate solutions involving multiple, sometimes 
even opposing criteria. Possible applications are exemplified in Chapter 6.3.3. 
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6 Integrated Design Process 

The design, layout and implementation of building service systems are multidisci-
plinary tasks. They address questions of architectural design, physics, structural and 
mechanical engineering and, to an increasing extent, information technology. Each 
discipline aims at the best solution for its domain: desirable aesthetics, optimal com-
fort and most efficient machinery. The sum of the best individual solution does not 
necessarily mean the best solution for the building. An integrated view on the build-
ing as a system of interconnected entities is necessary, requiring the evaluation and 
balancing of the different disciplines to find an overall satisfying solution. A design 
process for distributed building service systems has to provide such an integrated 
view to find design solutions satisfactory to aspects of aesthetics, construction, com-
fort and energy.  

The aim of the integrated design process is to consider distributed building service 
systems as a substantial part of building design, dissolving the classical divide be-
tween architectural design and service system layout. Such a process has to start at 
the early design stages and the conceptual level to be able to create satisfying solu-
tions. At a later design stage, the involvement of a systems expert is indispensable. 
The building that is then detailed by the expert, however, is designed in consider-
ation of the flows of energy and matter and the systems to create and guide them, 
thus diminishing the efforts for design changes and unnecessary iterations.  

In the following chapter, a design process is proposed, facilitating the integration of 
distributed building service systems into an architectural design process, starting at 
the early stage of a design. This process can be distinguished into two dialectic 
stages, the demand design and the supply design stage. The supply design stage 
builds on the results of the demand design stage. Both can be executed iteratively.  
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6.1 On Processes 

A process in general can be defined as a sequence of activities and states in order to 
achieve a defined task. An activity is a step in a workflow that is executed by an 
actor, requiring time and resources and is bound to certain constraints. A state de-
scribes the system properties at the chosen time step. Each process has a defined 
start and ending. A process model can be viewed as an abstraction of a real process. 
In the context of distributed service systems design, the process model is necessary 
to understand and describe the complexity resulting from different systems and 
components, their dependencies and behaviours.  

6.1.1 Architectural Design Processes 

In architectural design, even though very much following a certain sequence of ac-
tions and states, specified process models or methods are oftentimes not considered 
(Achten 2008). This may be for several reasons. On the contrary to the processes 
applied in economics and engineering disciplines, the nature of the architectural 
design process is less strictly analytical and predictive. Architectural design creates 
prototypes. Each building is essentially a unique object, which, in the most cases, 
will not be built a second time. The teams to create such a prototype are changing 
for every design task. Even the task itself, its goal, budget and time frame are sub-
ject to change in the process. The biggest difference, however, is that a design task 
cannot be fully understood in rational terms (ibid.).  

As an architectural design solution is a holistic response to a variety of problems, it 
requires balancing and weighting of different factors. Unlike in many engineering 
tasks, there is no single optimum. In an “inexhaustible number of solutions” 
(Lawson 1997, 123) there is a range of acceptable solutions for a given design task. 
Selecting the final solution out of a design space of solutions involves “subjective 
value judgement” (ibid., 124). The architectural design process is thus highly itera-
tive, looping over and over again, refining the design by balancing the various cri-
teria, oscillating between measurable quantities and subjective qualities. Schöns 
approach of “reflective practice” (Schön 1991) describes a design process as an re-
flective dialogue: A designer names the most important issues (the requirements) at 
the start of an activity, frames the issue in a context (the building, site and context), 
moves by creating a solution (iterates) and evaluates the outcome. 
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6.1.2 Integrated Design Process for Distributed Building Service Systems 

An integrated design process for distributed building service systems must take the 
characteristics of the architectural design process into account. Many characteristics 
can be measured and calculated but some are also a based on subjective decision 
making. For distributed building service systems, for example, it is easy to calculate 
the necessary amount of components. Their placement within the building can be 
based on strictly rational calculation. However, as the components affect the func-
tionality of a space as well as its visual appearance, their placement is also subject to 
the personal judgment of the designer. This can also be considered as “visual rea-
soning” (Achten 2008, 21). Therefore, to reflect the character of the architectural 
design process, it is necessary to balance and refine the system design as part of an 
iterative overall design. 

The design process for distributed building service systems employs the system 
model described in Chapter 4. The process can be structured as sequence of activi-
ties grouped in two iterative and incremental loops (Figure 6.1). Starting with an 
initial design model, the demand loop determines the flows necessary to achieve the 
required interior states at different conditions of the interior and exterior envi-
ronment. These flows are dependent on manifold parameters of the building and the 
context it is placed in. After every design iteration the performance is evaluated. The 
resulting demand model consists of the final model state including the demand in-
formation. It serves as the prerequisite for the supply loop. During the supply loop, 
the distributed building service systems necessary to generate, transform and emit 
the required flows of energy and matter are defined, placed and connected. Again, 
specific performance assessment determines if the system design is satisfactory. If 
not, the process may loop to refine the systems or even to refine the demand by 
changing form, construction or context of the building. 
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Fig. 6.1 General DBS Design Process 

The system model established and outlined in Chapter 4 provides the necessary 
knowledge for the creation of objects, which are stored using the building informa-
tion model. Methods of computation and AI are employed, using the available in-
formation for simulation and the knowledge from the knowledge base for the appli-
cation of rules and reasoning. Which methods can be utilized is dependent on the 
information already available and accessible.  

Performance assessment during both loops is used to evaluate both qualitative and 
quantitative criteria. Qualitative criteria include questions of aesthetics and spatial 
quality. Quantitative criteria address the numbers; in this case the flows of energy 
and matter of the building at a specified state. Performance evaluation of a building 
design always combines both, measurable values and subjective judgment (Lawson 
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1997). It is the task of the designer to weigh these criteria according to his design 
intention. The design information at different model states is visualized using 2D- 
and 3D model representations, ordered lists, schematic views and diagrams in order 
to facilitate design decision-making. Each representation method has to be chosen to 
foster an intuitive understanding of the performance of the design state. Abstraction 
and distillation of the available information is necessary to extract design relevant 
issues and reveal the dependencies. 

6.1.3 Design Software Environment 

The design software environment suitable for the realization of the integrated design 
process consists of building information modelling software, which provides the 
interfaces for the creation, manipulation and visualization of objects. The assembly 
of objects and their semantic, topological and geometric properties constitutes the 
building design. The proposed integrated design process is not bound to a specific 
design software environment or design system, such as found in most of the existing 
approaches described in 4.1. The aim is to provide a consistent representation of the 
distributed building service systems domain without limiting design flexibility. 
Every relevant object instantiated in the design environment therefore has to be a 
correctly defined domain object according to the object model of the knowledge 
base.  

Current advances in editors to establish Building Information Models have made 
them easy to use and apply for any design, from simple to highly complex geomet-
ries (Figure 6.2).  

         

Fig. 6.2: Design environments for BIM; left: CATIA Digital Project  
(Gehry Technologies 2010); right: Autodesk Revit (Autodesk Inc. 2008) 
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Unfortunately, there are no editors available for directly establishing models based 
on the generic and non-proprietary IFC standard. Most proprietary editors, however, 
are able to import and export models into the IFC. 

6.2 Demand Design  

The demand design is the first of the two dialectic loops of an integrated design pro-
cess for distributed building service systems. The aim of the demand design loop is 
to evaluate the demand of energy and matter of a specific building by modelling its 
context, its geometry and construction. The demand is the quantity of energy and 
matter necessary to supply a specific building in order to fulfil the given require-
ments. The following demand design process, as shown in Figure 6.3, consists of an 
initial model state consisting of the contextual parameters as well as minimum in-
formation about building elements. During the following iterative procedure, the 
geometric, semantic and topological parameters of building elements are altered, 
considering qualitative and quantitative aspects of building performance.  

 

Fig. 6.3: Demand design process  
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6.2.1 Initial Model State 

To be able to enter the demand design loop, a set of minimum information concern-
ing the building elements, their environment and the comfort requirements have to 
be available. 

6.2.1.1 Requirements  

The definition of the requirements sets the target to be achieved during the demand 
design stage. The optimal result of the demand design stage is the achievement of 
the required comfort by requiring the least amount of exergy. The comfort require-
ments are linked to the type of use defined for each spatial entity. Comfort require-
ments contain a set of threshold variables such as minimum and maximum tempera-
tures, humidity and CO2 levels of the interior air. Those values are the input param-
eters for the demand assessment using physical/mathematical simulation models.  

6.2.1.2 Environment 

The static properties of the exterior environment are provided by the climate data 
and the definition of the energy potential of the building site. The type of use of a 
spatial entity defines its utilizable internal gains by people, lighting and appliances. 

Climate Data 

The climate data of a specific environment contains data about solar radiation, 
mean, minimum and maximum temperatures, prevailing winds and other measured 
data. It is related to the building as the topmost spatial hierarchy. The definition of 
the climate data is done once at the beginning of the demand design and does not 
change over the process. Climate data to be read into the design model can be ob-
tained from climate databases, which provide data for almost every location on earth 
(Meteotest 2010). 

Local Energy Potential 

The second environmental property is the potential to access low- potential or high-
potential energy sources at the building site or its vicinity. For low-potential sources, 
this includes information about temperatures and availability of sources such as the 
soil, water bodies or outside air. For high-potential (exergy) sources, the amount of 
solar radiation at the location is combined with cloud coverage and shading horizon 
to evaluate the potential of exergy generation. 
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6.2.1.3 Minimum Building Elements 

The minimum amount of building elements contains one spatial entity enclosed by a 
six elements of the type spatial boundary (Figure 6.4). Besides the geometric infor-
mation, each element must contain its type (semantic) as well as its topological defi-
nition (exterior/interior).   

 

Fig. 6.4: Object diagram of initial model state with minimum information 

6.2.2 Design Loop 

From the initial model state containing the minimum design information necessary, 
the model is extended in the demand design loop. New objects are created according 
to the definition of the knowledge base. Their semantic, geometric and topological 
properties are altered as the design evolves, their parameter values adjusted as the 
design progresses. At arbitrary model states, qualitative and quantitative perform-
ance assessment is conducted. The more information is available, the more detailed 
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the results of the assessment can be. Figure 6.5 shows the looping of the demand 
design process; it can be iteratively repeated. 

 

Fig. 6.5: Iterative design loop from initial state to demand model 
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6.2.3 Performance Assessment 

After the establishment of the minimum design information, performance assess-
ment to evaluate the demand of energy and matter of the actual design state can be 
executed. The assessment has to acknowledge both qualitative criteria such as visual 
appearance as well as quantitative results obtained by simulation. 

6.2.3.1 Qualitative Analysis 

During the integrated design process, the two- and three-dimensional representation 
of the Building Information Model is used for judgment of aesthetic and formal 
quality, to evaluate the appropriateness of spaces, shapes and volumes. The aim of 
an integrated design process is to allow the perception of the “interconnectedness of 
all [these] factors which is the essence of design problems, rather than the isolated 
factors themselves” (Lawson 1997, 60). To enable an understanding of this inter-
connectedness, adequate visualizations must be employed. An example is the dis-
play of energy properties in 3D space, such as displayed in Figure 6.7. Visualiza-
tions that can be directly derived from the geometric information of the Building 
Information Model include 3D-renderings but also physical models created by using 
rapid prototyping or digital fabrication technologies. 

6.2.3.2 Quantitative Analysis 

The quantitative analysis determines the numbers - the amount of energy and matter 
necessary to fulfil the requirements and therefore to be supplied by distributed build-
ing service systems. For the quantitative analysis, the building must be understood 
as a dynamic energy system, its components and subsystems coupled through flows 
of energy and matter (Hunn 1996). As described in 5.1, such flows can be simulated 
using mathematical models. Dependent on the type of mathematical model, static, 
quasi-static or dynamic, and dependent on their focus they range from very simple 
up to highly sophisticated. For application in an iterative design process, however, 
precision is not as important as speed of calculation. In order to be seamlessly inte-
grated into the design process, the simulation of performance criteria has to be pos-
sible within a short period of time or, ideally, in real-time. Of course the quality of 
the results must not be sacrificed. A trade off between plausibility and speed is ne-
cessary. Steadily increasing computing power allows the adoption of more sophisti-
cated analysis at a higher speed.  
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The following quantitative criteria have to be regarded during the demand design 
process for the systems under consideration (see Chapter 3.3).  

Energy Demand 

For analyzing the energy demand, a variety of mathematical models are available, 
offering different resolutions of analysis. On a general level, the physical phenom-
ena calculated by such models are the same. Figure 6.6 shows the objects that are 
related to the heating and cooling demand analysis for distributed building service 
systems. In order to estimate the amount of energy required an energy balance is 
established. The demand side is determined by cumulating energy losses such as 
transmission and ventilation heat losses. These losses can be fully or partly compen-
sated by available energy gains. Different sources of energy gains can be utilized. 
Internal energy gains caused by appliances and users as well as solar gains through 
openings diminish the amount of heat that has to be supplied. Additional energy 
input is needed for lighting and the operation of the building systems. Deducting 
gains from the overall losses results in the overall energy demand which has to be 
delivered.  

 

Fig. 6.6: Heating / cooling demand analysis for distributed building service systems 
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Air Demand  

The air exchange mandatory is subject to regulations and regulations such as the 
EnEV (BMJ 2007) or the SIA (SIA e.V. 2008). The resulting air exchange rate de-
fines the air volume in relation to the space supplied or to the number of persons 
occupying the space. The calculated amount of air has to be both supplied and dis-
posed. 

6.2.4 Demand Model 

After performance assessment, the demand information of the current design state is 
stored in the Building Information Model and linked to the spatial entities. The 
combination of building elements and informed spatial entities constitutes the de-
mand model. The demand of the individual spatial entities can be visualized in dia-
grammatic ways as realized in the prototypical design tool Design Performance 
Viewer (Chapter 7) or using a colour-coded 3D-model representation for an intuitive 
understanding of the performance of individual spatial entities (Figure 6.7). 

 

Fig. 6.7: Demand model, demand represented in 3D space and list of spatial entities 

6.3 Supply Design  

The supply design stage is the second iterative loop of the integrated design process. 
The components of distributed building service systems (DBS) are instantiated, 
placed and networked to form aggregates and systems in context of a specific build-
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ing design. A variety of system components populate the building as their habitat. 
The amount of components ranges from a few for a system supplying a single room 
to hundreds for multiple systems supplying varying spatial entities. As it is tedious 
up to impossible to define and place such a large amount of components by hand, 
intelligent design support over a range of steps is necessary. 

According to the characteristics of distributed building service systems, each com-
ponent is hosted by a specific building element. This might be a wall for a transport 
component of a supply air system or the ceiling for an inlet component of a waste air 
disposal system. Each component obtains its designated location within its host from 
the knowledge base. After the components inhabit their host at the preferred loca-
tions, they are connected to other components of their aggregate and within a certain 
vicinity. This establishes the aggregate, sharing the common goal of supplying the 
designated spatial entity. In a later step, the aggregate network, established by using 
pipes, ducts and cables, adapts to the actual geometry. Similar to the demand design 
process, the supply design process is iterative and incremental. Starting out from the 
demand model, it can be distinguished into four steps, separated by the types of in-
formation addressed: component population, host inhabitation, networking and ge-
ometry mapping (Figure 6.8). 

 

Fig. 6.8: Supply design steps, activities and representations 
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In the following, the steps of the supply design stage are elaborated using a distri-
buted ventilation system (see Chapter 3.3.2.1) as an exemplary distributed building 
service system. 

6.3.1 Component Population 

The demand model established during the demand design stage resembles the habi-
tat that is populated by the distributed system components. The environment and 
context of the building is also defined during the demand design stage. As described 
above, information about the environment available from the demand model in-
cludes temperatures, solar radiation and prevailing winds.  

The aim of the component population step is to establish a functional topology. 
Once the habitat is defined, it is populated by the components of the selected sys-
tems. Which systems need to be employed is chosen according to the indicated de-
mand of the spatial entities. As soon as one space indicates a certain demand, for 
example supply air, a distributed ventilation system is added to the systems list, as 
exemplified in Figure 6.9. The systems and their components are chosen and assem-
bled according to the rules formulated in the knowledge base. 

6.3.1.1 Assembly Rules and Calculations 

The knowledge base contains rules about which systems are suitable for which func-
tional uses of space. As an office space can be supplied by a distributed ventilation 
system, for example, a theatre is not suitable because the system is not capable to 
deliver the necessary amount of air. Additionally, other dependencies of systems are 
accessed from the knowledge base. If, for example, a spatial entity is an office space 
with an air demand, the implementation of an air supply system as well as an air 
disposal system is necessary.  

The selected systems are decomposed into aggregates. Each aggregate is linked to a 
spatial entity. The aggregate subsumes all necessary system components to supply 
the space. All aggregates of a specific system type form the overall system, which 
supplies the entire building. Dividing the spatial demand by the supply capacities of 
the system components derives the amount of components to populate the desig-
nated space. All components necessary to form a functional aggregate are chosen 
according to the design and assembly rules available from the knowledge base. A 
functional topology is established. 
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Fig. 6.9: Ordered list of component population of a spatial entity 

6.3.2 Hosts 

The second step is the search and inhabitation of the component hosts. This creates 
the first functional, geometrical mapping of the components in relation the building 
elements they inhabit. Hosts are building elements located on one or more boundar-
ies of the designated space. In the knowledge base, each component is associated 
with its possible hosts. Hosts can be just one or several different building element 
types. A transport component of a distributed ventilation system, for example, is 
associated with host of type wall or type floor. The hosting building element objects 
contain their type, geometric position and XYZ properties within the building. This 
information can be used for describing inhabitation functions for the components.  

6.3.2.1 Inhabitation Agent 

Automating the inhabitation of hosts by the components becomes crucial if we con-
sider a large amount of components that have to be placed into their hosting building 
elements. To automate the inhabitation, the concept of knowledgeable agents (Chap-
ter 5.3) can be applied, such as exemplarily shown in Figures 6.10 and 6.11. The 
objective is to achieve a partial self-organization of the components. The goal of the 
agents is to search for an appropriate host and situate itself at the ideal location – the 
“sweet spot”. For the positioning, the contexts of other components as well as geo-
metric obstacles have to be considered. The geometric information of hosts and 
components is obtained from the Building Information Model; the knowledge base 
provides the goals pursued by the agent and the rules he acts according to the situa-
tion. 
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 Fig. 6.10: Component agent, geometric positioning scheme (example: air outlet in floor) 

 

Fig. 6.11: Component agent, positioning process 
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Figure 6.11 shows the positioning process: after populating the designated space, the 
agent perceives the boundaries of the space and asks the knowledge base for its de-
signated type. If it finds a building element of that type, the agents tries to position 
itself in the x,y-plane of building element. The position on the z-axis as well as the 
sweet spot is available from the knowledge base. The agent tries to inhabit the sweet 
spot, regarding geometric obstacles and other components that have already been 
placed. Once the final x,y-coordinate of the agent is evaluated, its geometric repre-
sentation in the Building Information Model is translated to this position. An exten-
sion of the agent behaviour might include checking additional environmental pa-
rameters that might also influence the inhabitation preferences. An input component 
of a decentralized power generation system, for example, might prefer hosts with 
good solar orientation for its choice of host. 

6.3.2.2 2D/3D Schemes 

To enable qualitative judgment by the designer and for communication purposes 
with other participants in the design process, the components inhabiting their hosts 
are represented in 2D - or 3D schematic diagrams. As Figure 6.12 shows, such 
schemes can often be created in the building information modelling environment.  

 

Fig. 6.12: Component inhabitation, 2D/3D schematic representation in the BIM editor  
(Autodesk Revit (Autodesk Inc. 2008)) 
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A system scheme is an abstract visualization of selected pieces of information. The 
aim of a schematic diagram is to capture the functional system design and identify 
the most important components without being too detailed. Schematic representa-
tions of DBS contain the following key elements:  

• Abstract building geometry, such as the cubature of the envelope and building 
elements hosting system components such as outside walls, levels, roofs an 
floors 

• Essential components and networks (functional aggregates) 
• Media flows, their types and flow directions 

If a two or three-dimensional schematic representation is used depends on the de-
sired level of abstraction. Very abstract diagrams do not consider spatial properties 
and thus require only two dimensions. As soon as the spatial distribution of systems 
and components is to be included, three-dimensional schemes are suitable.  

6.3.3 Aggregates 

After the host inhabitation of the system components, every spatial entity contains 
the necessary information for its supply. In the next step, the components are net-
worked to form functional aggregates. The type and amount of media interfaces of 
each component defines it connectivity. A network topology is defined for each ag-
gregate as well as for all aggregates establishing the building service system for the 
entire building. As formulated in the knowledge base, a distributed ventilation sys-
tem aggregate consists of inlet dampers, fans for transport, heat exchangers for heat-
ing and cooling of air and outlets for its emission. 

6.3.3.1 Network topologies 

Component networking addresses the physical connection of the components to ac-
cess and distribute the medias involved. Pipes, ducts and cables are used for trans-
porting air, water and electricity. Each medium requires different network topolo-
gies. According to Sharma (1990), the following basic network types with specific 
advantages and disadvantages as displayed in Figure 6.13 can be distinguished. 
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Fig. 6.13: Network topologies 

Tree / Minimal Spanning Tree  

The tree topology is most commonly used in the fields of technical infrastructure 
systems. It is set up hierarchically from the emitting node over the primary distribu-
tion, secondary distribution and so on, branching at every node. The minimal span-
ning tree is a variation of the generalized tree topology “with the constraint of the 
sum of all link lengths in the network is minimal” (Sharma 1990, 9). The hierarchi-
cal tree topology is the most widespread topology used for conventional building 
services systems. Its advantages are easy expandability and increasing failure safe-
ness towards the end of the branches. If a failure occurs at the top nodes, however, 
the complete branch is affected. 

Fully / Partially Connected Mesh  

A fully connected mesh topology directly links every network node of a given level 
of hierarchy. Due to the high number of connections it requires a high economic 
effort and is thus only feasible when the number of nodes at the given network is 
small (Sharma 1990). In the case of air distribution, a fully connected mesh allows 
the most even distribution of pressure within the system (Baldini and Meggers 
2008). For economic reasons, partially connected meshes, which link only selected 
components directly, are preferred. For systems such as the distributed ventilation 
system, connected mesh topologies are advantageous. This topology allows the 
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transport of supply air from the inlet at the building envelope into the depth of the 
building. A meshed network allows an even pressure distribution, supplying a flex-
ible amount of outlets. The redundancy of the system is higher than using a hierar-
chical tree topology as each outlet is connected to at least two supplying ducts. 
Again, a fully connected mesh network topology is economically not feasible, nor 
could it be integrated into structural components. Hence the aim is to achieve small 
pressure drops and an even distribution of airflow using a minimum of network con-
nections. Meshed networks are considered very failure safe, as the collapse of one 
node does not affect other nodes or the function of the entire network. The flow is 
simply routed by using other nodes in the network. The disadvantage is the greater 
amount of material needed for the high amount of connections. In addition, efficient 
routing is more complex than in a hierarchical network. 

Star Topology 

A star network topology consists of nodes directly connected to one a central distri-
bution node. In buildings, this topology is often used for electrical wiring and pip-
ing. A heat exchanger of a distributed ventilation system, for example, must be sup-
plied with tempered water to either heat or cool the supply air to comfortable room 
temperatures. As water cannot be taken directly from the outside environment such 
as the air, it has to be delivered to the aggregates. A central distribution node is cre-
ated for each component of the aggregate to access the water. From this node, the 
water is distributed to the heat exchangers of the aggregate. An advantage of the star 
topology in this context is that every component is supplied from the inlet with 
equally tempered water. In general, star topologies are easy to establish, maintain 
and do not require routing (Sharma 1990). If the central distribution node collapses, 
however, the entire network is affected. 

Bus Topology 

The bus topology connects all network nodes to one single bus. It is often used for 
establishing computer networks and the most standard topology in building automa-
tion. The bus topology requires only little material to connect all nodes and can 
easily be established and extended. However, if the central arc is impaired, all con-
nected nodes are affected. When both ends of the Bus topology are connected to 
form a loop, a ring topology is established. Many computer networks employ this 
variation of a bus topology. 
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Ring Topology 

Another networking option is the ring topology, establishing a supply loop connect-
ing each component in a row. The advantage using this topology is the small amount 
of material needed to connect the components. The disadvantage, for example in the 
case of the distribution of tempered water, is the decreasing (or increasing) tempera-
ture of the water after each component supplied. The latter the components in the 
ring, the lower is the heating/cooling capability of the water. Ring topologies are 
often employed for electricity networks. As distributed building service systems 
utilize different medias such as air, water and power, different topologies are used in 
a single system. The fist step of choosing a topology is its suitability for the media to 
be transported. In a second step, the topology can be made more efficient by using 
routing strategies and algorithms. 

6.3.3.2 Network Routing 

In many domains the objective is to move an entity form one point to another utiliz-
ing an underlying network, and to do this as efficiently as possible. This applies to 
every kind of network, no matter if distributing goods on streets or moving mol-
ecules through a pipe. (Ahuja, Magnati and Orlin 1993). Network flows and optimal 
routing strategies are an extensive field in mathematics and physics. In physics, fluid 
dynamics deals with the phenomena occurring when matters such as water or air are 
transported in open or closed networks. The physical models to estimate and analyze 
such flows tend to become very complex.  

The mathematical field addressing networks is graph theory. In graph theory, the 
elements of a system are represented as network nodes, their connecting elements as 
edges or arcs. Graph-based network routing strategies allow searching for the most 
desirable connection between components. According to Ahuja, Magnati and Orlin, 
(1993), the criteria for establishing and optimizing network flows can be grouped 
into three basic groups addressing the following questions: 

• Shortest path: what is the shortest way to move in a network from one point to 
another? 

• Maximum flow: if a network has a capacity, how is it possible to send as much 
flow as possible between two points? 

• Minimum cost: how can this flow be sent at minimum cost? 
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Functional Networking of Aggregates of Distributed Building Service Systems 

The functional networking of aggregates can be considered as a two-dimensional 
routing problem. In terms of AI, this is considered an informed search. An informed 
search strategy uses the domain-specific knowledge for problem solving and optimi-
zation (Russell and Norvig 1995).  

In the case of distributed building service systems, routing has to be considered for 
each medium separately as different topologies are employed. For a distributed 
ventilation system aggregate, for example, air is the central medium to be distri-
buted. The optimal routing of the supply air network is a challenging networking 
task. Research on the physics of air distribution has shown that the most beneficial 
network topology for such an aggregate is a partially connected mesh (Baldini and 
Meggers 2008). As Figure 6.14 shows, for the proposed supply design process, the 
networking of aggregates can be distinguished into two stages: In the first stage, a 
generic and functional network topology is established. The aim is simply to connect 
the components to form a functional aggregate. In the second stage this network is 
specified and optimized by incorporating the physics of the medium transported and 
the actual geometry of the space the aggregate inhabits. 

 

Fig. 6.14: Two steps of networking 

In the first stage, the networking of the components can be considered a single-
source shortest path problem. The network is represented by a simple undirected and 
weighted graph containing sets of connected nodes. There exist a variety of net-
working algorithm for solving such shortest path problems. One example is 
Dijkstra’s algorithm. It finds the shortest path for a network graph, displayed in a 
shortest path tree. For a given node in the network graph, the algorithm finds the 
shortest path from this node to every other node, thus connecting every component 
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to form a network of minimal arc lengths (Ahuja, Magnati and Orlin 1993). After 
applying the algorithm, a functional yet abstract aggregate network is established. 
Figure 6.15 shows an exemplary visualization of the functional network in the build-
ing information modelling editor. In the next step, the network has to be adapted to 
the actual physical properties of the medium as well as to the specific geometric 
conditions. 

 

Fig. 6.15: Exemplary functionally networked aggregates, 3D / 2D schematic representations 
in the BIM editor 

6.3.4 Geometry Matching 

The last design step is possible as soon as enough information is available to facili-
tate the actual physical placement of the aggregates into the specified building ele-
ments of a specified spatial geometry. It resembles the most detailed design step. 
The precise definition of the physical aggregate is also necessary for the perform-
ance evaluation. During the previous steps, the components have inhabited their 
hosting building elements to establish a functional aggregate. This has been done on 
an abstract, schematic level, using component symbols. 

6.3.4.1 Aggregate and Host Geometry 

The geometry of components and connections is described in the objects of the 
knowledge base. The previously used symbolic representations are replaced by 
geometric representation of the physical object, establishing a functional aggregate 
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in its physical dimensions. The physical aggregate has to be matched to the actual 
spatial situation and the actual construction of the host object. This requires informa-
tion about the size, position, orientation and layering of the hosting building ele-
ment. After the replacement of the symbols by the geometric representation of the 
component and the connections, their position in x,y,z relative to the host have to be 
matched. An air outlet, for example, needs to be located at the inner boundary of the 
floor it is placed in, considering its different construction layers. This might require 
the change of location of component or connections such as pipes and ducts. At this 
point, geometric obstacles for placement within the host such as beams or windows 
have to be taken into account. 

6.3.4.2 Design Cases 

The situation of how aggregates are located in their hosts is often somewhat similar. 
The values of the parameters however differ: If, for example, the host object of a 
distributed ventilation system component is a concrete floor, its layer thicknesses 
and order are the main criteria. An inlet component requires information of how to 
be placed into a façade of a certain material, thickness and surface. The appropriate 
placement is the specific knowledge of the designer, based on his/her experience of 
successfully solved design problems. Such knowledge can be formalized to some 
extent, using a design case-base and employing case-based reasoning (see 5.2.1). 
The case base contains successfully solved design solutions for typical component 
placement situations of specific aggregates of a system.  

 

Fig. 6.16: Exemplary design cases for a inlet / transport component 
combination 
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The actual situation is compared to the existing design solutions and an appropriate 
solution is proposed. Figure 6.16 shows three exemplary design cases for an in-
let/transport component combination. In addition to the design support by cased-
based reasoning, manual placement must be possible. As some of the components 
such as outlets are part of the visual interior and exterior appearance, their place-
ment may follow not only functional but also aesthetic criteria. 

6.3.5 Evaluation of Flows and Costs 

Once the aggregates are geometrically defined, they have to be evaluated to assure 
functionality and assess their performance. At this state of supply design, all infor-
mation for such evaluations is available: the semantic properties of components, the 
network topology as well as their exact geometry and location in the building. The 
evaluation can be distinguished into flows and costs. Flows refer to the functional 
properties of an aggregate whereas costs address energy/exergy, monetary and ma-
terial resources required to establish the network. 

6.3.5.1 Aggregate Level: Flows 

Flow evaluation on the aggregate level refers to the distribution of the medium by 
the aggregate. In the exemplary case of a distributed ventilation system, air is the 
medium to be distributed using a partially meshed network. Costs on the aggregate 
level address the amount and length of connections to establish the network. Both 
aspects are interrelated. The ideal aggregate is a combination of both: providing a 
uniform distribution of the medium by using only a minimum of material for its es-
tablishment.  

• Uniform air distribution: The aim of a supply air network is to supply its desig-
nated space as evenly as possible. In order to achieve such a uniform supply, the 
network nodes have to be connected in an ideal way to achieve equal pressure 
losses on the way from the fan to the outlet. This requires adapting the connec-
tions between the nodes in a way that the most uniform distribution is achieved. 

• Minimum cost: A uniform air distribution should be achieved using a minimum 
amount of ducting. Therefore, the arcs of the network paths not only have to be 
evaluated for pressure distribution but also for their total length. 
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The equal consideration on both flows and costs requires an approach that searches 
for a balance between the two criteria. Such multi-objective problem solving is sub-
ject to many complex engineering optimization problems. As outlined in Chapter 
5.4, methods of Computational Intelligence provide approaches to search for rea-
sonable solutions considering not only a single aspect but satisfying multiple cri-
teria. Multi-objective genetic algorithms, for example, allow optimization for multi-
ple performance criteria. They can employ simulations to establish simulation-
based, multi-objective genetic algorithms. A successful application of such an ap-
proach for example for transportation networks has been demonstrated by (Chen, 
Suprasom and Ji 2004). 

Simulation-based, multi-objective problem solving 

As described in Chapter 5.4.1, multi-objective genetic algorithm (MOGA) mainly 
differ from single-objective genetic algorithms (GA) by utilizing specialized fitness 
function. Two general approaches can be distinguished, weighted sum and Pareto 
optimal solution sets (Konak, Coit and Smith 2006) . For the weighted sum ap-
proach, the different objective functions are weighted and combined into a single 
objective problem. A single solution rather than a set of solutions is provided. The 
user is required to provide the weights upfront, which can be difficult in reality. The 
advantage of such the approach is an easy implementation by modifying a single 
objective GA and that it is computationally efficient (ibid.). The aim of a multi-
objective genetic algorithm in the context of distributed building service systems is 
to deliver a set of possible solutions for the designer to choose from. As it is almost 
impossible to generate a perfect solution for all criteria, a set of reasonable solutions 
that satisfy the objectives to a certain extend without dominating one criterion is 
preferred.  This second approach is referred to as the Pareto optimal set in a given 
solution space. The Pareto optimal set provides a selection of solutions ranked ac-
cording to their Pareto front – the objective function values in the objective space 
(ibid.). Figure 6.17 shows an exemplary employment of multi-objective genetic al-
gorithms for aggregate networking in the context of distributed building service sys-
tems. 
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Fig. 6.17: Multi-objective genetic algorithm for aggregate networking 

A procedure of creating an approximate to a Pareto optimal set to find non-
dominated solutions is provided by a vector-evaluated GA algorithm (pseudo code 
adapted from (Konak, Coit and Smith 2006, 996): 
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Step 1:  Start with a random initial population  
Step 2: Randomly sort population 
Step 3: For each objective perform the following steps: 

Step 4.1: Assign fitness value f(xi) = zk(xi) to the  
solutions in the sorted population 
Step 4.2: Select the solutions with the best fitness 
values and create subpopulation 

Step 5: Combine all subpopulations of each objective,  
apply crossover and mutation to the combined population; 
set t = t+1 and go to step 2. 

For the chosen example of the distributed ventilation system, the evaluation of the 
fitness in terms of uniform air distribution requires simulation. Therefore, the fitness 
value in step 4.1 has to be acquired using a mathematical calculation of flow distri-
bution. For a distributed ventilation system, a steady state calculation model of mass 
and energy conservation principles for compressible flows can be employed for the 
analysis of the air distribution in the meshed network (Baldini and Meggers 2008). 
The results derived from the simulation of airflow at each node determine the over-
all fitness value for the solution. As Figure 6.17 demonstrates, simulation and GA 
combined leads to a simulation-based, multi-objective genetic algorithm. In a further 
extension, constraints can be used to limit the possible solutions, for example to 
limit the amount of air emitted at the outlet nodes.  

At the system level, the cost objective is the amount of exergy that is required to 
supply the space. Distributed building service systems utilize exergy in different 
ways. In the case of distributed ventilation systems exergy efficiency relates to the 
exergy required to distribute the air in the designated space. To compare the effi-
ciency with other methods of distribution, efficiency is considered on the system 
level, combining all aggregates. Exergy, supplied as electrical energy, is needed to 
drive the fans in order to overcome the pressure losses of the distribution network. 
The main contributors of pressure losses are the fans themselves, combined with the 
pressure loss of the distribution network (Baldini and Meggers 2008). Therefore, 
both the specific properties of the components as well as geometric and topological 
parameters of the supply network have to be considered. 
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7 Prototypical Implementation: Design 
Performance Viewer 

The Design Performance Viewer (DPV) is a prototypical software tool to facilitate 
the demand design stage of the integrated design process of distributed building ser-
vice systems. It provides the computational means for the design steps proposed in 
Chapter 6.2. The following chapter describes the concept, the methods employed 
and the realized software prototype8.  

7.1 Introduction 

Current developments in computer applications in architecture have led to impres-
sive results, for example in the fields of advanced geometry and computer-aided 
production and fabrication. Both fields directly address the domain of the architect 
and contribute to progression in architectural design, extending their traditional tool-
set. It seems obvious to extend these methods to implement building performance 
aspects. However, no tools exist to seamlessly integrate performance assessment 
into the design process or to support the design and decision making of the architect 
or building designer. Holistic performance assessment is not considered in any kind 
of computer aided architectural design (CAAD) environment that architects use. 
This is due to several reasons. In the traditional architectural workflow, performance 
assessment is mostly done subsequently to the architects design. It is delegated to 
the expert, the engineer. A lot of expert software exists for every type of simulation 
of specific and overall performance of buildings, building components. Available 
simulation tools therefore aim at the expert and make explicit expert knowledge 
necessary to input the data needed, run the simulations and interpret the results. In 
the early design stages, this data is often not available. Architects are mostly non-

                                                             
8 This chapter is based on the paper „ Building Information Model Based Energy/Exergy  Performance 

Assessment in Early Design Stages“ (Schlueter and Thesseling 2008a)  
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experts in terms of performance simulation. As generalists, they do not know about 
precisely every parameter necessary to run an expert simulation. But they know 
about form, materials and preferred basic system layout of their building design. 
This information, if defined during the design, can be used as input to evaluate 
building performance. The amount of information and the complexity of its depend-
encies makes computational methods necessary (Brahme et al. 2001).  

Building performance is measured by using mathematical calculation models. Based 
on the task, these range from simplified statistical models to specialized physical 
simulations. To support decision-making, the highest level of precision is not neces-
sary. Performance assessment for the early design stages has to show the tendencies 
and, most important, dependencies of decisions. In this approach the focus is on the 
energy performance of buildings. The thermoeconomic concept of exergy expands 
the common definition of energy. Exergy analysis takes the quality of energy into 
account. It enables balancing between building form, materials and technical sys-
tems and makes a holistic view of the building possible. A Building Information 
Model is used as the design database. Energy and exergy calculations are directly 
integrated into the Building Information Model with a prototypical tool, the Design 
Performance Viewer. The tool enables fast estimation of energy and exergy per-
formance of the specific design, facilitating necessary parameter input by using non-
expert decision criteria. Results are visualized using selected key performance in-
dices and graphical visualization.  

7.2 Tools for Energy Performance Analysis 

Many tools for computational performance analysis have been developed, yet their 
application and thus their impact on the design process has been rather limited 
(Brahme et al. 2001). Existing tools for performance analysis can be divided into 
two different groups, either employing statistic calculation models or physical calcu-
lation models. 

7.2.1  Physical Models 

Physical calculation models allow the precise calculation of detailed tasks as well as 
overall energy consumption. From zone loads, daylighting and solar to multizone 
airflow, highly precise calculations for every possible engineering task are available. 
Many expert tools use physical calculation models for the calculation such as 
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TRNSYS (Transsolar 2008), IES Virtual Environment (IES 2008) or Energy+ (U.S. 
DOE 2008). A comprehensive contrasting survey of software using physical models 
can be found in (Crawley et al. 2008). The necessary information input to run such 
simulations is extensive, so is knowledge to perform and interpret the simulation 
results. As one of the few tools with focus on an more graphical interface and less 
effort to conduct a performance analysis, Ecotect (Autodesk Inc. 2008) seems more 
suitable for the architectural design process.  

All external tools require the input of geometry of the design to define the simula-
tion model. This is mostly done by either importing the geometry or manually re-
building it using the analysis software. Importing and exporting of building ge-
ometry is error-prone and tedious, especially as geometry models established in 
CAD-software are often not suitable as simulation models. The simulation results 
and possible conclusions remain in the simulation software, a feedback into the de-
sign software is not possible. Changes in design due to performance criteria have to 
be done manually in the design software, the model has to be exported and simu-
lated again. These steps have to be repeated after every change in design. As long as 
a fully functional IFC – based data exchange is not yet available, external tools 
utilizing a physical calculation model for performance assessment only apply for 
critical design tasks.  

7.2.2  Statistic Calculation Models 

Statistic calculation models are simplified models for the estimation of total the en-
ergy demand, heating or lighting energy demand. Regulations such as the German 
Energy Conservation Regulation EnEV (BMJ 2007) or the Swiss Minergie 
(Minergie e.V. 2008) use statistical calculation models for mandatory application in 
the building process. Instead of calculating the physical processes within the build-
ing empirically found factors are applied. Due to their more abstract nature, these 
models deliver rather rough estimates, which is accepted to fulfil the regulations. 
Compared to the input necessary for physical models, much less detailed informa-
tion for the calculations is needed. The coarser resolution also speeds up the compu-
tation of the results. As physical models take up to minutes and hours to compute, 
statistic models deliver results in less than seconds. Even if the results are not highly 
precise, the delivered performance indices enable judgement on building perform-
ance. Typical statistic calculation tools are spreadsheet-based or web based applica-
tions such as IdeaXP (HTA Luzern 2007). 
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As the goal of this approach is to realize immediate performance assessment, a stat-
istic calculation model for the performance calculations was chosen. In order for the 
architect to apply the tool directly in the design process, the effort for input and edit-
ing of parameters was kept as small as possible.  

This work focuses on the integration of energy and exergy analysis into the architec-
tural design process. Therefore, the utilized energy and exergy calculation models 
are only described briefly to display the implemented parameters and the results 
calculated. The mathematical model applied to estimate the energy gains and losses 
(equations 7.1 – 7.5, 7.8) is derived from the EnEV (BMJ 2007). This regulation is 
mandatory for the calculation of the energy demand of new and existing buildings in 
Germany. The exergy calculation model used in this work (equations 7.9 – 7.22) 
was developed by Schmidt (Schmidt 2004). It was chosen because it also uses the 
EnEV as the mathematical model for the energy calculations. 

7.3 Energy Analysis  

To be operated to maintain user comfort and functionality, a building needs a de-
fined amount of energy that has to be supplied. In order to estimate the amount of 
energy that is needed, an energy balance has to be set up. The demand side is calcu-
lated, cumulating energy losses such as transmission and ventilation heat losses 
through the building envelope. The losses can be fully or partly compensated by the 
energy gains. Different sources of energy gains can be utilized. Internal energy gains 
by appliances and users as well as solar gains through openings diminish the amount 
of heating energy that has to be supplied. Additional energy input is needed for 
lighting, ventilation and for the operation of building systems. Deducting gains from 
the overall losses results in the overall energy demand which has to be delivered. 
Figure 7.1 displays the implanted energy calculation model. 
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Fig. 7.1: Implemented energy calculation model  

Based on the underlying calculation model, six key performance indices are calcu-
lated to display the energy performance of the building. These indices serve as an 
estimate to show the energy performance of the specific building design at the 
maximum temperature difference on a specified location. Most of the necessary in-
put parameters such as geometry and masses, component properties and dependen-
cies are automatically taken from the Building Information Model. The parameters 
for the design of the heating system are defined in the tool interface as described in 
Chapter 7.5.2. To simplify user input, some parameters of lesser impact on the over-
all performance are defined as static parameters. Contrasting to the underlying regu-
lation, the heating energy demand is calculated for steady state conditions. The 
focus is on the energy demand at a maximum temperature necessary to layout the 
heating system, not on the annual energy demand the regulation aims for. Also con-
trasting to the regulation, the energy demand for domestic hot water is neglected. 
Following key performance indices are calculated: 

Transmission heat losses of the envelope 

All information about the geometry of windows, walls, roofs and floors is taken di-
rectly from the building model as well as the specific u-values of wall and window 
objects. Indoor (qi) and outdoor (qe) temperatures to layout the heating systems are 
defined by the location of the building. The total transmission heat loss is the sum of 
the heat losses of all envelope surfaces. Heat bridges are not considered. 
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!T = (Fx, i *Ui * Ai*)* (" i #" e)$    [W] Eq. 7.1 

The temperature correlation factor Fx,i enables using the same design temperature 
difference for the calculation of parts facing different environmental conditions. 
This factor is set according to the regulations to 1.0 for exterior walls and roofs and 
to 0.6 for walls and floors facing the ground (BMJ 2007). Winter gardens, attics and 
unheated rooms are neglected. 

Ventilation heat losses 

A simplified formula captures the ventilation heat losses. The overall volume V is 
taken from the building model and multiplied by the air exchange rate nd. The spe-
cific heat capacity of air (0.34 Wh/m3K) is taken into account.  

!V = (0.34 *nd *V )* (" i #" e)    [W]  Eq. 7.2 

Solar heat gains through windows 

The maximum amount of solar radiation is defined by the geographic location of the 
building and orientation of the opening. In dependency to the opening surfaces AW,i, 
the solar radiation heating up the building inside is calculated for every window. 
The g-value (total solar transmittance) of the windows defines the energy input of 
solar radiation passing through a specific glass.  

!S = (Is, j * Aw, i * gL , i *FF , i *FW , i *FC , i *FS, i)"    [W]  Eq. 7.3 

Four correction factors consider possible shading by shading devices (FC), shading 
by surrounding buildings (FS), non-orthogonal solar radiation (FW) and window 
framing (Ff). To simplify parameter input, these factors are set to standard values 
according to the regulations, resulting in a cumulated correction factor of 0.567.  

Internal heat gains 

Internal heat gains by people are stored as static parameter within the occupancy 
parameter noo of the room. In this approach, the heat gain per person F’’i,o was set 
to a mean values of 80W. It is multiplied by the statistic number of occupants. In 
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order to simplify parameter input, the specific heat gain by electrical appliances 
F’’i,e was set as static value for all rooms. It is multiplied with the room area. To 
capture different building types, this static value can be adapted. 

!i, e = ""! i, e * An    [W]   Eq. 7.4 

!i, o = ""! i, o *noo    [W]   Eq. 7.5 

 Specific Lighting power / Lighting power 

The calculation of the specific lighting power (equation 7.6 – 7.7) is taken from the 
Swiss regulation SIA 380/4 (SIA e.V. 2008). The necessary illuminance Evm of 
each room defines the specific lighting power. In relation to the type of artificial 
lighting and its specific light efficiency hV, the specific lighting power is calculated. 
The calculation includes factors of usage and aging rv, for the efficiency of the lamp 
hLo and a specific room characteristics hR such as reflectivity and room geometry. 
These factors are set to standard values dependent on the type of artificial lighting in 
accordance to the regulations.  

pLi = (Evm * pv)
!V *!Lo *!R( )    [W/m2] Eq. 7.6 

Resulting, the necessary lighting power is 

!i, L = pLi * An   [W]   Eq. 7.7 

The specific lighting power is added to the internal heat gains. Additionally, the aux-
iliary electrical energy for ventilation based on the internal volume is calculated and 
added to the total electrical energy consumption. 

Resulting heat demand 

All heat flows including gains and losses are summed up to create the heating en-
ergy balance: 
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heat demand = sum of heat losses – sum of heat gains 

!h=(!T +!V ) " (!s +!i, o +!i, e +!i, L)    [W]  Eq. 7.8 

7.4 Exergy Analysis 

In order to calculate the exergy flow through the heating chain, the energy flow has 
to be estimated first. As heating energy is transformed from heat generation to emis-
sion into the room, losses at each of the steps occur. The sum of losses defines the 
overall heating energy demand to be supplied by primary energy, which is trans-
formed from fossil or renewable energy sources. In accordance to the DIN 4701-10 
(DIN e.V 2002), the analysis of the heating chain starts at the generation of the pri-
mary energy. When the supplied energy passes through the steps, the occurring 
losses are dependent on factors such as construction of the envelope and choice of 
heating systems components.  

 

Fig. 7.2: The heating chain as modelled for the energy calculations ((Schmidt 2004), 
 modified) 

At the building level, all components influencing the heating chain such as building 
geometry, construction and choice of systems are considered for the analysis. The 
subsystems of the heating chain can be separated into six steps. For each step, addi-
tional input parameters for the building service systems are defined according to 
Schmidt (Schmidt 2004). These input parameters are automatically set due to the 
combination of the subsystems the user chooses in the tool interface. A detailed list 
of the input parameters can be found in appendix A.  

The energy and exergy calculations of the heating chain have to be performed in the 
opposite direction of the development of the heat demand as shown in Figure 7.2. 
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The demand of each subsystem must be satisfied by the subsystem before. Follow-
ing, the calculation steps of the model developed by Schmidt (2004) are sum-
marized9 to show the relevant input parameters of the exergy calculation: 

Envelope subsystem 

The total heat demand as calculated in the energy calculations is most important for 
the first step. The exergy demand of the room is estimated by multiplying the heat 
demand with the quality factor of the room Fq,room. This quality factor is estimated 
by the Carnot efficiency using the outside and inside temperature of the room. Then 
the exergy demand to be satisfied is: 

Exroom = !h *Fq, room     [W]  Eq. 7.9 

Room air subsystem 

The room is heated by a warm surface. The temperature difference between the 
heated surface and the room temperature defines the exergy content. With the esti-
mation of the surface temperature of the heater, a new quality factor of the heater 
surface Fq,heat is also calculated by the Carnot efficiency using the temperature of 
the heater surface and the outside temperature. This factor is then multiplied with 
the heat demand of the building. 

Exheat = !h *Fq, heat    [W]  Eq. 7.10 

Emission subsystem 

First the heat loss of the emission subsystem Floss,E has to be calculated by taking 
the efficiency of the chosen emission system into account. Then the exergy load of 
the emission system is estimated in relation to inlet (Tin), return (Tret) and outside 
(To) temperatures.  

!Exemis =
"h +"loss, E( )
Tin # Tret( )

* Tin # Tret( )# To * ln Tin
Tret
$
%&

'
(){ }

  [W]  Eq. 7.11 

                                                             
9 For the detailed calculations including all input parameters view (Schmidt 2004) 
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The exergy demand after the emission systems is: 

Exemis = Exheat + !Exemis    [W]  Eq. 7.12 

Distribution subsystem 

The exergy demand of the distribution subsystem is calculated similar to the emis-
sion subsystem. First, its heat losses are calculated. The mean design temperature 
Tdis is used as inlet temperature, the return temperature is the design temperature 
minus the temperature drop DTdis . 

!Exdis =
"loss, D
!Tdis

* !Tdis # To * ln
Tdis

Tdis # !Tdis
$
%&

'
(){ }

  Eq. 7.13 

The exergy demand after the distribution systems is: 

Exdis = Exemis + !Exdis    [W]  Eq. 7.14 

Storage subsystem 

The exergy demand of the storage subsystem is calculated similar to the distribution 
subsystem. First, the heat losses are calculated. This time, the mean design tempera-
ture Tsto is used as inlet temperature, the return temperature is the design tempera-
ture minus the temperature drop DTsto. 

!Exsto =
"loss, S

!Tsto
* !Tsto # To * ln

Tdis + !Tdis
Tdis + !Tdis # !Tsto
$
%&

'
(){ }

   [W]     Eq. 7.15 

The exergy demand after the storage system is: 

Exsto = Exdis + !Exsto    [W]  Eq. 7.16 
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Generation subsystem 

The generation subsystem has to satisfy the demand of all subsystems. A possible 
seasonal storage utilizes thermal solar power with a solar fraction Fs. The requested 
energy of generation therefore is 

!Ge = (!h +!loss, E +!loss, E +!loss, S)* (1" Fs)* 1
#G   [W]      Eq. 7.17 

The generation system is supplied with an energy carrier with a pre-defined quality 
factor Fq,S . These factors are based on “statistical material and political discussion” 
(Schmidt 2004, 1) and describe the qualities of different energy sources. In this case 
it is set to 1.0 (Germany). The total exergy load therefore is:  

ExGe = !Ge *Fq, S   [W]  Eq. 7.18 

In addition, the exergy loads of other building service components such as lighting 
Pl and ventilation PV are calculated, multiplied by the quality factor and added to 
the total exergy demand of the building. 

Explant = (PI + PV )*Fq, electricity    [W] Eq. 7.19 

Primary energy transformation subsystem 

The overall energy and exergy loads define the required primary energy inputs. It 
can be differentiated between renewable and non-renewable parts. The primary en-
ergy factor Fp and a fraction factor to divide the fossil part from the renewable part 
Frenew must be given. In this case, Fp is set to 3.0 (Germany). The non-renewable 
part can be calculated as follows: 

Eprim, tot = !Ge *Fp + (PI + PV + Paux" )*Fp, electricity
   [W]      Eq. 7.20 

If a heat source is utilized to extract heat from the environment, the additional re-
newable part can be calculated: 

Erenew = !Ge *Frenew + Eenvironment    [W]  Eq. 7.21 
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7.4.1 Results of the Exergy Calculations 

The exergy calculation results are displayed by two performance indices, which 
show overall and specific exergy utilization. 

Total exergy load 

This index shows the total amount of exergy necessary to supply the building. The 
total exergy load is dependent on building construction, geometry and system selec-
tion. Optimization can be achieved by balancing between these three different fields. 
The total exergy load of the building is: 

Extot = !Ge*Fp*Fq, S + (PI + PV + Paux" )*Fp, electricity + Erenew*Fq, renew  [W]
       Eq. 7.22 

Total exergy system efficiency 

Dividing the remaining exergy that leaves the room through the envelope by the 
total exergy load of the room results in an exergy system efficiency index. It dis-
plays the ratio of exergy that is actually used to heat the room.  

Exeff = Exroom
Extot

!
"#

$
%&   Eq. 7.23 

7.5 Design Support: The Design Performance Viewer (DPV) 

The mathematical models for energy and exergy calculation are transferred into 
software code. Necessary parameter values for the calculations are accessed directly 
from the Building Information Model. In order to access the model database, the 
supplied application programming interface (API) of the model editor is used. The 
API can be addressed using a .NET (Microsoft Inc. 2008) programming language 
such as Visual Basic or C#. Applying the concept of object-oriented programming, 
the software is organized in classes such as calculation and visualization classes. 
The focus of the implementation was on speed of calculation and fast and intuitive 
display of results. In order to serve as a design support tool to be accepted by the 
building designer, the results have to be calculated and visualized instantaneously 
(Figure 7.3).  
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Fig. 7.3: Implementation setup 

The building model of a specific design is established using the editor. Once the 
necessary parameters are set, the DPV is started as an external application out of the 
editor. During the design process, the user can switch between the calculations and 
visualization in the tool interface and the design model. As the design progresses, 
the resulting performance can be assessed at any time. Additional import or export 
procedures or manual data entry is not necessary (Figure 7.4).  

 

Fig. 7.4: Modelling editor with DPV interface 
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7.5.1 Model Parameterization 

All geometry data such as areas and volumes is automatically taken from model 
geometry. For the energy and exergy calculations, nine additional parameters have 
to be added to the object properties of rooms, walls and windows (Table 7.1).  

 

Component Parameter Type 
Room illumination semantic 
 occupancy semantic 
 lighting semantic 
   
Wall u-value semantic 
 toRoom topological 
   
Window u-value semantic 
 g-value semantic 
 orientation topological 
 toRoom topological 

Tab. 7.1: Additional parameters to be added to the building model 

These parameters have to be added once at the beginning of the modelling process. 
During the design only the parameter values have to be adapted, all geometry data is 
updated automatically. In addition to these parameters some naming conventions 
have to receive attention, such as the correct naming of the levels. The input param-
eters for the energy/exergy calculations of the heating chain are automatically set by 
choosing the preferred technical components in the interface. These system specific 
parameters are embedded into the program code and not stored in the building 
model. 

7.5.2  Tool Interface and Visualizations 

The tool interface is designed for the architect who has to make conceptual and de-
sign decisions already in an early stage of his design. Of the five different interface 
tabs, only one - the Systems tab - needs user input to choose the subsystems of the 
heating chain. All other information is drawn from the Building Information Model. 
The subsystem selections are labelled in a way an architect can relate to them, such 
as boiler or radiator. The resulting input parameters are automatically set according 
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to the combination of subsystems as some parameters influence parameters of other 
subsystems. 

Another important aspect is the visualization of the results. For fast and intuitive 
comprehension, it is not sufficient to display the results how this is commonly done 
in simulation software – in endless rows of numbers. Fast visual feedback is neces-
sary for quick interpretation of the results; suitable graphical visualization has to be 
implemented.  

Interface Building Data 

The first interface tab Building Data, as shown in Figure 7.5, displays extractions 
from the geometry model and provides information important for the architect such 
as opening surface ratio or orientation ratio of the windows. This information is 
graphically represented by a bar chart. The tab also displays the calculated average 
u- and g-values of walls and windows. 

 

Fig. 7.5: Building Data tab 
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Interface Performance 

Figure 7.6 shows the Performance tab, which displays selected energy performance 
indices and visualizes the calculated results in a Kiviat diagram. Kiviat diagrams are 
common in computer performance evaluation (Kolence and Kiviat 1973) and can 
also be found in economic (Tegarden 1999) and environmental information visuali-
zation. The values of the performance indices are plotted onto their individual axis. 
Connecting the nodes creates a distinct shape, the building performance footprint. 
Changes of the shape can be easily linked to changes in building design (Figure 7.7). 
For fast visual judgment of the performance of design alternatives, their specific 
shapes can be compared. 

 

Fig. 7.6: Performance tab with Kiviat diagram 
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Fig. 7.7: Building footprint of initial (left) and optimized design (right) 

Interface Systems Selection 

The Systems Selection tab, as shown in Figure 7.8, is the only part of the interface 
where user input is required. The building designer can choose the component of the 
heating chain he prefers, from generation of heating energy to storage, distribution 
and emission.  

 

Fig. 7.8: System Selection tab  
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According to the selections in the pull-down menus, different system values such as 
the system efficiency, supply and return temperatures are automatically set. Addi-
tionally, the design temperatures of the heating system, the outside and inside tem-
peratures can be altered, defining the environmental conditions. These values are 
used to define the conditions for the energy and exergy analysis of the heating chain. 

Interface Energy/Exergy Balance  

Figure 7.9 shows the Energy/Exergy Balance tab, which displays results and visuali-
zations of the energy and exergy flows of the current building and heating system 
design. An automatically generated sankey diagram is used to visualize the energy 
flows by components. Arrows of different direction and strength show losses and 
gains of individual building components. The energy balance shows which compo-
nents account to which percentage to the energy loss of the building and which 
sources contribute to the energy gains (Figure 7.10). 

 

Fig. 7.9: Energy/Exergy Balance tab  
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Below the sankey diagram, the exergy bar graph displays the exergy performance 
indices: For each step of the heating chain the exergy losses are calculated and dis-
played. It shows how exergy is utilized throughout the steps of the heating chain. 
The exergy efficiency index shows the percentage of exergy that is actually used to 
heat the rooms. The total amount of exergy required for the specific building is dis-
played as the first bar of the bar graph, labelled Demand. 

 

Fig. 7.10: Sankey diagrams of design with different energy supply 
configurations  

Finally, the Data tab lists all executed energy and exergy calculations and the ex-
tracted parameter values. This tab can be viewed for the detailed results.  

7.5.3 Results and Discussion 

The prototypical tool DPV enables to balance between possible measures to increase 
overall building performance. The results from the calculations of the implemented 
energy model were compared to the results of a commercial and certified software 
(WEKA Fachverlag 2008) which is used to verify the conforming of the EnEV regu-
lation. The results show variations below 5%, proving the sufficiency for the pro-
posed early stage performance assessment. In contrast to the software used for the 
comparison, the assessment of the performance analysis of a specific building takes 
only a few seconds using the DPV. In addition to the calculation of total energy and 
exergy demands, the building designer can decide which optimization measure is 
most suitable for the concept and context of the building. Most important, balancing 
between form, materialization and technical systems is possible from the beginning 
on. If, for example, the façade cannot be altered, a better heating system using a dif-
ferent energy source can be chosen. If, for another example, a slab heating is de-
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sired, a certain setup of the heating system is necessary: Due to the smaller heat ex-
change rate of the slab heating, low heat losses are required. These can be achieved 
by choosing good envelope insulation and/or a mechanical ventilation. Also, solar 
gains can be used to heat up the rooms. In order to increase solar gains, the opening 
surfaces should be increased and the g-values of the glass should be adapted.  

Utilizing building information modelling to realize fast energy and exergy perform-
ance assessment opens up the possibility of a more integrated view on buildings 
during their early design stages. The parameterized model enables capturing the 
complexity resulting from manifold dependencies of building components and envi-
ronment. Implementing the concept of exergy proved to make more precise defini-
tions of efficiency in building possible. It enables balancing between different quali-
ties of energy for different purposes. The concept of low-exergy (Leibundgut 2007; 
Shukuya and Hammache 2002) - to optimize the use of the part of high-potential 
energy – offers more flexibility for the building designer to choose appropriate 
measures for an optimization. If, for example, a façade cannot be altered due to con-
servatory reasons, choosing appropriate technical systems that utilize renewable 
energy sources can reduce the exergy demand. This also applies to new buildings: if 
a renewable energy source such as geothermal heat is available, higher transmission 
heat losses of the envelope caused by a certain façade design can be counterbal-
anced. In such a case, the energy demand would be high but the exergy demand re-
sponsible for the CO2 emissions would stay low. Only a fraction of high potential 
energy, the exergy, is necessary to drive the heat pump for heat generation. Due to 
the more precise view on the different qualities of energy and the resulting increase 
of flexibility for the building designer, the concept of low-energy should be ex-
tended by the more precise definition of low-exergy. 

Intuitive parameter input and instantaneous calculations are important for perform-
ance assessment in order to play an equal role in the design process. However, these 
simplifications have to result in correct calculations. In this approach, the fast calcu-
lation is achieved by using a statistical mathematical model. The model does not 
include dynamic aspects over a certain time period and simplifies certain input pa-
rameters. It cannot be used to simulate the annual energy demand of the building. 
However, it shows tendencies and estimates necessary to make design decisions and 
enables communicating them. In professional application, the tendencies shown by 
the DPV would have to be supplemented by simulations offering a higher resolution. 
Important however is that tendencies how good a design performs can be discovered 
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and considered to make design decisions. Further work on the DPV is dedicated to 
include dynamic calculations of energy demands by keeping the immediate output 
of the results. A first case study in context of the low-exergy concept (Leibundgut 
2007), carried out with 27 students of architecture at the ETH Zürich has shown that 
the DPV is suitable to integrate performance criteria into design decision-making. In 
two workshops, the students have used the DPV from the beginning of their designs. 
The BIM editor that was used made easy establishment and parameterization of the 
Building Information Model possible. Students were able to evaluate their designs 
by using the DPV. In some cases, these evaluations had strong effects on their de-
signs, other students chose to give performance aspects less consideration. But all 
students became aware of the dependencies and possible measures to design en-
ergy/exergy efficient buildings. Intuitive visualization of the results to enable easy 
and quick interpretation proved to be very important and has to be carried even fur-
ther. 
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8 Case Study: Integrated Parametric Façade 
Modules 

As a case study, the integrated design process described in Chapter 6 is applied in a 
joint university-industry research project entitled Integrated Parametric Façade 
Modules (IPFM)10. The research project aims at establishing a digital chain from the 
early, performance-based design to the digital fabrication of integrated building 
elements. The project focuses on the façade as one of the most important element of 
a building design, influencing both aesthetics as well as performance. Distributed air 
supply systems were chosen as the systems to be integrated into the façade to facili-
tate an efficient building supply. They embody the most important characteristics of 
distributed building service systems. In this case study, the attribute parametric ad-
dresses design geometry, environmental parameters as well as digital fabrication 
constraints. A Building Information Model is used from the early design stages to 
the production of the integrated components. The Design Performance Viewer 
(Chapter 7) is used to evaluate the performance of the designs and to evaluate alter-
natives in building form and construction. 

8.1 Case Study Setup 

The exemplary building chosen for this case study is a four-storey office building 
near Zürich, Switzerland. For this case study, it is assumed that the future users can 
choose from a variety of office configurations. These configurations provide differ-
ent functional and spatial alternatives, ranging from classic single office to opens 
space office layouts. Prefabricated wooden façade elements were chosen for the 

                                                             
10 The following participants and contributors to the research project have to be acknowledged: ETH 

Zurich, Chair of CAAD, Building Systems Group; Fachhochschule Nordostschweiz, I4DS; Hochschule 
Luzern, Fassaden – und Metallbau; ERNE Holzbau AG; Aeppli Metallbau AG; BS2 AG; Halter AG  
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façade construction. They are to be fabricated using a computer controlled fabrica-
tion process and to be assembled at the building site. 

8.1.1 Requirements Definition 

As described in Chapter 6.2, the first step of the demand design process is the mod-
elling of requirements. For an efficient building design, the requirements to be met 
by the distributed building service systems, in this the case distributed ventilation 
system, have to be clearly stated from the beginning on. Requirements can be de-
fined as the conditions or capabilities as system needs to be able to comply to. They 
can be separated into functional and non-functional requirements (Jacobson, Booch 
and Rumbaugh 1999; Rumbaugh et al. 1991): 

Functional Requirements 

In order to be able to use buildings in accordance to their designed purpose, com-
fortable conditions of the indoor environment have to be maintained. For the build-
ing of the case study, most comfort criteria are defined by regulations. In this case 
the Swiss regulations SIA 180 and 380/1 (SIA e.V. 2008) apply, outlining the re-
quired comfortable interior conditions (Table 8.1). 

 

Comfort 
criterion 

Type Value System  

Temperature Indoor (winter / summer) 19-26°C Heating  
 Radiation asymmetry (winter, 

cold walls) 
< 10 K Heating 

Indoor air 
quality:  

Air exchange rate (office) 15m3/h x p Supply air 

 CO2 1500 ppm Waste air disposal 
 Air speed (winter) < 0.15 m/s Supply / waste air 
 Humidity (winter) 30%-50% Supply / waste air 

Tab. 8.1: Comfort regulations according to SIA 

According to these regulations, comfort is achieved, if 80% of the inhabitants pursu-
ing their typical activity in a typical garment consider the indoor environment to be 
comfortable. 
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Non-functional requirements 

Besides the functional requirements, non-functional requirements also influence the 
system design. The most important non-functional requirement for this case study is 
the flexibility of partitioning and repartitioning of the office space. If considered in 
the design stage, distributed service systems allow a more flexible supply of differ-
ent spatial layouts by grouping components to supply different spatial entities. If 
considered already at the design stage, supplying the office space using a distributed 
ventilation system is potentially more efficient than using conventional, centralized 
supply air systems. Efficiency in this case refers to the required transport energy 
supplied as electricity (exergy).  

8.1.2 Environment  

The building is situated near Zürich, therefore the SIA climate data from Zurich can 
be employed, providing monthly mean temperature as well as average solar radi-
ation. 

8.2 Demand Design 

The initial building geometry is established using a modelling environment for 
Building Information Models, in this case Autodesk Revit (Autodesk Inc. 2008). 
The building elements relevant for fabrication are instantiated as objects according 
to the knowledge base of distributed building systems. Each object contains the rel-
evant semantic, geometric and topological properties for qualitative and quantitative 
analysis. During the demand design process these properties are altered to create 
aesthetic and functional alternatives. Each design iteration provides a new model 
state that can be evaluated for qualitative and quantitative criteria. 

8.2.1 Design Loop 

During the design loop the object parameters can be altered by adjusting the element 
parameters. As Figure 8.1 shows in an abstract manner, this leads to different design 
alternatives concerning the façade design and spatial partitioning.  
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Fig. 8.1: Design alternatives for the façades 

In addition, physical properties of the building elements of the envelope are defined 
by choosing their construction. As the research is focused on the façade, different 
façade types of different thermal resistance are tested.   

8.2.2 Performance Assessment 

The aim of the demand design stage is to assess the demand of energy of a certain 
design that has to be supplied by distributed building service systems. As described 
in Chapter 6, performance assessment has to consider both qualitative and quantita-
tive aspects. As Figure 8.2 shows, a three-dimensional representation of the Build-
ing Information Model can be used to produce shaded or rendered perspective im-
ages of the building or building elements in order to perform a qualitative analysis. 
To assess quantitative aspects in terms of energy demand, the Design Performance 
Viewer (DPV) is employed. At the time of the case study, the energy calculation 
model of the Swiss norm SIA 380.1 has been implemented. The model uses a quasi-
steady state simulation based on monthly average temperatures and solar radiation. 
The DPV searches the model for available information (Table 8.2), which is then 
used to establish an internal performance model for the calculations. This allows 
high calculation speeds of 3-15 seconds for the energy simulation, dependent on the 
amount of building elements used for the model. This is fast enough to be seam-
lessly integrated into the design process. The monthly-based resolution of the calcu-
lation model provides sufficient accuracy. The following information is automati-
cally obtained from the Building Information Model and the climate database: 
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Information Type Parameter 
Geometric Area of spatial entities including area of enclosing building 

elements  
 Area of all building elements of the envelope above ground 

(wall, windows, roofs, floors) 
 Area of all building elements of the envelope below ground 

(wall, windows, floors) 
 Coordinates of building elements of envelope 
Semantic Climate (solar radiation, mean temperatures) 
 Location (Global shading horizon) 
 Building element type and properties (U-value, g-Value) 
 Occupation of space (internal gains, air exchange) 
Topological Building elements situated on spatial boundary 
 Hosted building elements related to spatial entity 
 Horizontal and vertical adjacency of spatial entities 
 Horizontal and vertical shading of windows and glass facades 
 Orientation of transparent surfaces 

Tab. 8.2: Information obtained from the Building Information Model for performance 
 assessment 

 

Fig. 8.2: Case study Building Information Model with Design Performance  
Viewer (DPV 380.1) 

For the case study, different wall constructions were tested. Figure 8.2 displays the 
result of a design alternative that requires 177 MJ/m2 heating energy per year. De-
pendent on their opening ratio and thermal resistance of the building envelope, dif-
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ferent results for the demand could be achieved. These results, however, were only 
preliminary as the final construction was to be defined at a later stage. 

8.3 Air Supply by Distributed Ventilation  

As part of the research project, a distributed ventilation system was chosen for the 
air supply. It employs the principle of displacement ventilation. The supply air is 
taken directly from the outside through perforations of the building envelope. The 
air is filtered, tempered and distributed either directly into the room or into a net-
worked mesh to be able to supply spaces further inside the building. Due to its small 
sizes, the system components can be integrated into the floors and façade elements. 
Using a duct network, all components contribute to the delivery of the supply of 
every connected outlet. Supplied with information obtained by interior and exterior 
sensors, the system can react sensibly on changing conditions of the interior and 
exterior environment of the building. Internal influences are related to occupancy, 
lighting and appliances. Outside influences are changing weather conditions such as 
temperature and wind pressure on the façade. Different control strategies from sim-
ple on/off to highly sophisticated ones can be applied to balance interior and exterior 
influences at different efficiency.  

8.3.1 Supply Air System Components  

As described in Chapter 3.3.2.1, a distributed ventilation system contains transport, 
transformation, inlet and outlet components. The components are connected to ag-
gregates to establish a supply air network. Components can also be bundled to form 
composite components. The following components and related component param-
eters were used to establish the aggregate. Figure 8.3 shows the aggregate configura-
tion using an UML object scheme (see also Chapter 4). 
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Fig. 8.3: Object diagram of exemplary aggregate of distributed air supply for IPFM 

Inlet component  

As the distributed ventilation system uses fresh supply air from the surrounding 
building environment, a perforation of the building envelope is necessary. The sys-
tem inlet node is realized as an opening or a damper as part of the façade. The cor-
rect sizing of the inlet to be able to access the necessary air volume, the hydraulic 
diameter, is an essential functional design parameter. Concerning the visual aesthet-
ics, finding a good functional as well as aesthetic design solution is a challenging 
task.  

Combined Transport/Transformation Component 

The most important component of the system is the combined trans-
port/transformation unit, called airbox. It combines the transport and conditioning of 
the supply air, taking either fresh supply air or the existing interior air. Each unit 
contains four pc-size fans to establish an airflow rate from zero to 100m3/h. A heat 
exchanger uses hot or cold water to temper the supply air before emitting it into the 
room. Each unit can be controlled individually or in a group with others, resulting in 
a highly flexible and individual supply. The airbox can be integrated in to floors, 
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ceilings and facades using an installation casing, which allows later access for main-
tenance. 

Outlet Component 

The system outlet nodes are emitting the tempered air into the room. In this case, air 
outlets emit the required amount of air into the room. Each outlet is also a distribu-
tion node. When closed, the node only distributes the air within the duct network. 
When opened, the air emitted into the room can be supplied by up to four ducts, 
establishing the air supply network. 

8.3.2 Component Population 

During the demand design phase, the Building Information Model serving as the 
design database is extended by the calculated demand to provide the demand model. 
In the case of distributed ventilation systems the demand includes necessary air sup-
ply as well as heating and cooling energy demand. As described in Chapter 6.3, the 
demand model serves as the habitat for the component population to be established. 

The population of the different system components is defined by the design rules 
provided by the knowledge base. For a system of distributed ventilation, the amount 
of air to be delivered is divided by the capacity of each component. The result is the 
total amount of components per spatial entity, including the  

• amount of transport units capable to deliver the required air flow  
• amount of system inlets capable of accessing the air from the environment  
• dimensioning of heat exchangers for heating and cooling  
• amount of outlet components capable of emitting the amount of air.  

Each aggregate supplies a spatial entity consisting of a volume defined by architec-
tural and functional considerations. The chosen components are able to fulfil the 
functional requirements regarding the necessary amount of tempered supply air de-
livered. The result of this step is the functional topology of system components, rep-
resented in the Building Information Model and visualized in 3D or as an ordered 
list, as shown in Figure 8.4.  
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Fig. 8.4. Demand information of space, component population and component list 

8.3.3 Hosts 

The second step is the definition of the hosts for the components, creating their first 
geometric dependency. According to the knowledge base, inlet components, for ex-
ample, can be hosted by exterior walls, the airbox can be hosted by exterior walls, 
floors or ceilings and outlet components by floors. To find appropriate host instan-
ces in the Building Information Model, the boundaries of the spatial entities are 
searched for the type of building element bounding it. As soon as the appropriate 
type is found it is added to the list of possible hosts. For the case study, this was 
done manually by using the building information modelling editor. Autodesk Revit, 
the chosen editor for the case study, provides functionality to constrain instantiated 
objects to certain hosts. As components of future systems become increasingly 
smaller this has to be automated using methods such as the inhabitation agent pro-
posed in Chapter 6.3. Figure 8.5 shows the component hosts in the modelling envi-
ronment. 
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Fig. 8.5: Component hosts (floors), identified in the BIM 

As Figure 8.6 shows, the BIM editor can also be used to provide a 2D/3D system 
scheme as abstract and functional view on the components located in their hosts. As 
one of the most important means of visualization, this abstract diagram can be used 
to communicate with other participants such as building service engineers. 

 

Fig. 8.6: 2D/3D Schematic representation of components 

8.3.4 Aggregate Networking 

In the next step, the components located in their hosting building elements are con-
nected to establish a functional, preliminary network topology. In the case of distri-
buted ventilation, a connection to each of the three medias, air, water and power is 
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necessary. As outlined in Chapter 6.3.3, dependent on the medium, different net-
work topologies apply. For the distribution of the supply air, only partially con-
nected mesh network topologies are considered. This topology allows the transport 
of supply air from the inlet into the depth of space. A meshed network allows an 
even pressure distribution, supplying a varying amount of outlet nodes. In the case 
of façade inlets, outside air pressure differences on the facades can be utilized to 
augment the distribution of the supply air by pressurizing the air network (Baldini 
and Meggers 2008). Figure 8.7 show the representation of the aggregates in the 
building information modelling editor. 

 

Fig. 8.7: 2D/3D Representation of system aggregates in the BIM 

Additionally, the redundancy of the system is higher than using a hierarchical tree 
topology as each outlet is connected to at least two supply ducts. The fully con-
nected mesh network topology, where each node is connected to every other node, is 
economically not feasible, nor could it be integrated into the structural building ele-
ments. Hence the aim is to achieve small pressure drops and an even distribution of 
airflow using a minimum of network connections. The heat exchanger of the airbox 
has to be supplied with tempered water to either heat or cool the supply air. Unlike 
air, water as a medium cannot be taken directly from the outside environment; it has 
to be delivered to a system inlet node. From the system inlet node, the water is dis-
tributed to the heat exchangers to temper the supply air. This can be done using dif-
ferent network topologies such as the star topology, where each component is con-
nected directly form the inlet node. As outlined in Chapter 6.3.3, an advantage of the 
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star topology is that every component can be supplied from the system inlet node 
with equally tempered water. Another networking option is the ring topology, estab-
lishing a supply loop connecting each component in a row. The advantage using this 
topology is the smaller amount of piping needed, the disadvantage is the decrease 
(or increase) of temperature of the water after each component supplied. The latter 
the components in the ring, the lower is the heating/cooling capability of the water. 
Both topologies, however, have to regard the placement of the air supply ducts as 
both, piping and ducting, are integrated into the floor or the ceiling. Electricity as a 
medium can be distributed either using a star topology, as commonly found in elec-
trical installations, or a ring topology.  

For the case study, the routing of the different networks is done manually using the 
building information modelling editor to create and connect the necessary compo-
nents and connections. As described in Chapter 6.3, this can be done more effi-
ciently by using routing algorithms. Which algorithm has to be employed is depend-
ent on the chosen functional criteria. Due to intensive research in the fields of net-
work routing, a wide range of algorithms pursuing almost every routing goal is 
available. 

8.3.5 Exact Geometry  

To define the exact geometry for realization, the symbolic component representa-
tions are replaced by representations that contain the correct geometrical dimen-
sions. For the façade elements of the case study, a new type of wooden façade made 
from plywood is employed. As Figure 8.8 shows, this imposes special constraints 
for the placement of the components.  

   

Fig. 8.8: Façade construction with component location (Erne AG 2010)  
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The construction defines the locations for the airbox and the inlet component, both 
to be integrated into the façade.  

8.3.6 Evaluation of Flows and Costs 

Costs and flows are evaluated to judge the fulfilment of functional and non-
functional requirements that were defined at the beginning of the design process. 
Optimization aims at improving the system performance by changing type, location 
or connections of components in order to achieve a more efficient operation. Two 
examples of validation and optimization are explored as follows. 

8.3.6.1 Network pressure distribution and airflow 

The most important functional aspect as described above is the even distribution of 
pressure and the resulting airflow rates throughout the air supply network. For vali-
dation and refinement purposes, a steady state calculation model of mass and energy 
conservation principles for compressible flows is employed (Baldini and Meggers 
2008). For the description of the simulation environment, the semantic information 
(type of node), geometric information (x,y location) and topological information 
(connection to other nodes) of the components are obtained from the Building In-
formation Model. The mesh of transport and outlet nodes can be described using an 
XML file, which is then used for the calculation. During the simulation, the pressure 
distribution throughout the meshed network and the resulting airflow rate at every 
node is evaluated. Strength and direction of the airflow within the network is calcu-
lated and visualized using weighted lines and arrows. In addition, the amount of air 
emitted at the outlet node is calculated and visualized (Figure 8.9). 
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Fig. 8.9: Network setup of aggregates 1 (top left), 2 (top center), 3 (top right); 
 calculated airflow (bottom) 

The validation process starts with calculation a first, manually defined network lay-
out. Figure 8.9 shows three aggregates that supply three spatial entities on one level 
of the building. The calculation shows that the distribution of airflow between the 
outlets is not uniform. The largest difference in airflow at the outlet of 22.5 m3/h is 
found in the aggregate 2, the difference in the other subsystems are 17.5m3/h (ag-
gregate 3) and 8.5 m3/h (aggregate 1). This denotes a difference in airflow at differ-
ent outlets of the same aggregate of up to 23%. 
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Fig. 8.10: Optimized topology, calculated airflow (bottom) 

For improving the distribution, the worst performing connections between nodes of 
the network are altered. This results in a different partially connected mesh at every 
aggregate. As Figure 8.10 shows, the simulation of the newly defined aggregates 
shows a more even distribution of the airflow, resulting in a maximum difference of 
8.3 m3/h (aggregate 2). The pressure difference of the other subsystems is 6 m3/h 
(aggregate 3) and 6.3 m3/h (aggregate 1). Compared to the initial network this is a 
far more uniform distribution, resulting in more balanced and comfortable supply of 
each space.  

8.3.6.2 Exergy efficiency  

As stated in the requirements, the overall aim is to supply the building as exergy 
efficient as possible. In the context of this case study the distributed service system 
design is compared to a centralized air supply using a single, large ventilation unit 
and a hierarchical tree topology for distribution. Exergy, in this case electrical en-
ergy, is required for the fans transporting the air from inlet to outlet. As shown in 
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Equation 8.1, the Swiss Norm SIA 380/4 (SIA e.V. 2008) can be used to calculate 
the necessary electrical energy for the air supply: 

 Eq. 8.1 

 =  Specific electrical energy (W/m2) 
 =  Pressure drop of system (Pa)  
  =  Transported air volume (m3/m2h) 
  =  Efficiency of the air supply system 

To evaluate the exergy demand of a centralized ventilation system compared to a 
distributed ventilation system, the calculation is done for one storey of the case 
study building. The resulting transport energy demand is equal to the amount of ex-
ergy required for the operation of the system. 

Distributed ventilation system 

The maximum pressure drop calculated for the distributed ventilation system is 
around 53 Pa (Baldini and Meggers 2008). This value combines the pressure loss of 
the transport/effect unit of 40 Pa and the largest calculated pressure drop for the dis-
tribution network of 13 Pa. The necessary air volume to be transported is 3.6 m3/m2h 
taken from the SIA 380/4 (open plan office). The efficiency of the system is as-
sumed to be 20% (ibid.). Resulting, 0.27 W/m2 of electricity is needed for the air 
supply by the distributed system. 

Centralized ventilation system 

Due to the large, branched distribution network, the total pressure loss assumed for 
the exemplary centralized supply air system is assumed 800 Pa. Again, the neces-
sary air volume to be transported is also 3.6 m3/m2h taken from the SIA 380/4 (open 
plan office). The efficiency of the system is set for 70% due to much higher effi-
ciency of a large fan. Resulting, 1.143 W/m2 of electricity is needed for the air sup-
ply by the centralized system. The calculations show that, in accordance to the re-
sults of Baldini and Meggers (2008), the transport energy required for the distributed 
ventilation system is only about 1/4th of the electrical energy required when for the 
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supply of a centralized supply air system. When accumulated over the building life-
span this allows large exergy savings. 

8.3.7 IFC Mapping 

The building information modelling editor used for the case study provides an ex-
port option of the proprietary Building Information Model into the generic IFC (In-
dustry Foundation Classes). This includes all necessary building data plus the cre-
ated system component objects. Using the generic IFC standard enables the identifi-
cation and the propagation of building and systems data throughout the process. As 
described in 4.5, the IFC contain a large set of HVAC entities and a generic ap-
proach for modelling HVAC components (buildingSmart 2007). Some components 
of the supply air system such as the outlets can be described using different standard 
objects. The standard IFC entities can also be extended by adding custom property 
sets (Pset), describing the individual component parameters (Bazjanec et al. 2002).  
By combining standard IFC entities with custom property sets, the necessary infor-
mation can be exchanged from the design to the digital fabrication software envi-
ronment, given that the fabrication software environment is able to process the addi-
tional information. Figure 8.11 displays the IFC model of the façade element includ-
ing the system components. 

 

Fig. 8.11: IFC model of the façade element including system components,  
displayed using Solibri Model Viewer (Solibri 2009)  
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As part of this case study, the BIM created in the modelling environment and ana-
lysed with the DPV was manually exchanged with the fabrication facilities using 
IFC. This was done to test the general feasibility of propagating the information 
from the design and performance assessment stage for the purpose of digital fabrica-
tion. An important objective of the research project, however, is automating this 
exchange to bridge gaps of the digital chain, between digital design and fabrication. 

It was shown that using the IFC, the geometry of the façade element could easily be 
transferred to specialized tools for digital wood fabrication. After importing the IFC, 
the abstract geometry established during the design stage could then be detailed in 
the fabrication environment by adding material parameters, construction and fabri-
cation process parameters such as coordinates for automated nailing and glue appli-
cation. Figure 8.12 shows the fabrication of the façade element using CNC machi-
nery and the final result, including the distributed system components, which were 
placed manually.  

 

Fig. 8.12: Digital fabrication of façade element, integrated system component 
 (Erne AG 2010) 
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9 Conclusion and Outlook 

Two central research questions were formulated in Chapter 1.2: 

How can the necessary flows of energy and matter to maintain com-
fortable interior conditions be integrated during the early stages of ar-
chitectural design? How can distributed building service systems to 
create, distribute, store and emit these flows be considered in a spe-
cific design context? 

To address these questions, a conceptual analogy to distributed systems in informa-
tion and communication technology is used to provide a reference for the characteri-
zation of distributed building service systems. The systems in research at the Build-
ing Systems Group at ETH Zürich provide the body of exemplary systems under 
consideration. According to these systems, a domain ontology is defined, facilitating 
a common understanding of the domain. Based on the ontology, an object-oriented 
system model is created using UML as a knowledge representation language. The 
system model establishes the knowledge base for the subsequent integrated design 
process. A Building Information Model serves as the database to store and access 
the objects instantiated during the design process. A set of computational methods 
such as simulation and problem-solving strategies are identified to enable and sup-
port the integrated design. The knowledge base, database and computational meth-
ods are combined in a two-fold, integrated design process, addressing the demand 
design to evaluate the necessary amount of energy and matter as well as the supply 
design to specify the necessary components of distributed building service systems. 
The prototypical design tool DPV represents a partial implementation methods and 
process to be applied in actual design cases. Such a case is provided by the joint 
university-industry case study IPFM, demonstrating the applicability of method, 
process and prototypical tool to facilitate a digital chain from integrated design to 
digital fabrication of integrated façade elements. 
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9.1 Conclusion 

As framed as an overall objective of the work, the presented approach offers im-
provements concerning all three crucial aspects of sustainability: environment, ec-
onomy and society. 

Environmental Sustainability 

Due to their different supply concept, distributed building service systems have the 
potential to require less transport energy to supply the necessary flows in order to 
maintain comfortable interior conditions in a building. As technical components are 
increasingly miniaturized they require less material to establish the building infra-
structure. The integration of components additionally reduces the amount of material 
needed, for example by placing components and ducting directly into structural ele-
ments. All of these aspects contribute to a more efficient utilization of energy and 
resources and result in less CO2 emissions for building construction and operation. 
For these reasons, the employment of distributed building service systems should be 
further researched and encouraged already at the design stage. The proposed inte-
grated design process fosters such an integration of distributed building service sys-
tems (DBS) into building design.  

A new process based on information technology is necessary due to the manifold 
dependencies and influences of systems and components on the building geometry, 
construction and layout of the technical systems. The proposed design process facili-
tates the balancing between quantitative and qualitative performance criteria, allow-
ing the consideration of flows of energy and matter already during the early design 
stages. This is crucial for holistic design solutions. As a result, buildings that are 
designed according to the design process are designed in awareness of energy de-
mand, emissions as well as potentials and constraints related to the employment of 
DBS. In addition to the case study described in Chapter 8, parts of the integrated 
design process as well as the design tool Design Performance Viewer have been 
successfully applied to a variety of student design projects of new buildings 
(Thesseling and Schlueter 2008) and building retrofits (Schlueter and Thesseling 
2008b). 
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Economic Sustainability 

Extensive studies (ASHRAE 2005; Myers and Diener 1996) but also everyday ex-
perience show that the individual notion of comfort is very different. Optimal indi-
vidual comfort in buildings leads to higher productivity and less health problems. 
Buildings equipped with distributed building service systems have he potential to 
achieve a higher individual user comfort, contributing to work productivity and 
well-being. As building are used increasingly flexible over their life cycle, their use 
often dramatically changes and spatial partitioning has to be adapted constantly. 
Building space can be rearranged more easily and flexible as distributed building 
service systems can be logically regrouped to supply different spatial partitions. The 
reduction of transport costs for supplied energy and matter allows a reduction in 
operational costs. Miniaturization and integration allows the reduction of space 
needed for technical infrastructure, leading to a higher percentage of usable space 
within the building boundary.  

By applying the proposed integrated design process, fast design iterations including 
performance criteria are possible. Consequences of design decisions related to per-
formance aspects can be directly calculated, visualized and thus fed back to the de-
signer. This helps to reduce unnecessary design iterations and wasted time for re-
design after external evaluations, resulting in potentially lower efforts for the design 
and coordination with other participants of the design process. 

Social Sustainability 

Buildings that are more sensible to the individual comfort needs of their inhabitants 
contribute to the social sustainability in several ways. Obviously, a building that is 
more suited for its inhabitants is going to be more accepted and thus less likely to be 
replaced or remodelled. The well-being of the inhabitants contributes to higher work 
efficiency and less health issues, which positively influences their entire life. 

Utilizing the proposed integrated design process to include distributed building ser-
vice systems already at the early design stages bears an interesting potential for ar-
chitectural design: Besides functionality and user comfort, the aesthetic and spatial 
quality of a building is of great importance for an enduring acceptance by its in-
habitants. The design process shows that considering quantitative performance cri-
teria during design must not lead to limitations in architectural expression. The cap-
turing of the dependencies and the accessing of the interrelated parameters during 
design results in a higher flexibility in balancing aspects of location, form and con-
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struction. This especially addresses the challenging task of retrofitting exiting build-
ings. In many cases, existing historic buildings are hard to retrofit, as it is often not 
allowed to change their appearance. Currently ongoing case studies show that distri-
buted building service systems in combination with the proposed design process can 
lead to better solutions in terms of appearance, costs and emissions (Leibundgut 
2007).  

Although increasingly used, building information modelling as the foundation of an 
integrated design process for distributed building service systems is not yet wide-
spread in architectural practice. As it requires a different approach to design and 
collaboration among participants in the design process, good arguments are neces-
sary to persuade practitioners to change their established practice. The spreading of 
conventional CAD has shown the long time frame necessary for such a change. The 
increasing pressure on the building industry towards contributing to the reduction of 
CO2 emissions represents such a good reason. The increasing employment of sys-
tems to utilize renewable energy sources additionally push towards more advance 
design and planning technologies. As technical systems in buildings become in-
creasingly small, embedded and networked, it will become increasingly difficult to 
model all aspects of the building and the related systems. Future strategies of how to 
capture massively distributed systems will require dealing with an even greater de-
gree of complexity. 

9.2 Outlook: Operational Strategies 

During the design phase, as described in the precedent chapters, the aim is to create 
and integrate functional systems capable of transporting sufficient energy and matter 
in order to maintain comfortable interior conditions. However, to fully utilize the 
potential of distributed building service systems, advanced operational strategies 
have to be employed. This chapter aims at giving a brief outline of such possible 
strategies.  

In literature, the term Intelligent Building is used frequently and in many definitions, 
a comprehensive definition can be found in (Clements-Croome 2004). In most cases 
this means some sort of automated or responsive behaviour of technologies placed 
in buildings or embedded into the building fabric. For the operation of distributed 
building service systems (DBS), the focus is on environmental management, on bal-
ancing flows of energy and matter between the exterior, the interior and the system 
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components involved. Figure 9.1 displays the multitude of system components dis-
tributed within the building boundary when merely employing a distributed ventila-
tion system. 

 

Fig. 9.1: Components of distributed building service systems represented 
in the building model 

The main objective of an operational strategy for DBS is to be able to react sensibly 
to interior and exterior events and disturbances. An interior disturbance, for exam-
ple, can be the change of room occupation over the daily schedule. As room occupa-
tion changes, conventional building systems most often do not or only slowly adapt 
to the change of conditions reflected in internal heat gains or air pollution levels. An 
exterior disturbance, for example, is the exposure of a space to sunlight, wind or 
rain. A room located on the north side of a building, for example, receives a differ-
ent amount of solar radiation as a room located on the south side, assumed that there 
is an opening of a kind. A room located in the direction of the prevailing winds 
might need a different air pressure for the supply with fresh air as a room averted 
from the wind. To be able to react onto such changing conditions of the environment 
requires feedback of the state of the environment, its evaluation, the adequate 
change of output according to the system objective and again its measurement and 
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evaluation. Historically, such feedback loops have been subject to research in the 
field of cybernetics (Wiener 1948), which is also referred to as control theory. Con-
trol theory allows the observation of dynamic processes, the time dependent change 
of input and output values. Approaches of control theory have been efficiently and 
successfully employed over the last decades for numerous systems from simple to 
high complexity (Hordeski 2005). Feedback is the central aspect of control theory. 
Unlike open-loop control, where no feedback about the effect of actions is provided, 
closed-loop control uses sensors to measure the environment containing their own 
outputs and possible disturbances to specify the output necessary. A closed-loop 
control system consists of sensors, controllers and actuators, all connected in a feed-
back loop (Figure 9.2). The control actions consist of measuring the current condi-
tion, comparing it to the ideal condition and initializing the necessary corrective 
actions (ibid.). An ideal feedback system rules out all occurring errors and produces 
a perfect response to match the ideal state. 

 

Fig. 9.2: Closed-loop control scheme, adapted from (Hordeski 2005)  

Figure 9.2 displays the operational scheme of a feedback system applying closed-
loop control: The output of a system y(t) is influenced by the disturbance d, meas-
ured by a sensor S and compared to the reference value xr. The controller C takes the 
error e between the reference input and the output to change the input u of the con-
troller P, which triggers the actuator P. Feedback systems with digital controllers 
allow the employment of many different control strategies, from simple on/off con-
trol to advanced control.  
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9.2.1 Hardware: Sensor, Controller and Actuator 

To employ operational strategies in buildings, appropriate hardware and software is 
required. Representing the actuators, an important part of the hardware is provided 
by the components of distributed building service systems. Additional components 
to allow feedback and communication are sensors, sensing the states of the envi-
ronment, and controllers, receiving and producing values, which can vary over time 
and thus can be described by functions (Cruse 1996). 

Sensors 

Sensors capture a current state of the dynamic environment, measuring the condi-
tions inside and outside of the building. Measured quantities include temperatures, 
illumination levels, air humidity and gas concentrations (Table 9.1). The physical 
quantity is measured and delivered as a signal or data package to the controller to be 
interpreted and evaluated. Due to advancements in sensor technologies, sensors to 
measure environment states become increasingly smaller and cheaper, allowing their 
ubiquitous distribution. Just as the components of distributed building service sys-
tems, sensors can easily be integrated into structural elements such as ceiling panels 
or facades. Their amount and position is defined in context the medium and quantity 
to be measured. Air, for example, rises to the ceiling when heated, therefore CO2 
sensors should thus be positioned at the ceiling, preferably in areas where a high 
occupation leads to high levels of CO2. It is also possible to gather various functions 
in multi-sensor modules (Tränkler and Kanoun 2002) to reduce manufacturing and 
installation costs. 

Position Medium Measured variable 
Inside Air CO2 concentration 
 Air Temperature 
 Air Humidity 
 Light Illumination level 
 Occupation Motion / presence 
Outside   
 Air Pollution 
 Light Illumination level 
 Water Rain / amount of water 

Tab. 9.1: Sensors for different medias 
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Controllers 

A controller is an object that receives a measured variable from the sensor or a direct 
input from the user. The controller gathers the different variables and inputs and 
processes them according to the control mechanism or strategy and sends the appro-
priate signal to the actuator. The aim of the controller is to bring the measured vari-
able closer to the defined target value. Controllers can be purely mechanic, pneu-
matic or made of analogue electronics (Wescott 2006). In the context of distributed 
building service systems, digital controllers are favourable. Unlike mechanical or 
electronic controllers, a digital controller is “just an algorithm running on a micro-
processor” (ibid., 4). This allows the implementation of any kind of software-based 
control strategy. A controller can address a single component or a group of compo-
nents. This grouping can be physical (components belonging to the same aggregate), 
spatial (components belonging to the same spatial entity) or logic (components 
grouped for control reasons).  

One of the main characteristics of DBS is their physical and logical distribution. 
System components are woven into the building fabric, addressing different resolu-
tions of space. This fine-grained resolution of local supply must be captured and 
supported by the control strategy to utilize the potential of systems. Distributed local 
control allows the action and feedback of a system component within its designated 
space. Therefore, a local controller must be employed, receiving the input data of 
the space, analyzing it and inducing actions. The local controllers are supervised by 
a global control that applies superior actions pursuing global building goals. The 
global controller additionally coordinates the overall building behaviour on a higher 
level, combining sensory information from the individual entities with global events. 
The combination of global and local control has been successfully applied in several 
approaches pursuing intelligent behaviour of building service systems (Duke 
University Smart Home Program 2010; Liang and Ruxu 2005; Sierra et al. 2008). 
Such an approach also allows a high flexibility in extending the control system by 
adding new components employing local controllers.  

Actuators 

An actuator is a transducer that receives the command from the controller and exe-
cutes the desired action (Wescott 2006). Using digital controllers, a digital/analogue 
converter is necessary to convert the signal into usable energy to drive an analogue 
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device. On a conceptual level such as for the case of DBS, the actuators are the ac-
tive components such as fans, pumps, dampers or valves. 

9.2.2 Communication Network 

A communication network connects sensors, controllers and actuators of compo-
nents. Each objects constitutes a network node connected by a link. This communi-
cation network is used to exchange messages between the nodes, allowing the pass-
ing of input variables by sensors to the controllers and the execution of actions by 
the actuators/components. The physical network of distributed building service sys-
tems to deliver energy and matter has already been defined in the design stage, as 
described in Chapter 6.3. Dependent on the type of network and the chosen hard-
ware, the communication network may use the same infrastructure as already estab-
lished for the physical transport. Similar to the physical network, the communication 
network is defined by a network topology. 

Network Types 

There are different ways to physically establish the communication network. One 
obvious choice is to use cabling to connect the network nodes. Options for struc-
tured cabling range from twisted pair copper cable as used for computer networking 
to fibre optics, allowing high data transmission rates (Sinopoli 2010). The drawback 
of structured cabling is the high amount of additional infrastructure necessary for 
communication purposes. As future distributed building service systems become 
even more ubiquitous, connecting a large amount of nodes by physical cabling will 
hardly be feasible. Another networking technology on the rise is wireless network-
ing of various kinds. This includes Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN), Blue-
tooth or GSM networks as used in telecommunication. As many research ap-
proaches in the fields of wireless distributed sensor networks show, wireless trans-
mission for adaptive buildings will be increasingly employed, especially as current 
buildings and handheld appliances are already equipped with wireless networking 
capabilities. 

A different approach utilizes the existing building power grid for the passing of 
short control messages (Digitalstrom.org 2009). End-user components are supplied 
with a high-voltage chip specified by a unique identifier. This allows the addressing 
of different types of devices without additional cabling. The chip receives the mes-
sages and triggers the desired action executed by the device. By using network inter-
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faces, the control system can be connected to the Internet using standard Internet 
protocols. The advantages of such a system are the lack of additional cabling as well 
as the energy-saving potential disabling unnecessary consumers and cutting standby 
consumption. 

Protocols 

To exchange messages and to enable communication of different devices, a com-
munication protocol must be employed. A wide variety of standardized protocols for 
building automation exist such as BACnet, LonWorks (Local Operating Network) or 
the European Installation Bus (EIB) (Clements-Croome 2004). A different and 
promising approach aims at utilizing Internet Standards such as Internet Transmis-
sion Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) and languages such as the Extend-
able Markup Language (XML) for the communication between building service 
components. As distributed building service systems show strong analogies to dis-
tributed systems in Information Technology (such as the Internet), the employment 
of digital controllers and standard Internet communication protocols and languages 
seems advantageous. 

9.2.3 Software: Strategies for Adaptive Behaviour 

Once a control system uses digital control and communication, software-based strat-
egies for an intelligent behaviour of the system components are applicable. A variety 
of approaches towards advanced control systems for environmental management 
exist, a comprehensive overview can be found in (Dounis and Caraiscos 2009). Very 
general, they can be grouped into approaches of conventional control systems engi-
neering and approaches of Computational Intelligence. These categories, however, 
are not exclusive in their application. They are rather to be seen as complementary, 
and are often used in combination (ibid.). To exemplify a software strategy based on 
Computational Intelligence, the concept of Artificial Neural Networks is briefly out-
lined as follows. Artificial Neural Networks are chosen due to their strong concep-
tual analogy to distributed building service systems concerning the distributed pro-
cessing of information and their capabilities of dealing with massively parallel in-
formation channels (Cruse 1996). 
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9.2.3.1 Artificial Neural Networks  

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) use the analogy to the neural system of living 
beings to model the behaviour of complex and dynamic non-linear systems. The 
advantage of ANN lies in their ability to learn and apply adaptive functionalism 
even if the information about the environment is incomplete. In practical use, they 
have also proven to be robust and resilient (Hordeski 2005). ANN are suitable where 
there is no appropriate collection of rules to solve the multitude of problems occur-
ring in a complex and dynamic environment. In such an environment, rules might be 
too numerous or too interdependent to successfully capture a scenario. Neural net-
work-based approaches have been successfully implemented in fields such as diag-
nostics and prediction of weather scenarios of financial markets (Clements-Croome 
2004). They employ highly decentralized and parallel information processing, cou-
pled with a high degree of redundancy. What makes ANN additionally interesting in 
the context of this work is the fact that they are perceived to be especially successful 
in combination with other AI techniques such as knowledge representation / expert 
systems and genetic algorithms. Such techniques are already available from the 
integrated design stage and support the establishment of a control model. 

Structure 

Artificial Neural Networks consist out of nodes and branches to connect to nodes. 
Each node has a number of input and output channels. Through the input channels, 
values of input variables are delivered. The node itself applies a function on the 
values received, such as adding or subtracting. A node can also be a sigmoid unit, 
applying a function that reduces the summed inputs into a value in the range from -1 
to 1. The resulting output value is distributed through its output channels.  

 

Fig. 9.3: Node (left) and node layers (right) in feed forward connection, 
adapted from (Cruse 1996) 
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Figure 9.3 shows the operational scheme of a neural node, which result in the fol-
lowing mathematical operations (Cruse 1996, 72-73): the inputs xi are multiplied 
with the weighing factor wi and summed up in the node to deliver the value u (Equa-
tion 9.1). For this value, an activation function f of linear or nonlinear characteristic 
is applied. This results in the output value y (Equation 9.2). 

     Eq. 9.1            Eq. 9.2 

For the definition of the ANN it is important how the nodes are interlinked. The 
linking defines the processing of the input values; the value itself can be influenced 
by link weighting factors. Using a so-called feed forward connection, an unlimited 
number of layers can be connected. These layers can be specified into input layers, 
hidden layers and output layers. Another connection type is a recurrent connection. 
In recurrent nets, feedback channels can be included, combining the feedback loop 
of cybernetics with the structure of a neural net (Cruse 1996).  

The computation of a result using ANN uses the following process (Clements-
Croome 2004; Cruse 1996): It starts with delivering a set of input values. This is, for 
example, sensor data. The first weights of the links are randomly set. As described 
above, the computation of the result evolves over the nodes of the different layers of 
the net. Each node performs the computation following the functions implemented 
and outputs the result, which is passed onto the connected nodes. The values pre-
sented at the output layer represent the result, the decision on the behaviour. At first, 
the results will not be accurate due to the random setting of connection weights. The 
refinement of the results is subject to training and learning, which results in adjust-
ing the connection weights to deliver precise result. The primary goal of employing 
a neural net for the control of distributed building service systems is to achieve an 
adaptive behaviour of system components. This means the automatic adjustment of 
system output to changing interior and exterior conditions based on a acquired be-
haviour within a specific space. 

Training and Learning 

Artificial Neural Networks have to be trained to learn the desired result. As de-
scribed above, this is achieved by adjusting the connection weights between the 
nodes. One can say that the knowledge of the artificial neural network lies in the 
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weighing of the connections. During training, the ANN is confronted with existing 
cases where to result of the computation is available. The training aspect lies in the 
network giving an incorrect answer at first and then, by adjusting the connection 
weights, iteratively improving the quality of the result. This internal adjustment can 
be achieved in various ways by applying different algorithmic techniques. Consider-
ing an uncertain and changing environment, it would be desirable for a control sys-
tem to learn from its experience how to perform a task. Learning is the antagonistic 
counterpart to training, it can be generally described as “the process or technique by 
which a device modifies its behaviour as the result of its past experience and per-
formance” (Van Otterlo 2009, 6). The choice of learning strategies and algorithms is 
dependent on the type of problem, the knowledge representation used and source of 
learning experiences (ibid.). Again, the knowledge base and models and simulations 
already established and utilized in the design stage can be used and extended, pro-
viding an important training and learning background. Essential to the aspect of 
learning is the amount of feedback on the actions executed. In context to the chosen 
learning strategy, this feedback may range from extensive to none. 

Self-organization 

Another interesting property of Artificial Neural Networks regarding their employ-
ment for the control of distributed building service systems is their ability to self-
organize the learning process. On the contrary to teaching and, self-organization 
does not depend on an external teacher (Luo, Hosoe and Ito 2005). The organization 
of learning is bound to the spatial order of the input data thus preserving the topol-
ogy of the input space. The learning process is organized such that neighbouring 
nodes have similar outputs. Events received from the primary event space, for ex-
ample by sensors, are therefore automatically mapped onto a network of other phys-
ical elements using neighbouring functions. This is called a self-organizing map or 
Kohonen map (Kohonen 1982), which is displayed in Figure 9.4. 
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Fig. 9.4: Self-organization of weight vectors of a neural net. Interaction only 
between nearest neighbours (Kohonen 1982) 

9.2.4 Material Systems 

The current resolution of distributed building service systems in terms of component 
size and multiplicity in a building can still be considered rather low. Following the 
tendencies towards miniaturization and ubiquity as experienced in other disciplines, 
future distributed building service systems will become increasingly smaller and 
woven into the building fabric at a much higher density. Functions formerly in-
hibited by mechanical systems could be assigned to responsive and adaptive materi-
als. They combine sensor, controller and actuator in one functional element. Again, 
nature is the role model for such functionality. In the fields of biomechanical engi-
neering and biomimetics, functional principles of living organisms are already ap-
plied to artificial systems:  

The goal is to add information-based properties into multifunctional 
composites, mimicking natures approach to local and global informa-
tion acquisition, processing and communication (Vakil Amirkhizi et 
al. 2005, 322). 

This requires composite materials that are aware of their environment and capable of 
sensing dynamic change. Such materials can autonomously acquire, process, store 
and communicate information on a local and global scale. Examples for such a sys-
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tem are piezoelectric fibres, as shown in Figure 9.5. They measure a force input, 
process and evaluate the response and activate the fibres as a reaction to the input 
value (Bent and Hagood 1997). 

 

Fig. 9.5: Piezoelectric fibre composite (Bent and Hagood 1997) 

As functionalities of mechanical systems are transferred to functional materials, 
networking and information processing also changes. Research shows that the fabric 
itself can be the conductive infrastructure to supply systems with electricity. Such 
massively distributed and parallel systems will drive the need for adaptive control 
strategies capable of even higher parallelism and multiplicity. The counterpart to 
biologically inspired materials in terms of information processing is neural network-
ing, as described above. For a very large amount of data that is produced by mas-
sively distributed composite systems, however, local processing of data at each node 
becomes crucial, requiring new computational paradigms (Vakil Amirkhizi et al. 
2005).  
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Appendix  

9.3 Appendix A: DPV Heating Systems and Input 
Parameters11  

System parameters generation 
Systems  
1. Condensing boiler  
2. Heat pump water/glycol  
System Variables Unit 
Efficiency !G / COP - 
Primary energy factor source FP - 
Quality factor of source Fq,S - 
Max. supply temperature "S,max °C 
Auxiliary energy paux,ge W/kWheat 
Auxiliary energy paux,ge,const W 
Part. environmental energy Frenew - 
System parameters storage  
1. No storage  
2. Small / day storage  
3. Seasonal storage  
System Variables Unit 
Heat loss / efficiency !S - 
Auxiliary energy paux,S W/kWheat 
Solar fraction FS - 
  
System parameter distribution 
Subsystem  Selection 
1. Boiler position inside / outside / no distribution 
2. Insulation no / good / bad insulation 
3. Design Temperature low <35 °C / middle <50°C / high (other) 
4. Temperature drop low <35 K / middle <50 K / high (other) 
System Variables Unit 
Heat loss / efficiency !D - 
Auxiliary energy paux,D W/kWheat 

                                                             
11 Systems and input parameters of the exergy calculation model developed by  

(Schmidt 2004), see Chapter 7.4 
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System parameters emission 
Systems:  
1. Floor heating  
2. Radiator  
3. Ceiling heating  
4. Slab heating  
System Variables Unit 
Inlet temperature "in °C 
Return temperature "ret °C 
Auxiliary energy paux,E W/kWheat 
Max. heat emission pheat,max W/m2 
Heat loss / efficiency !E - 

9.4 Appendix B: SIA 380.1 Calculation Model  

1 system boundary heating 
2 system boundary domestic hot water (dhw) 
3 system boundary heating and dhw 
4 system boundary building 
EF,El  electricity demand lighting and appliances 
EF,hww primary energy demand heating and dhw 
Qg heat gains 
Qh heating energy demand 
Qhww heat energy demand heating and dhw 
Qi internal heat gains 
Qi,El internal heat gains by electrical apps. 
Qi,P internal heat gains persons 
QL system heat losses heating and dhw 
Qr heating energy obtained from renewable sources 
Qs solar heat gains 
QT transmission heat losses 
Qtot total heat losses 
Qug utilized heat gains 
Qv ventilation heat losses 
Qww heating energy demand dhw 
WRG heat recovery 
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Fig. 1.1: Sources of global CO2 emissions, 1970–2004  (only direct emissions by sector 
(Rogner et al. 2007)!

Fig. 2.1: Plans of the Octagon, Liverpool, by Dr. John Hayward, 1867 (Banham 1969)!
Fig. 2.2: Fritz Haller, technical installations, SBB Ausbildungszentrum Murten  (Hovestadt, 

Haller and Gauchel 1989)!
Fig. 2.3: Mike Davies, polyvalent wall (Banham 1969)!
Fig. 2.4: Relation of human body to climatic elements (Olgyay 1962)!
Fig. 2.5: Energy flows in buildings as calculated by the SIA 380.1  (SIA e.V. 2008), for 

abreviations see Appendix B.!
Fig. 3.1: Exemplary distribution of components of distributed building service systems and 

their area of influence!
Fig. 3.2: DBS researched at the Building Systems Group, ETH Zürich!
Fig. 3.3: Air systems scheme!
Fig. 3.4: System scheme distributed ventilation system, components!
Fig. 3.5: Airbox, composite component combining transport and transformation!
Fig. 3.6: System scheme demand controlled waste air disposal system, components!
Fig. 3.7: Water systems scheme!
Fig. 3.8: Distributed heat pump, components!
Fig. 3.9: Distributed power generation and storage!
Fig. 4.1: Taxonomy of information!
Fig. 4.2: UML metamodel and derived representations  (adapted from (Rupp, Queins and 

Zengler 2007))!
Fig. 4.3: Ontology for distributed building service systems!
Fig. 4.4: Distributed service systems (class diagram)!
Fig. 4.5: Taxonomy of spatial entities (class diagram)!
Fig. 4.6: Spatial boundary classes, building elements (class diagram)!
Fig. 4.7: Dependencies of demand, requirements and space (class diagram)!
Fig. 4.8: Case base as repository of successful instantiations of the knowledge base!
Fig. 4.9: IFC architecture domains, release 2.3 (buildingSmart 2007)!
Fig. 6.1 General DBS Design Process!
Fig. 6.2: Design environments for BIM; left: CATIA Digital Project  (Gehry Technologies 

2010); right: Autodesk Revit (Autodesk Inc. 2008)!
Fig. 6.3: Demand design process!
Fig. 6.4: Object diagram of initial model state with minimum information!
Fig. 6.5: Iterative design loop from initial state to demand model!
Fig. 6.6: Heating / cooling demand analysis for distributed building service systems!
Fig. 6.7: Demand model, demand represented in 3D space and list of spatial entities!
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Fig. 6.8: Supply design steps, activities and representations!
Fig. 6.9: Ordered list of component population of a spatial entity!
Fig. 6.10: Component agent, geometric positioning scheme (example: air outlet in floor)!
Fig. 6.11: Component agent, positioning process!
Fig. 6.12: Component inhabitation, 2D/3D schematic representation in the BIM editor  

(Autodesk Revit (Autodesk Inc. 2008))!
Fig. 6.13: Network topologies!
Fig. 6.14: Two steps of networking!
Fig. 6.15: Exemplary functionally networked aggregates, 3D / 2D schematic representations 

in the BIM editor!
Fig. 6.16: Exemplary design cases for a inlet / transport component combination!
Fig. 6.17: Multi-objective genetic algorithm for aggregate networking!
Fig. 7.1: Implemented energy calculation model!
Fig. 7.2: The heating chain as modelled for the energy calculations ((Schmidt 2004),  

modified)!
Fig. 7.3: Implementation setup!
Fig. 7.4: Modelling editor with DPV interface!
Fig. 7.5: Building Data tab!
Fig. 7.6: Performance tab with Kiviat diagram!
Fig. 7.7: Building footprint of initial (left) and optimized design (right)!
Fig. 7.8: System Selection tab!
Fig. 7.9: Energy/Exergy Balance tab!
Fig. 7.10: Sankey diagrams of design with different energy supply configurations!
Fig. 8.1: Design alternatives for the façades!
Fig. 8.2: Case study Building Information Model with Design Performance  Viewer (DPV 

380.1)!
Fig. 8.3: Object diagram of exemplary aggregate of distributed air supply for IPFM!
Fig. 8.4. Demand information of space, component population and component list!
Fig. 8.5: Component hosts (floors), identified in the BIM!
Fig. 8.6: 2D/3D Schematic representation of components!
Fig. 8.7: 2D/3D Representation of system aggregates in the BIM!
Fig. 8.8: Façade construction with component location (Erne AG 2010)!
Fig. 8.9: Network setup of aggregates 1 (top left), 2 (top center), 3 (top right);  calculated 

airflow (bottom)!
Fig. 8.10: Optimized topology, calculated airflow (bottom)!
Fig. 8.11: IFC model of the façade element including system components,  displayed using 

Solibri Model Viewer (Solibri 2009)!
Fig. 8.12: Digital fabrication of façade element, integrated system component  (Erne AG 

2010)!
Fig. 9.1: Components of distributed building service systems represented in the building 

model!
Fig. 9.2: Closed-loop control scheme, adapted from (Hordeski 2005)!
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Fig. 9.3: Node (left) and node layers (right) in feed forward connection, adapted from (Cruse 
1996)!

Fig. 9.4: Self-organization of weight vectors of a neural net. Interaction only between nearest 
neighbours (Kohonen 1982)!

Fig. 9.5: Piezoelectric fibre composite (Bent and Hagood 1997)!
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